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Abstract

This thesis explores the connection between music and politics in post reform China from the point of view of mass communication, and within the fields of politically influenced folk music in Xinjiang, the rapid development of the ‘Chinese Piano Dream’, and the popular music on the central stage of the China Central Television Spring Festival Gala. This is preceded by an introduction to the political, economic and cultural changes since the implementation of the Reform and Opening Up Policy in 1978, which have not only challenged China’s traditional culture but have also altered her self-image and relationship with the outside world. Chinese politicians have realized that communal value and national identity are no longer based only on closed borders and a strong political ideology. Meanwhile, music remains a propaganda tool since the establishment of the Communist Party of China, and continues to serve the mainstream media, interacting with politics to further the Communist agenda and maintain a favourable image of the Party.

As a native fieldworker from Xinjiang, I enjoy dual identities and perspectives (‘emic’ and ‘etic’) as insider and outsider to apply to the research of new folk music in Xinjiang: how it is decoded, disseminated and interpreted by its audience, and how it conveys political messages. With China’s rapid economic growth, Western classical music became a new channel of communication between East and West. The renowned pianist Yundi Li is not only a household name but is moreover a symbol of the response to President Xi Jin-ping’s call to the nation to chase the ‘Chinese Dream’ and he also represents China’s ‘soft power’ internationally. My fieldwork with Yundi stemmed from the largest music tour in Chinese history, entitled ‘China Piano Dream’ (2013), and the ‘Emperor - Fantasy’ tour (2014), which gave me a unique insight into how Chinese musicians negotiate the political and social expectations placed on them. Finally, a new crossover resulting from collaborations between well-known musicians from Mainland China and Taiwan has had a significant impact on the most viewed television programme in the world: the China Central Television Spring Festival Gala. Mass communication models, audience reception and a semiotic approach to the analysis of musical extracts are applied to interpret the political meaning of the performance.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background and context to this study

Introduction of the Introduction

Politics has long been recognised and understood to play a decisive role in music, as a political belief of the ruling class throughout Chinese history, according to the ancient school of Confucius in his Book of Rites.¹ Music was used as a weapon, during the period of the Cultural Revolution, in the Communist arsenal.² However, can this interplay of music and politics still be observed, by analysing music which is promoted and disseminated by the Chinese media, in response to its alignment with China’s mainstream attitude, belief and assertion? This thesis will draw on recent case studies from China’s relations with, and representations of, ethnic minority performers, Western music development focusing on the piano and aspects of music from disputed territories, in order to highlight the CPC’s fundamental musical preferences and its political orthodoxy.

1.2 The Spring Story

In the summer of 2004, a concert poster was widely advertised in Beijing, in local newspapers, streets, stations and on websites, entitled Spring Story--The Memorial Concert of the Centenary of the Birth of Deng Xiao-ping: A Large Symphonic Choral Concert (Figure 1-1).³ The vital figure of this poster, Deng Xiao-ping himself, smiles as the sun rises from the top left, brightening the sky. Deng wears a traditional Chinese suit or Zhongshan Zhuang (simplified: 中山装), usually referred to as a Mao suit in English. On the right, the panorama of Kowloon is captured, giving the visual effect of Deng looking into the distance at Hong Kong. In

---

² Key texts will be discussed in the body of Introduction.
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the middle section, Deng’s autobiography is laid out in a large, gold, font in front of the Great Wall, alongside the panorama of the southern city, Shenzhen. A few lines of sans font Chinese characters are printed above Shenzhen, in yellow and white, illustrating the purpose of the concert and advertising the time and venue of this important performance. The lower half of the poster features a unified band and choir in military suits, with a national flag as the stage background.

Figure 1-1 The Memorial Concert of Centenary Birth of Deng Xiao-ping: A Large Symphonic Choral Concert of Story of Spring

Many recognisable features pertaining to Deng Xiao-ping’s political career were carefully woven together on the poster. Deng Xiao-ping (1904-1997), a revolutionary and statesman, was China’s paramount leader who first pointed out that ‘...the errors committed by Mao during the Cultural Revolution need to be

---

Deng was the architect of the Chinese economic reform, raising the official ideology of ‘Socialism with Chinese characteristics’ to the public, which meant letting China adapt Marxist theory to accommodate her economic system. He also proposed the constitutional principle for the reunification of China, ‘One country, two systems’ which was later applied to the handover of Hong Kong and Macau, respectively. The poster has eulogized the above political achievements of Deng Xiao-ping: the successful transfer of sovereignty over Hong Kong is reflected in the prosperity of the Central District of Kowloon Peninsula; the strategic decision of economic reform has contributed to the development of Shenzhen, one of the first cities selected by Deng Xiao-ping as the Special Economic Zone after this policy decision. This policy then installed the concept of domestic economic development as the country’s priority while increasing its trade with the global world. This has brought China into a whole new era, with a rapid economic climb.

According to the poster, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Naval Song and Dance Troupe, which was funded during the Chinese Civil War as the Chinese Communist Party’s official publicity channel, participating in various musical performances during the Cultural Revolution, also performed in the ‘Spring Story’ concert. This concert was named after a well-known, Chinese modern ballade, The Spring Story (simplified:春天的故事), about the ‘second generation of the Chinese leadership’, its melody was also adopted as the theme tune of the documentary Deng Xiao-ping in 1997, filmed by China Central Television. The Spring Story (lyrics by Jiang Kai-ru and Ye Xu; Wang You-gui music) was originally sung by Dong Wen-hua, a well known, former military singer, in October 1994. The song’s lyrics dramatized the background story of Deng Xiao-ping’s visit to Southern China, and

---

8Zhang, ‘The “Spring Story” to be told by Symphonic Music’.
how the economic reform policy decision was made. Deng Xiao-ping was referred to as an ‘elderly person’ (simplified: 一个老人) who, by ‘drawing a circle’ (simplified: 圈) around the Southern China sea, defined the Special Economic Zone in the spring of 1979, according to the song. The lyrics later refer to this ‘elderly person’ returning, in Spring 1994, to the area marked on the map which now has a much different vitality and enjoys phenomenal prosperity. Therefore, the song not only praises Deng’s historical visit to the south in the spring of 2012 but also the economic spring that he brought to the whole of China.

*The Spring Story* is not only the name of the song, as the title came to specifically represent China’s economic reform, under Deng Xiaoping’s command. This song appeared on various political, musical events on CPC’s official information channels, as reported on the CPC’s news websites. In 2014, a nationwide live concert was named after *The Spring Story,* together sponsored by Beijing Municipal Publicity Department, the Sichuan Provincial Party Committee Publicity Department and the National Theatre to commemorate the 110th birth anniversary of Deng Xiao-ping, according to ‘gequ’ (simplified: 歌曲), a mainstream Chinese popular magazine. The *Spring Story* song opened the concert, located the first section of the concert, to ‘set the context of the concert theme’. According to the Sichuan Daily this concert had ‘four sections’, which are: *The Spring rains* (simplified: 春之雨), *The Spring Sunshine* (simplified: 春之日), *The March of Spring* (simplified: 春之脚步) and the *Dreams of Spring* (simplified: 春之梦). The first two sections described the law of nature concerning the arrival of the spring, referring to natural phenomena, such as, rain and sunshine. It may not be surprising, then, in Han Chinese idioms, that weather is often widely applied as a metaphor to hint at a

---

13. Ibid.
15. It is one of the largest newspapers in Deng Xiao-ping’s hometown, Sichuan province.
situation, for instance, ‘Miserable Wind and Cold Rain’ (simplified: 凄风寒雨) and ‘Changeable Meteorology’(simplified:气象万千), respectively, are used to describe a bleak situation and, the ‘magnificent sight, or (the situation has) unlimited potential’.17 Thus, if the political connotation of Spring Story is combined with the ‘rain’ and ‘sun’, the first two sections can be understood as a subtle narrative of the process of domestic economic reform. It may suggest the country had a difficult start since the implementation of the policy, however, from the difficult ‘rainy’ past, the situation has been improved and finally met its ‘sunny days’.

It is worth noticing the last two sections had almost described the ‘spring’ as a person, who was ‘marching’ and was now having ‘dreams’. Applying similar arguments to those used in the previous sections of the concert, with their political connotations, it seems ever since, the song Spring Story has become part of the most up to date political concept of the Chinese central government: the Chinese Dream concept. It was first raised, by China’s current president Xi Jin-ping, in 2012.18 The dream of spring, after the confident ‘march’ of the ‘spring’, might be interpreted as maintaining the high-speed economic growth from the CPC’s mainstream value. Furthermore, the meaning of ‘spring’ may have embraced other concepts, depending on the local political and social context at that time. Two years later, on August 22nd, 2014, ‘Another Spring’, a poetry symphony concert in memory of Deng Xiao-ping, took place in Shanghai Cultural Square.19 According to Wenhui Bao newspaper, this concert not only featured music performance but also incorporated poetry recitation to ‘...express the exciting historical picture since the reform,’20 and in particular, ‘...this concert, has clear characteristics of the time...the song Chinese Dream rings the theme of the times, while the poetry reading titled Continue to Explore pushed the concert to its climax.’21 This official commentary

20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
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illustrates the impact of *Spring Story* and the theme of ‘spring’, reflecting Deng Xiao-ping’s vital reforms. Secondly, the media expressed central government’s determination to continue acknowledging and exploring Deng Xiao-ping’s economic route, as well as supporting a stronger and faster growing economy, while tailoring this ambition to individual Chinese Dreams. Most importantly, the *Spring Story* did not only record the historical event of how economic reform took place, it has evolved from being a code to represent the ideal financial planning of the Chinese government. The intention of borrowing musical context to speak for the current political and economical situation seems like a familiar theme since the Cultural Revolution by the CPC officials from Mao, which provokes deeper thinking upon the association between music and politics in China, in particular, from the economic reform until today.

1.3 **Existing studies and research methods**

This thesis is focusing on music research after the economic reform took place, however, when discussing the connection between music and politics within the historical background of modern China, the wealth of previous research on the Cultural Revolution era might be beneficial in providing an outline for this research. Additionally, research methods and analysis of Cultural Revolutionary musical works will be consulted as a reference. For instance, what methods were applied by musicologists in their research in order to understand the problem, and what category of music was their major concern? In addition to numerous books and articles, recordings also contributed to the study of music produced during the Cultural Revolution. The most representative Mandarin sources were written by Chinese musicologists Dai Jia-fang and Liang Mao-chun, respectively. Dai was one of the first generation of Chinese musicologists of the Central Conservatory of Music, soon after the Cultural Revolution in 1978, and was the former head of the Culture Ministry of Education, Science and Technology Division. Dai’s writings emphasised the historical influence of music, applying a critical perspective to musical works.

---

and artists during the specific historical background in the 1960s. Documenting the life experience and later suicide of his colleague, Yu Hui-yong, a former member of CPC Central Committee and head of the Cultural Group, to uncover the political power of music in that period, might reflect the marshal of PRC, Lin Biao’s belief that to ‘...sing a good song is equivalent to attending an excellent politics class’.  

He also provided a detailed analysis of the sole example of Western music consumption during the Cultural Revolution era. A piano piece, *The Yellow River Piano Concerto*, which was constructed according to Western compositional techniques, speaks, somewhat, for Chinese traditional aesthetic values and expresses certain political meanings. Musicologist Liang Mao-chun from the Central Conservatory of Music, who reconstructed his experience during the Cultural Revolution era as a ‘Little Red Guard’, noted Han composer Wang Luo-bin from the northwest Xinjiang Uyghur autonomous region, and his interpretation of Xinjiang ethnic minority music during the Revolutionary period.  

A number of Western language studies are also accessible. Arnold Perris offers a chapter on Cultural Revolutionary music, within wide ranging sociology studies which include politically influenced music, from the Nazis’ use of Wagner to Communist Mao music. In exploring the policies and artistic practice of the Cultural Revolution, Isabel K.F. Wong concentrates on revolutionary songs or *geming gequ* and their various political functions from historical and textual aspects, including the education of the Chinese masses which encouraged their sense of patriotism, adopted directly from the Party’s directives through application of basic music techniques at that time. Barbara Mittler’s work made a significant contribution to the understanding of artistic works during the Cultural Revolution, juxtaposing detailed readings along with aesthetic and fieldwork experience on
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cultural products as lived culture. However, Mittler argues that artists’ work during the Maoist era, taking the revolutionary model operas as an example, did not only serve politics, as an ideological supply line, but was also a creature made of both Chinese and Western music. During modern Chinese history, this was a peak time of politicization of music, marking China’s modern compositional tradition, which had its roots in folk songs whilst adopting a Western compositional pathway. Therefore, in a way, Western music always existed during the Cultural Revolution era though, on the other hand, Chinese folk music was ‘westernised’ as a continuation of the modernization of Chinese music in the 20th century; it became the ‘New Chinese Music’ of Mao, which contained the single purpose of use as propaganda.28

Rachel Harris has contributed the most useful resources on the politics of the staged representation of ethnic music in Xinjiang autonomous region, located in China’s northwest frontier. She not only provides a great insight into biographical evidence, gathered from ethnic minorities in Xinjiang, but also explores the connection between their identity and their surrounding communities.29 It is worth noting, when approaching the social function of the music in this ethnically diverse region, Harris also examines the international political environment at that time. For instance, research into Uyghur Muqam, in the 1960s, exposes the political relationship between the Chinese and Soviet governments and became a diplomatic tool to earn support in global affairs. In exploring the current relationship between the ethnic identities of the Chinese minority and their crucial role to the state, Dru Gladney provided the example of the annual musical programme opening session. Usually performed on Chinese state television, on Chinese Spring Festival Eve, by so called ‘colourful’ ethnic minorities, this example was used to illustrate that the majority Han Chinese refer to their national minorities as the ‘Other’ and, it was argued that distortion of the ‘Others’ image helps the state to achieve greater control over Han Chinese.30 By conducting

29Rachel Harris, Singing the Village: Music, Memory and Ritual among the Sibe of Xinjiang (British Academy, n.d.).
fieldwork, individual interviews with the ethnic musicians and collecting recordings from the local people’s life experience, Helen Rees and Wong Chuen-Fung, respectively, provide more evidence to demonstrate the politically influenced stage representation of Chinese minority music, from southwest Yunnan province to northwest Xinjiang. It seems that every time ethnic inspired musical work or new folk music ‘stereotypes’ are exposed or denigrated, from the state’s point of view, the first aim is to reinforce the state’s stability.

Does music have that much power? Additionally, what is the contemporary political situation in Chinese minority enclaves? Maintaining state security while ensuring the stability of the entire country is observed and promoted as part of the mainstream ideology of the Harmonious Society, is analysed by Trine Brox. Brox approached the two, possibly, most controversial minority groups of Tibetans and Uyghur who demonstrate the most ‘resistance’ against the Beijing perspective. Brox provides an introduction to each group’s distinctive historical, cultural and religious background, as well as introducing their geographical and social position in order to explain their attitude to mainstream culture in China. Brox also points out that local economic development is ‘...inseparable from culture and identity’, and criticizes the false ‘backwards’ impression of local cultural traditions, gender relations and lower level of urbanization of the minorities. In reply, J.N. Smith reported that contemporary Uyghur musicians have never given up using music as a tool to unite the Uyghur against the ‘Han Coloniser’ or reproducing their own national identities through oral and dance formed musical works. Due to the nature of its communicational channel and its unique sense of ‘grief’, the music message of nationalist sentiment is embodied within Uyghur poetry, which is effectively distributed among Uyghur people from all classes.

---


33 Ibid.
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What does Western Art music sound like in 20th and 21st century China, after the Cultural Revolution, and what is its relationship to the outside world? Barbara Mittler’s earlier book, *Dangerous Tunes*, serves as an important reference tool in exploring this topic.35 Mittler particularly focuses on the directions and trends through deep, face-to-face observations in researching the so-called ‘new music’ of China and its 20th century composers, for instance, Tan Dun, Guo Wen-jing and Qu Xiao-song, who has been through the Cultural Revolution himself as well as, later, enjoying a more relaxed Western musical education. Such musicians adopted Western instruments and compositional techniques in expressing their ‘Chineseness’, after previously embracing Chinese folk music elements in rural China, during the Cultural Revolution. This was in comparison to the most widely researched musicians from previous generations who only received Western music education before the Cultural Revolution. Mittler not only sheds light on aesthetic matters in examining the ‘New Music’ composers’ ‘typical features’, but also offers an account of a number of political and identity issues within China’s disputed territories in Hong Kong and Taiwan, concerning the political role of such music and nationalism in Chinese music.36 By examining well-known 20th century composers, including John Cage, Tan Dun and Henry Cowell, Bonnie C. Wade explains how, together, their music constructs the musical landscape of the world from the East to West;37 furthermore, Frederick Lau discovered that ‘Eastern musical elements’, from traditional Asian folk music, are equally influential and beneficial in constructing a world music map for Western musicians, during the process when Chinese or Asian musicians were trained in the West and, by disseminating their musical culture, they have also contributed to change the West.38 Popular music plays a vital role in 20th century China, however, anything ‘borrowed’ from the West
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36 Ibid.
was originally criticised and, consequently, banned as exemplified by the *Yellow Songs* (simplified: 黄色歌曲). In China this, literally, means ‘pornographic songs’, according to Andrew Jones’s book on Chinese popular music history and urban media culture, because of its commercial nature as well as its challenge against the dominant local ideology and focus on China’s modernity in the world discourse.\(^{39}\)

This thesis is beholden to these earlier studies. The introduction will present a glimpse of the kind of material and the overall coherence of the thesis which will then be discussed, in more depth, in later chapters, also presenting its findings and original contribution to scholarship. By describing music during the economic reform as a living experience, first of all, this thesis presents its unique features through original case studies gathered in the past few years.

For this purpose, in the attempt to provide original fieldwork, this thesis juxtaposes material from up to date music productions created and disseminated by the Chinese mainstream media, in-depth interviews, close readings from the previous research, relevant critical references from both English and Chinese literature and, in particular, song analysis which refers to political and social contexts within the new Party line.

Chapter One provides an overview of the related literature and methods from previous research and a general introduction to the relevant music genres and contexts being researched. Chapter Two presents an historical and political background of the Chinese economic reform, in comparison to the arts policy in the Mao period, providing a discussion about what has changed or stayed ever since. Chapter Three focuses on personal accounts of music, gathered during lived experience of fieldwork in Xinjiang, and also discusses the major research method of Mass communication theory. Chapter Four discusses the debates which arose between mainstream Chinese media and English language texts regarding the concept of ‘authenticity’, applying ethnomusicological approaches as well as virtual fieldwork methodology to document the process of local, TV music programme production. Chapter Four also provides a comparative analysis of musical works,

referring to relevant political and social contexts and their purpose in disseminating mainstream value. Chapters Five and Six situate Western Art music in 20th-century China, by providing secondary resources and broader fieldwork of music making experience with Chinese pianist Yundi Li, as well as drawing on comparative analysis of different receptions of his recording, to decode the connotation of the symbolised pianist and his music in specific social context. Chapter Seven is a revised version of a previously published paper, first given at the International Conference on Music Semiotics, in 2012. This chapter focuses on music collaborations between musicians from mainland and disputed territories, by taking a semiotic approach to examining music programming on China Central television. It also provides a comparative analysis of the political impact of music works to reveal the social function of the pop music genre, in post reform China.

The Introduction and the Conclusion to this thesis are primarily based on the historical evidence from the fieldwork conducted by myself during the research period, with representatives from many classes and general backgrounds, for instance, Chinese musicians, scholars, performers, TV production team including freelance workers, government officials and artists’ management companies, who directly monitor the music and are responsible for delivering the music to a mass audience. European records and newspapers were also consulted. In order to shed light on what was, and still is, happening on the ground, how music is influenced by politics in post reform China, this thesis deliberately sets out to document experience from the field, taking account of the man made music products in practice, for instance, individual case studies from China’s ethnic minority performers, Chinese Western classical musicians and Chinese musicians from disputed territories. It engages with analysis from various theoretical approaches, including elements of musicology, communication theory and semiotics, to help analyse how music is disseminated and received within the circle of communication, and to examine how music production is arguably carried out with certain political intentions since China’s economic reform. Finally, this thesis examines how music is
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40The full title of the paper is Listening to the Pop Music From CCTV Spring Festival Gala in Mainland China. It was given at the International Conference on Music Semiotics in Memory of Prof. Raymond Monelle.
presented, and is then consumed in daily practice by a mass audience, by focussing on the music in the remote northwest borderland of Xinjiang, the mainland of China, as well as Hong Kong and Taiwan, eventually bringing its influence all the way to the Western world.

1.4 Media Control: Old Versus New

Along with the economic development and modernization after the economic reform, China had also opened its doors to the world. Zheng Li argues that Chinese media has also welcomed its new era, with the arrival of new media technology, such as cable television and Internet. Might this be seen as a challenge to the previous system? Secondly, has support by this new technology affected the music dissemination situation? This thesis also intends to examine music works through communication pathways in the general background of Chinese contemporary media development.

In Zheng Li’s article, Zheng notes James Florcruz, a Time correspondent, who argues that Chinese officialdom has very little power over its media market, as it is growing rapidly with diverse forms, for instance newspapers, magazines and television shows, and it has become increasingly open and responsive to meet public demand. The quality of press and broadcasts has also been improved, rather than ‘...a skimpy compendium of sterile polemic and abstruse dogma’. Zheng Li, however, argues that the pro-democracy movement was responsible for the restriction of retightened China’s media control. Its role has broadened, switching from a class struggle machine to an instrument to assist China in entering world discourse with the market economy, as well as competing with other domestic media organisations, since Deng Xiao-ping’s economic reform. It seems that the CCP saw political economic development as their first priority, media manifested its role in reinforcing the ideology of uniting the nation, maintaining state stability
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under the leadership of the Communist party on all levels of domestic media dissemination, as well as reconstructing China’s international image and global influence. Their debate on the strength of Chinese state media control focuses on its manifesto which indicates if it has become tighter or looser. Additionally, though they both agree that, in a sense, China has become more open than it used to be, in 20th century China, however, a question about control arises, when individuals can host their own opinions and post them to the public through the Internet. How does the Chinese government respond to foreign ideas and influences that travel along with private enterprises? Policy and certain regulations were promulgated to tackle this issue, which can be described as ‘...an attempt to balance gradual commercialization and modernization with controls protecting the Communist Party’s ideological and political dominance.’ Thus, the media still remains the mouthpiece of the government, disseminating mainstream values and ideology through coded messages and also, providing the platform to accelerate the communication process, to enable more effective understanding of the message. In contemporary China, is music, in particular, subject to the ideological control on the media? Could it be that music dissemination is also a form of ideological control?

1.5 Music Control: Propaganda or Autonomy?

Geremie R. Barmé provides multiple insights into Chinese contemporary culture, from historical, political and cultural aspects, to explain the complex interplay between the distribution of governmental ideology via cultural works and nonofficial culture, when global culture and Chinese capitalist-socialism meet up in the market economy after the economic reform. Barmé also draws attention to the growth of Chinese, contemporary artistic work designed with governmental core value, referring to this as ‘propaganda’, arguing that ‘television’, such as China Central Television, is the key outlet for up-market, media propaganda. Barmé comments on its current situation:

Li, ‘Media Control in China’, 700.

Even though China remained political repressive, relative economic freedom and certain fiscal imperatives in the cultural sphere allowed for a liberalism that invigorated the autonomous social sphere and increasingly entangled individuals in the crossover realm between official and commercial as well as nonofficial culture.\(^{45}\)

How much freedom is available among different music genres combined with new technology in the market economy? By engaging with politics as well as contexts of ethnicity, and through in-depth fieldwork with people from various classes, Nimrod Baranovitch sheds light on a specific analysis of the development of Chinese music influenced by foreign countries, Hong Kong and other disputed territories, and representations of ethnic minority music which is dominated by Han Chinese. However, Baranovitch believes the music in China cannot be ‘...divided into the popular and the official spheres’.\(^{46}\) Chinese music development, after the economic reform, is reported as a ‘paradoxical and ambivalent’ situation;\(^{47}\) this thesis will research into the true face of this ‘contemporary propaganda’ music, in practice and experience, and how it is linked with the current political situation. This thesis will attempt to solve this seeming ‘contradiction’ of living history.

1.6 Overall Coherence of the Case Studies

One inspiration might arise thanks to the above-published work. Politics remains the dominant force for Chinese music dissemination in contemporary China, since the economic reform. This is especially so in mass music works for public consumption which are shaped to suit the political favour such as national unity;\(^{48}\) as a politicized entertainment, an education source, these works direct the

\(^{45}\) Ibid.


\(^{47}\) Ibid.
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mainstream to the ‘harmonious society’ and attempt to reach the ‘Chinese Dream’, the most recent political slogan which was advertised and promoted by the Chinese central government. 49

In order to investigate this assumption, as well as decode the politically influenced musical message through media consumption, in terms of music styles, three music case studies from the field were chosen, as shown in the following diagram (Figure 1-2).

![Diagram of case studies](image)

**Figure 1-2** Diagram of the case studies of the thesis: the big oval represents the ensemble of all ‘politically influenced music in post reform China’ as a whole, and each small circle represents a selected type of music that were chosen as case studies. First of all, ethnic folk music/folk-inspired (styled) music from Xinjiang, Western Art Music in 20th century China—the piano music in particular and, popular music from disputed territories broadcast on Chinese TV. The small circles are not to scale and their size and mathematical proportion do not contain any meaning.

Historically, neither Western art music nor Pop music is native to China. From previous study, 50 it can be understood that they were both introduced and
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49 Ibid.
50 n_Music_and_Multi-ethnic_Unity_on_Television_in_China_in_Keith_Howard_ed_Music_as_Intangible_Cultural_Heritage_Policy_Ideology_and_Practice_in_the_Preservation_of_East_Asian_Traditions_UK_Ashgate.
influenced by early Chinese musicians who studied in the West, before the Cultural Revolution. Both became widely received since the domestic reform, and quickly developed a consolidated mass Chinese audience. Besides the growing significance of these two forms of music, the process of producing ethnic minority music from Xinjiang, according to the official culture’s understanding, is also part of the living history of contemporary Chinese music.

The multiple methods of media dissemination of music cannot be neglected after the economic reform and the arrival of technology of globalization, based on their unpredictable influence and effectiveness of communication. Is the new technology an effective tool for the sender or, rather, does it allow more liberty for the receiver? This thesis will pay attention to documenting the course of events in using the media to consolidate the ruling Party’s power and the promotion of its ideology, from central government to local government, through carefully selected music from specific historical eras. This will be combined with fieldwork, a major method which will be applied in the thesis. If music can reflect politics, by listening to the music, using music as a reference, one can understand the policy of the Communist Party China. In addition, monitoring music communication activity in relation to China’s administrative division, for instance, from the central government programme broadcasting level, or the nationwide to local government level, can help to reveal and, so, compare regional policy and ideological control.

From the point of view of ideological control or guidance, the above music styles, or in other words, the connotation of the source of those music styles strongly links with China’s current Communist Party mainstream values. Building the idealized ‘Harmonious Society’ in the eyes of officialdom, calls into action the country’s stability and national unity of all ethnic groups, especially the unity between Han Chinese and ethnic Chinese people. Focusing on the experience of Xinjiang ethnic minorities performing music, both at local level, during Spring Festival Gala TV broadcasting and the nationwide Passion Square Concert by Central Television, which was collected from the field, will help to explain the local policy interpretation on distribution of the political core values. Additionally, in contrast

50 Caroline Mason, trans., ‘The Origins of New Music (1885-1919)’, in A Critical History of New Music in China, by Ching-chih Liu (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 2010), 23.
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with the suppressive attitude towards the limited Western art music in the Cultural Revolution era, later 20\textsuperscript{th} century, Western music is now seen as fostering patriotism as an extension of Mao’s concept of ‘...let the Western things serve us’\textsuperscript{51} has been embraced as ‘a universal language’ to enable international dialogues in the world discourse. As the youngest ‘International Chopin Piano Competition’ champion, Chinese pianist Yundi Li gains fans from all over the world. My work experience with Yundi, detailed in the thesis, explains how he has developed an image of patriotism through playing the Western classic instrument, namely the piano, to express his Chinese identity worldwide, becoming appreciated by the official culture as a successful example of the state sponsored music education system, as well as representing China’s more open image. The last case study, of Central Television Pop music programmes from the disputed territories, on the most watched \textit{CCTV Spring Festival Gala}, is decoded via the message, ‘To safeguard national sovereignty and territorial integrity of stability, as well as to achieve the reunification of China’ and can be recognized as a core value, an official interpretation of the Chinese Dream, by the state council information office.\textsuperscript{52}

If considering the results of the music dissemination, the three cases – folk music of ethnic minority performers, Western art music and pop music from disputed territories – have vast individual effects in terms of audience coverage yet link together through the official media network, as well as attracting attention as representative symbols. For instance, the broadcasts of Xinjiang Local Spring Festival Gala covers five autonomous prefectures and six autonomous counties within the province, as well as reaching the whole country via provincial cable television. The attention to the piano can be traced back to the \textit{Yellow River Piano Concerto}, which marked a deep memory for Chinese people, as the only entertainment allowed during the Cultural Revolution, along with the revolutionary operas.\textsuperscript{53} If that was a form of domestic entertainment, then the triumph of the 14\textsuperscript{th} International Chopin Competition made Yundi Li not only become a household

\textsuperscript{51}Barbara Mittler, \textit{A Continuous Revolution: Making Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture}.
\textsuperscript{53}Barbara Mittler, \textit{A Continuous Revolution: Making Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture}. 
name in China, but also meant that ‘Chinese musicians have earned Western authentication’ according to Wei Tin-ge, Head of the Chinese Academy of Music Arts Institute.⁵⁴ As a ‘national hero’,⁵⁵ he has the largest number of fans of a classical musician in China; over eighteen million Chinese fans on social media Sina Weibo.⁵⁶ This thesis will document work experience with Yundi, including his extensive domestic ‘Chinese Piano Dream’ Tour, which is a self-interpretation that echoes President Xi Jin-ping’s Chinese Dream political slogan. An in-depth interview will also be undertaken, to record behind the scenes information with the composer & producer of his Red Piano album, which was given negative reviews by Western critics.⁵⁷

In recent years, negative news and public criticism was also reported about the China Central Television Spring Festival Gala, the most watched programme, on its censorship and public appeal.⁵⁸ However, since its first broadcasts in 1986, it still has an audience of over 800 million each year.⁵⁹ It is a well-known platform for distribution of the official ideology and, through analysing the most influential performances on this programme, such as the first public, popular music performance after the economic reform, delivered by Hong Kong singer, Zhang Ming-min or the collaboration by Taiwan Pop singer Jay Chow and, the propaganda singer/new folk music artist from the mainland, Song Zu-yihng, it is hoped to discover the musical information, and distribution intention, beneath the music itself.
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1.7 Findings and Original Contribution to the Scholarship

Deng Xiao-ping and his economic reform policy have not only changed China’s political and economic discourse, but also altered China’s contemporary culture, which has had a great impact on Chinese music development too. The affiliation between music and politics today maintains a very similar position since Mao Zedong proposed this in Yan’an Art Forum in 1942: to serve politics, music is a tool to install the official ideological essentials, a product to educate or guide the mass audience, and in return, it reflects the political needs of the government. The development of music in the last thirty years embodies the principles of the economic reform; gaige kaifang (simplified: 改革开放) which literally means ‘domestic reform’ and ‘open up to the outside world’. Pop music, rock music, Western classical music and other styles of music arrived in mainland China for thirsty people who begged for a more relaxed and varied cultural life, beyond the sole themed revolutionary music of the Cultural Revolution.

Music exists as an entertainment as well as a portrait of China herself. After a careful analysis of the musical content from the official preferred music works in particular, it is not difficult to draw the conclusion that those music works were designed and promoted as an outlet, through certain channels, to praise and promote official ideology. Musical language was applied as a political lesson to speak up through performance to the targeted audiences. From the coded music sound of encouragement or opposition, China’s central political beliefs, from approvals to recent achievements, to internal contradictions and tensions, may be heard.

The progress of modern technology, such as cable TV and Internet, combined with the international culture exchange after the opening up, drastically speeds up the process of revealing conflicts between the resistance of a rebellious, self-oriented Internet audience and the government media outlets. A concrete representation of this conflict can be demonstrated by the stage interpretation of ethnic Chinese music which is used as a sign of cultural diversity between the ethnic
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60 Barbara Mittler, A Continuous Revolution: Making Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture.
minorities and the majority, however, this may be modified by the official media
taste. The freedom allowed by new technology, with a degree of restriction, on
social media or the Internet, however, leaves some space for information exchange
which links through to the influential music industry in the fastest and largest
economy in the world.

In researching the lived experience of politically influenced music in China
since the economic reform, its sounds, images and styles, it will be argued that
music in many different forms is seen as a subtle tool to reflect the official ideology
of the Communist Party through mass communication processes, both on domestic
and global levels. When investigated more closely, the elements adopted to create
this music depend on the ‘targeted’ audience and their culture, which allows a rich
collection of variations. More importantly, the content and formality of music
which was created thirty years ago, soon after the economic reform, is at variance
thus is not the same as it is ‘programmed’ today, each epoch has its own work to
represent its time, and characteristic music can also suggest the local administrative
level and divisions of its region. Moreover, similar to the song Spring Story which
was dedicated to Deng Xiao-ping’s economic reform straight after the policy was
announced and implemented, new productions of music in various forms will be
quickly released, which embody up to date, central political concepts for
dissemination among the public, though the individual experience and
interpretation might be affected by personal class, political background, ethnicity,
educational background and aesthetic value. Interdisciplinary research approaches
have been beneficial to this thesis; anthropology, musicology, symbolism and
communication theory are all used in this thesis to present the complex picture of
music as a political tool to serve the capitalist economy in Communist China.

This thesis suggests that, in order to promote the mainstream Chinese Dream
political ideology among all Chinese, China is coming to terms with its Others, and
absorbing their musical culture as part of mainstream music. As the three case
studies suggest, ethnic minority music is manipulated to maintain national unity as
the above literature indicates. However, this thesis discovers that representation of
folk styled music in Xinjiang lies in a grey area, where it is seen as other person’s
music. Western art music is appreciated by a large audience in China; since the
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economic reform, Chinese classical musicians and their achievements have been marked as China’s soft power, as a modern world citizen, however, domestically, this is used to foster patriotism. Popular musicians and music, from China’s disputed territories, are also seen as a vital part in the process of establishing a shared value and a mutual identity, among all Chinese people.
Chapter 2 The Opening Up and Reform Policy

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the question of how the Chinese government produced its official concept of building an ‘harmonious society’ will be investigated as, since the implementation of the Opening Up Policy under Deng Xiao-ping, a series of imbalances, in culture, politics and economics, in relation to the rapid economic development need to be addressed. Firstly, a general introduction to the birth of Chinese Economic reform, from historical and political perspectives will be presented. The design of the Opening Up policy, which turned China’s focus to a market economy which has helped domestic economy growth, will be considered. A critical discussion of the internal issues directly, and indirectly, caused by the rapid financial boom which led to the official Chinese rhetoric of a harmonious socialist society will then be presented. In examining the possible impact on music production after the economic reform, within this research, a link between music and politics was traced from the historical point of view, consulting accounts on revolutionary themed music and policies during the Maoist era. It will be argued that the need to build a harmonious society is caused by the imbalance in development in comparison to the economy. In order to keep the people informed of current political, economic and cultural development, on both domestic and international levels in 20th century China, the Chinese government has decided to attempt to unite the nation by strengthening its large scale propaganda tool nationwide. The current political tool is influenced by the propaganda art of the Cultural Revolution as, today, music is used as a tool to consolidate the foundation of China’s new knowledge-based economy, exploiting ‘encoded’ music materials. The discourse of harmony provides the principle of official ideological guidance, which might affect certain music works, which will be studied in more detail in later chapters.
2.2 Economic Reform In the late 1970s

The Opening Up and Reform policy was introduced by China’s former president, Deng Xiao-ping, at the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, in 1978. This meeting pointed to the direction of China’s future development, that the country should be focusing on its economic building rather than repeating the Cultural Revolution. China began to implement economic policy reforms in the late 1970s, and the policy consisted of two parts: Domestic Reform and Opening Up (to the outside world). This domestic reform was designed as a kind of three-legged stool. It first began in rural areas as a house-contract responsibility system of land co-production. The economic reforms of the second leg involved changing a highly centralised economic system into a socialist market-based economy. The third leg of the stool was political reform; it included the aspects of democracy, for instance the strengthening of the legal system, the separation between government and enterprises, streamlining and improving the democratic centralism system, maintaining the workforce’s ability and national unity. The term ‘open’, in a broad sense, mainly referred to the outside world, but it also included internal opening, within China. China’s image has been revolutionised dramatically in the last thirty years, with the estimated Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth from 1978 to 2013 at between 9.5% and 11.5% a year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP (US dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP (US dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>3,117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP (US dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>11,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>20,413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP (US dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>4,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>11,534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>17,921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP (US dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>2,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>4,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>5,709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1 GDP per capita by selected country or region, years 0-1998

Table 2-1 above shows a comparison between the GDP of China, Japan, Western Europe and the world, from the year 1 BC to 1998. Until the year 1500, China’s GDP was either similar to, or greater than, other regions but in 1500, the GDP of Western Europe exceeded that of China by 174 dollars per capita. Between 1820 and 1950 China had almost no economic growth and also reached its lowest GDP in 1950, at 439 dollars per capita. In comparison to the rest of world, Japan’s GDP was 1,926 dollars per capita while Western Europe achieved 4,594 dollars per capita. China was one of the poorest countries in the world at that time. In 1998, Japan and Western Europe were the richest areas in the world, with figures of 20,413 and 17,921 dollars per capita respectively, while China only had only about 850 dollars per capita. However, according to the UN’s research, after three decades of economic reform policy from 1978, China is ‘now the world’s second largest
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67 The source states ‘0’ to ‘1998 AD’; as 0 does not exist in the Anno Domini system, this was interpreted to me ‘1 BC’.
economy’ in terms of GDP, while its GDP per capita is also growing rapidly and was 35,083 RMB (Chinese currency, equivalent to 5713.38 dollars) as of 2011. The following Figure 2-1 illustrates the rapid economic growth in China since 1978.

![Figure 2-1 GDP per capita for China, 1978-2011](image)

### 2.3 Daunting Challenges

The Four Great Inventions are considered to be a most important part of Chinese history, vital to world history and, as such, are a source of great pride to the Chinese nation. In every Chinese school history class, young students were taught about these four inventions, comprising the compass, gunpowder, papermaking and printing. However, they were all invented before the year 1500 and, according to Table 2-1 the years before 1500 were the peak era of China’s economy from the global perspective. Therefore, could there be a connection between economic achievement and cultural development? If this is so, then after China occupied the second largest economic position, based on the UN’s research, China’s cultural development might be expected to match its significant economic achievement. One might argue that culture cannot be assessed numerically and development does not happen overnight. The Reform and Opening Up policy has successfully altered China, which has become the world’s factory, bringing vast financial benefits to the nation. Therefore, China’s cultural achievement could be as
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influential on the world as the Four Great Inventions. If the Four Great Inventions were the symbol of China’s ancient prosperity, does the modern PR China need something equivalent to those inventions? This will be discussed in the following chapters. Meanwhile, the economic growth also creates many problems for the country. On one hand, the massive economic growth is beneficial to the large population, improving the Chinese nation’s living conditions but, on the other hand, it brings various internal challenges to China. For instance, first of all there is damage to and pollution of the natural environment in exchange for economic development, and it also causes overconsumption of natural resources and leads to more concentrated urban populations, exacerbating the potential spread and development of diseases in humans and animals, among other issues. Secondly, there is inequality of wealth between eastern China and western China. The rich-poor divide has separated people into oppositional groups, it breaks the balance of the safety and confidence of society that had existed in China up until economic development began, as peoples’ lives have improved at different rates. Thirdly, while not necessarily a feature of economic growth everywhere in the world, as China has grown, corruption has come to widely exist in the government.®

Similar arguments have arisen in the report on China’s long-term development, commissioned by the Chinese government, entitled China’s Development Strategy: The Knowledge and Innovation Perspective.® The authors also refer to China’s internal challenges in the first part of the report: ‘major internal challenges that China is confronted with – massive job creation, sustaining high economic growth rates, reduction of income and regional disparities, and environmental issues’.® Sustaining the environment while keeping up economic growth is the most urgent concern to China.® However, ‘the conflict between economic growth and protecting the natural environment and resources has
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® Dahlman and Aubert, ‘China and the Knowledge Economy Seizing the 21st Century’, 35.
® Ibid.
already become the most serious problem. Without having a healthy, sustainable environment and natural resources, it will be impossible to sustain economic growth as China is still an agricultural economy with a population of eight hundred million farmers; also, it would be difficult to feed the nation with a population of 1.4 billion. A mistake could affect the whole nation and cause disasters as well as starvation. Therefore, a lesson must be learnt from the Great Leap Movement, an economic and social campaign from 1958 to 1961 which resulted in the deaths of between 18 million and 45 million people, in that policies which will affect the whole nation need to be considered at great length by experts, to avoid potential catastrophe, whereby a policy does more harm than good. Pollution is a contemporary problem that the nation faces, which will require intervention, but also care and great consideration.

The CCP has defined the mission of the Chinese economy as ‘common prosperity’, meaning that the wealthier cities or provinces promote the less developed areas in order to achieve common prosperity. In the late 1970s, the Chinese government chose four cities within Guangdong and Fujian provinces as the first SEZs. Shen Zhen, Zhu Hai, Shan Tou and Xia Men were the four cities selected to operate as an export-oriented economy. This meant Guangdong and Fujian provinces would become the experimental field to test the Opening Up policy by producing goods for export to the world. Xie Shou-hong from Huadong Normal University wrote ‘Guangdong is a pioneer area under Chinese reform. The export-oriented economy has developed rapidly, but its regional disparity is very remarkable and the development levels of 21 cities differ greatly from one another.’ The government encourages the SEZs to attract foreign investment and establish privately owned enterprise, and supports their development by

introducing specialized policies. The booming economy helped Guangdong and Fujian provinces to become the financially most advanced provinces, ahead of the others. The newest SEZ, in Kashgar, was announced in 2010, and there are now six SEZs in China, as Hai Nan island was also added to the list. Together, five of them are located in southeast China; Kashgar is the most recent and is the only one situated in northwest China. This perhaps suggests an unbalanced economy both between the south and north, and between the eastern and western parts of China.

What factors caused the central government to choose to have a north western city such as Kashgar as the latest SEZ? Kashgar is located in the southern part of China’s most north-westerly province, Xinjiang, which literally translates to New Frontier. It is the largest city in south Xinjiang, in the middle of the Silk Road. It had a population of 2,850,000 in 1990, and the local citizens are a mix of Han Chinese and other ethnic groups, however, the local Han Chinese comprises only 7.1 per cent of the population, the rest being mostly Uyghur people. Since the riots in Xinjiang, on 5th July 2009, the ‘central government has been putting more attention and investment in Xinjiang, President Hu Jin-tao admitted the activities of separating Xinjiang from China exists in Xinjiang, therefore, the work in Xinjiang has two major parts: keeping the people safe and improving the economic growth.’ The problems of Xinjiang province will be discussed more in chapter three and four of the thesis.

China must cope with existing environmental problems, finding a way to maintain economic development without overusing natural resources while also creating employment for the many farmers who emigrated to cities after their jobs were replaced by modern machines. Also, there is a need to help balance the difference between the north and south, in order to prevent the country from destabilising.

All in all, it is important for China to face the upcoming challenges in order to maintain economic growth. The government has to sustain the environment as well as keeping up the employment rate, while reducing regional and income inequality.
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to achieve common prosperity. This not only matters to the country’s wealth, but also to its national security.

2.4 Building the Foundation for a Harmonious Society

Harmony is translated as ‘和谐’ in Chinese; it consists of two characters and the pronunciation is ‘he2 xie2’. This phrase (the English word is more like a phrase in Chinese) was one of the most frequently used in mainstream media in 2006, according to the Beijing Evening Newspaper. The linguistic term could be considered as a sign of the culture, according to Ian Heath’s approach to semiotics, as follows:

Language as a system of signs is modelled on consciousness, and so consciousness itself can be considered to be a sign system; second: ‘as society changes, social values and linguistic values begin to diverge’; third: ‘language contains traditional values—this is what is implied in the ideas of social conditioning and social learning.

What is a sign? Heath further indicates that ‘a sign has two parts: the name of something plus an idea. These parts are termed the signifier and the signified. The sign is a compound of a word that signifies, and the idea in the mind which is the signified.’ Therefore, a figure can be created as follows:
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In Figure 2-2, there are two congregations A and D (or CA and CD for short). Assume in CA there are many signifiers, any of which can represent a ‘name’, and in CD there are a number of ideas which might correspond, and they are labelled as ‘signified a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ or ‘d’. A complete sign requires a signifier from CA and it has an end directly linked to it. So ‘signifier 1’ and ‘signifier n’ can both be signs. This model can be applied in linguistic studies; for example, Ferdinand de Saussure explains ‘the concept or object that appears in our minds when we hear or read the signifier’. So, when the word ‘harmony’ is heard, various meanings might come to mind, such as musical ‘harmony’, or, as in the example given in the Oxford Dictionary, ‘delightful cities where old and new blend in harmony’. The word does not exist without the meaning and the meaning has to communicate with the word to make sense.

It is important to understand the meaning of ‘harmony’ in Chinese people’s minds and in Chinese society. Why is it such a popular word? Perhaps it contains some traditional values, but it is also possible that the meaning of the word has changed alongside the economic growth within the society. Harmony (和), from

---
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its structure, contains at least two ‘meanings’, ‘和’ (he2) and ‘协’ (xie2). This character, ‘和’, when it serves as a noun and adjective, may mean:86

- Peaceful and quiet
- Harmonious, friendly, also specially referring to a harmonious relationship between man and woman
- Coordinated, mild
- Healthy, comfortable personal condition
- Suitable, moderate

‘协’ (xie2) shares a similar meaning in the Xinhua Dictionary to ‘harmonious’, and that is the reason ‘harmony’ was chosen to be the translation. However, 协 (xie2) has its own distinctive meaning,87 as 协 (xie2), when used both as a verb and an adjective, also means joint, mediate, assist or obey. So when using 和谐 (harmonious) as one word, literally, the meaning is the assembly of these two separate characters.

Chinese politicians and scholars enjoy combining this word with ‘society’ when an explanation of their political or ideological views is needed. After announcing economic reform to the Chinese nation, the central government focused its attention on domestic economic development until President Hu Jin-tao put the ‘Building a Harmonious Socialist Society’ (simplified:构建社会主义和谐社会) agenda forward in 2006, at the Sixth Plenary Session of the Sixteenth to the whole nation.88 One of the most important parts of this meeting was to discuss an article entitled, Decisions on Building a Harmonious Socialist Society.89 In response to Hu’s talk, the phrase ‘Harmonious Society’, rather than the full version ‘Harmonious Socialist Society’, was quickly introduced to Chinese daily life by the media. It became widely received, partly because the influential early Chinese philosopher, Confucius, had mentioned it 2,500 years ago, in a monograph titled

89 Ibid.
*The Commonwealth of Great Unity*,⁹⁰ in which he draws a picture of his ideal world for the commonwealth. In order to achieve great unity, Confucius proposed the following in this monograph: ‘There is no war, no crime, nor hunger. People respect, and help each other like a family, everyone is equal. The government shall look after people who have disabilities, who are suffering disease and are without close family members; it will provide them with physical and mental support. There are jobs for everyone, so people can earn a living without resorting to crime. If the above situation can happen, by such time that it does, it will be a safe and harmonious world called The Commonwealth of Great Unity.’ He emphasized the relationship among people, which is ‘equal’; ‘the society should be financially strong enough to be able to look after the vulnerable groups; and most importantly, using etiquette to rule a country rather than law is the core of his proposition.’⁹¹ This general explanation, or political view, of Confucius had been planted into Chinese people’s minds over generations and might link to the CPC’s idea of ‘building the Harmonious Socialist Society’. Therefore, how does the CPC interpret it against the background of rapid economic growth?

Hu Jin-tao’s interpretation of harmonious socialist society is similar to that of Confucius. He said ‘the harmonious socialist society should be a harmonious society which has a democratic legal system, where justice is available; everyone is equal and friendly to each other; it should be a peaceful and safe place where people can thrive and live along with nature.’⁹² Based on these two statements, the two very similar points between Hu Jin-tao’s words and Confucius are clear, as they both emphasized the ‘equality’ aspect; for example, ‘people are equal, no one is above’. Hu’s ‘adapt to nature’ argument (in Chinese written as 天人合一 and read as tian’ren’he’yi) is not an original idea to the Chinese people as it is from the ancient ideology of harmony between humans and nature of Zhuangzi.⁹³ But Hu’s interpretation is considered an extension of that ideology from Zhuangzi. The Chinese government is focusing on economic growth, and hoping to maintain rapid
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⁹¹ Ibid., 77.
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growth, but this has caused problems for the natural environment. So, in this instance, Hu’s meaning is based on this ancient ideology, calling for sustainable growth without making excessive demands on the environment, so that the current generation, and future generations, can enjoy the gifts of nature. From the economic and environmental points of view, this idea is rooted in the balanced, traditional ideology of yin and yang (which is deep-rooted in most Chinese people’s minds). Therefore, this is the first meaning of this ‘harmony’. The second meaning appears to be less obvious. ‘Environment’, in Chinese written as 环境, also refers to the general surroundings, which could be understood as a political environment, a work environment or a family environment. People can produce their own interpretation of whichever ‘environment’ they envisage; this ‘depends on their own life experience and beliefs’, according to Stuart Hall’s interpretation of reception theory.

According to Hall, each person would have their own, unique definition of the ‘environment’, to suit their purposes, but no matter what the definition, everyone should keep their activities sustainable and consume from it with respect. This comes primarily from ancient historical wisdom, but the economic interpretation suits not only the requirement of Communist economic growth, but also works in almost every personalised version. This is a particularly useful example for applying the semiotic model. The words ‘environment’ and ‘balanced ideas’ can be seen as the signifiers. The message is carefully coded by the CPC, using traditional or classic Chinese ideology, to deliver the CPC’s modern ideas with political purpose in order to create the ideal situation for promoting economic growth, or, as they explained, to ‘further the reform’, to help in achieving the harmonious society. Up to this point, the CPC’s definition of a harmonious society has been explained in part. However, when examining Confucius/Zhuang Zi’s notion in comparison to that of Hu Jin-tao, the biggest difference is that the former barely mentioned political authorities, while Hu Jin-tao ensured that ‘socialism’ was at the very forefront of his views. This altered the whole meaning of these two ‘related’ assertions. They looked and

95 Hall’s related readings can be found in the bibliography.
sounded very similar to most Chinese because the whole argument was rooted, developed and arranged in such a way that most Chinese found it easy to approach and obey from the historical point of view, as a natural development from the ancient philosophers. However, when trying to compare the ancient concept to the CPC’s call to the nation, a distinct character of Hu’s speech stood out. It is cleverly arranged, from the written point of view of Chinese literature, to paint the premise before the body. In a sense, without ‘socialism’, there is nothing new from Hu; with it, it is nothing like Confucius/Zhuang Zi. This word made the original concept paradoxical, but on the other hand, it shows the importance of this key word. According to Confucius/Zhuang Zi’s work, Confucius and Zhang Zi were almost anarchists due to their political pursuits. Ehile Tao Yuan-ming (317-420) writes that the ideal retreat of a scholar is ‘away from the chaotic crowds and politics, hiding themselves in the gardens with nature’.  

What is the real meaning of Hu’s talk? More than once, the Xinhua news agency and people websites and other local state-owned mainstream websites have published related articles and comments on Hu’s talk. It might be argued that the most significant character of Hu’s call is to ensure everything is based on socialism; this precondition, ‘harmonious’, here is equivalent to ‘socialism’ within the CPC’s leadership, otherwise it does not satisfy the CPC’s definition of a ‘Harmonious Socialist Society’. Once this is understood, Hu’s second sentence becomes clear: the ‘democratic’ legal system should be supervised and under the CPC’s leadership. Therefore, this ‘harmonious’ society is not a Utopia, it is modern PR China going through the Opening Up and Reform and becoming a stronger and more civilized nation under the direct control of the CPC. That is the full meaning of Hu’s talk. 

This concept was widely received in China as that year’s most talked about news, even though it seems the opposite of Confucius/Zhuang Zi’s assertion. The Chinese population is convinced and persuaded by this new idea, which, although it sounds familiar, is nothing like its forebear, in a sense. Hu’s talk is not only tailored to stress the importance of the balance of all the elements in constructing a better
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China during the domestic reform, it also communicates with individual Chinese people to play their own part in ‘reform’. Most of all, the purpose is to reinforce the CPC’s strength overall. A harmonious society is a two-thousand-year-old sign from the ancient Chinese scholars and retains its magic for every Chinese who knows this. It may be a panacea for the daunting challenges facing post-reform China, but will it function as the CPC predicted or will it provoke critical debate? In response to Hu’s ‘harmonious talk’, the word 河蟹 (pronounced as ‘he2 xie4’, in English ‘river crabs’) quickly occupied the Chinese internet; 97‘crabs’ were chosen because the word has a similar pronunciation to harmony in Chinese but it was also used to mock the media censorship. Also, the symbol for crabs represents hegemony, as 横行霸道 in the Chinese language literally means ‘rampage walking, overbearing’, and crabs can only walk from left to right. Local censorship was suddenly tightened after the central government’s announcement about building the socialist harmonious society. Several lists of sensitive key words were added to mainland Internet browsers, the Internet user often quoting ‘crabs’ when they intended to write any content related to the sensitive words which might be blocked. In order to create a harmonious society, the government blocked all the online information, which might stand in the way of the ‘harmonious society’, including violence, pornography, and politically sensitive messages. The Green Dam Youth Escort software was also introduced to the market for this purpose, under supervision from the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, in 2009, 98 but the plan was delayed due to public reluctance.

Building the harmonious socialist society has long been a hope for the Chinese government, and during the era of Hu Jin-tao ‘harmony’ related topics and political aims were very popular, irrespective of whether they would bring harmony to Chinese society or were considered ‘crabs’. Importantly, the central government has noticed the power of the media and the link between politics and the media, as well as the power of tradition. To China, marketing a government’s political aim by

applying historical quotations, literally, and spread via mass media, is a powerful but subtle tool.

2.5 Music and politics: from King Wu to Mao Ze-dong

When weak but anxious music is played, people are filled with concerns; when smooth, slow, harmonious sound with rich content accompanied by rhythm which has contrast, people feel happy and peaceful; when majestic music becomes popular, people will be able to gain strong willpower; when dignified and honest music is heard, people can produce serious emotion; when hearing gentle and bright sound, people can possess loving emotions; but when music containing less rhythms with a dark and wicked ambition is listened to, it will encourage people to produce adulterous emotions.—Confucius

Confucius was not the first one to explore the power of music and its effect on people’s minds, but he clearly stressed that music can be applied as a tool to influence the mass audience for certain social effects. The presence of music and musicology in ancient China appeared to be a powerful political privilege of the ruling class. Many years later, when Mao Ze-dong became the leader of modern China in the 20th century, the power of music was pushed to the extreme, as represented by the eight revolutionary model operas to be ‘...shared among eight-hundred million people’ (simplified: 八亿人民八部戏). Historically, what was the connection between music and politics in China and, more importantly, what has changed or remained since music was used as a propaganda tool after the Cultural Revolution?

Along the long river of ancient Chinese history, after King Wu of Zhou established the Zhou dynasty, around 1046 BC, he ordered the Duke of Zhou to write a series of yayue (simplified: 雅乐), which is Chinese classical music, for example, the Book of Poetry. This defined the Rites of Zhou, to fulfil the nobleman’s
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life in terms of ceremonial and ritual purposes.\textsuperscript{101} The music for ordinary people’s consumption was called *feng* (in Chinese 風).\textsuperscript{102} This is perhaps the earliest evidence in written Chinese history to suggest that music was structured as an important part of the state apparatus, chosen by the ruler. The usage of music is varied, purely based on its different genres. In other words, the existence of ancient Chinese music belonged to its corresponding social classes. For the ruling class and the aristocracy, for instance, *yayue*, their specific type of music, apart from its entertaining function, also has two distinguishing applications: either to discriminate the top of the social class from the regular people or as an instrument for class predominance, for example, a law written in music language.

However, the *yayue* system did not prevent the perishing of the Zhou dynasty. ‘China attempts to regulate the political and cosmic orders by means of a patterned performance that would structure both these orders simultaneously.’\textsuperscript{103} Music can be a patterned performance, and Confucius was surely a keen promoter of this concept as he enjoyed and understood music: ‘...after hearing *Shao* music, he couldn’t taste the flavour of meat for three months, and said “I can’t believe how fascinating the *Shao* music can be”.’\textsuperscript{104} He appreciated the music not simply out of his personal interest, but because he believed ‘...music has both ideological and artistic attributes’, and encouraged ‘the political function of music and rite’, because ‘music can influence someone from the moral point of view.’\textsuperscript{105} He and his students wrote a book named *Record of Music* (in Chinese 乐记), containing eleven articles, as part of the *Book of Rites*, to stress the point. The authors proposed the argument that ‘...the sounds which have been heard by people are a reflection of people’s emotion’, this is based on their individual experience. ‘Emotion is connected to people’s lives; but when the outer environment changes, people’s minds will alter along with it, they might hear or feel the sound differently; all


\textsuperscript{102}Qiao Zheng, *Tong Zhi*, vol. 3 (Zhe Jiang Guji, 2007), 163.

\textsuperscript{103}Dallas McCurley, ‘Performing Patterns: Numinous Relations in Shang and Zhou China’, *TDR* 49, no. 3 (2005): 135.

\textsuperscript{104}Confucious, *Analects*, 124.

sounds evoke emotional reactions when heard. So, they considered music as an element in the communication process. If one applies the process, outlined in Figure 2.4, the music sounds can be considered as signs, because when people hear them (for example, as signifier n), based on people’s backgrounds and experiences, their mind and emotions will react and change along with them, creating various receptions. If the musical communication process can be called a performance, then, as Richard Schechner pointed out, the ‘...early Chinese writing on performance is almost entirely concerned with reception’. The music content is also important, but the effect of music on people’s minds and how people react to musical changes and environmental changes are the vital concerns. Schechner continues to discuss the psychological connection in people’s emotional reaction to music styles. As humans are emotional and easily influenced, or driven, by their surroundings, when the outside world changes it will firstly affect their emotions. This subjective experience is such a personal and changeable one, it might directly influence people’s actions later on. So, in this theory, assuming the surroundings can be controlled by selected music sounds, it might be possible to manipulate people’s minds and, eventually, create the atmosphere of the preferred society. In short, music can be used as a political tool, enabling the empowered class to rule.

The choice of music material appears to be very important. Playing the ‘wrong’ type of music might construct signs, which could encourage unwelcome opposition to the ruling class. So the identification and choice of the most ideal music for the designer of the communication process is the next challenge. If the ruling class is aiming for a harmonious society, then, excepting the last type of ‘emotion’, the rest of the music styles seem useful to serve its political purpose. Therefore, if music’s role in supporting the ruling of the masses were to be tested, how might the selected material be shown to work?

The modern history of music works designed, and distributed, as a propaganda tool under Mao Ze-dong, began with the theoretical preparation via Mao’s talk at Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art, which had established modern

\[106\] It comes from 反音之起...故形于声.
\[107\] McCurley, 'Performing Patterns: Numinous Relations in Shang and Zhou China’, 135.
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China’s cultural and political order since 1942. 109 Three aspects were delivered by Mao Ze-dong: firstly, to ensure and reinforce the position of art and literature as a weapon of the Communist revolutionary career; secondly, China’s culture being a mass culture, the masses (the proletariat including workers, soldiers, and farmers) were the audience to be served; thirdly, telling Chinese artists that people’s daily life is the recourse for art, and in Mao’s opinion, the successful experiences of the international world, the USSR in particular, were also a useful reference for the Communist theme. 110 The USSR’s huge influence began to affect Chinese society later on, as well as the mass Chinese ideology, especially during Mao’s period. The purpose of Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art was to outline the CPC’s policy and regulations. When comparing Confucius’ opinions on music and Mao’s speech on general views of art and literature, the similarity between the two lies in the recognition of the social influence of art, including music. They both agree that the importance of music and the connection between politics and music cannot be denied; therefore, music should be adapted as a political tool to safeguard the rule of those in power. However, because of music and art’s dual properties, which are both political and artistic, its content can be tailored to suit the ruling class’s ideology and, so, be manipulated. In aiming to interpret Mao’s speech, it is necessary to highlight the meaning of ‘the masses’, as this is the CPC’s targeted ‘audience’ to receive art and literature. In relation to this idea, Hamm explained that ‘Mao saw China’s population as falling into four classes: the proletariat, the peasantry, the urban petty bourgeoisie, and the national bourgeoisie (China’s own capitalists).’ 111 Mao put the four classes at the beginning of his speech, emphasizing the core of the communication process, and taking the CPC as the sender of the process and the four classes as the destined receivers of the process. It seems he considered the proletariat as the priority for the Communist revolution and therefore, as the CPC comprises four classes, according to Mao’s opinion the ruling CPC is part of the ‘people’ and should serve the four classes. However, in reality, as

Mittler further pointed out, ‘state engagement in entertainment culture during the Cultural Revolution was an attempt to establish a monopoly on popular culture.’

In this sense, music, art, and the arts in general, form a powerful ‘weapon’ that can be understood as a propaganda tool to serve the ruling class’s political aim, to maintain the ruling class’s benefits, as well as easing the internal contradictions. Music, or art in general, is a weapon to disseminate the related concepts and revolutionary life of the above classes. Could the concept of class struggle, shown in the later revolutionary works, be considered as ‘suitable’ for all the people in China, in the Party’s view, during the Cultural Revolution? How did it all happen?

Figure 2-3 Eight-hundred million people sharing eight operas, by Song Li-ming in 2013. A caricature mocks the musical scenery during the Cultural Revolution era.\textsuperscript{113} In this caricature, the artist writes: ‘Revolutionary operas represent the red spirits, its magnificent attitude can challenge the river and sea, the determination can shake the heaven and earth. Holding the shining red lantern in my hand, it helps my dad to hunt the evil wolves. Although each character has lofty pride it cannot change

\textsuperscript{112} Barbara Mittler, \textit{A Continuous Revolution: Making Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture}.

\textsuperscript{113} Li-ming Song, \textit{Once Upon a Time in Xi’an}, 1st ed. (Xi’an: Tai Bai Art Publishing House, 2013).
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their destiny.’ Not only the calligraphy clearly integrates the contents with the revolutionary operas directly, the characters are also the representative figures from the Cultural Revolutionary era. Lead characters from left to right: Railway worker Li Yu-he (*The Legend of the Red Lantern*), PLA officer Yang Zi-rong (*The Taking of Tiger Mountain*), daughter of a tenant/peasant Xi Er (*The White Haired Girl*). Madam Mao is shown standing on a stool, while a member of the Gang is holding the red book (*Quotations from Chairman Mao Ze-dong*), directing the rest of the characters with a stick in her hand, on the left side of the painting.

As the painting shows, the Revolution towards music dramas took place under Madam Mao’s command. In 1964, Mao Ze-dong’s wife, Jiang Qing, gave a simple but powerful speech based on two years of research into current developments within the Beijing Opera.\(^{114}\) She claimed that as a classic, traditional art form opera remained stagnant, handed down through several generations during which time society had progressed. Therefore, in order to remain meaningful to its motherland, the content of opera required fresh blood and more creative works; particularly, based on her experience, she believed that ‘Drama is also political.’\(^ {115}\) After that, a number of revolutionary-themed operas were produced on Madam Mao’s orders and she coined the term ‘revolutionary opera’. She insisted on a thorough reform of the traditional Beijing Opera and, during the Cultural Revolution, these operas, together with the ‘Yellow River Piano Concerto’, were the only entertainment resources for 800 million Chinese.

*The Legend of the Red Lantern* was Madam Mao’s first directorial exploration. The opera originally came from a *Huju* (a variety of Chinese opera sung in the Shanghainese dialect) by Ling Da-ke and Xia Jian-qing. The story was set during the Second Sino-Japanese War, when underground Communist railway workers from Manchukuo secretly supported the Chinese guerrillas while protecting intelligence and fighting against the Japanese military police.\(^ {116}\) The most popular arias are, ‘They All Have a Bright Red Heart’ by Li Tie-mei, ‘Lifting the Little Basket and Selling

\(^{114}\) Liang Mao-chun, ‘A Research on Cultural Revolutionary Music’.


Agricultural Products’, by Li Yu-he, and ‘Pay Off the Bloody Debt with Blood’ by Grandma Li (in Chinese this is a respectful title and she is generally referred to in this way). Li Tie-mei is the adopted daughter of the Li family, living with her father Li Yu-he, who is a secret Communist railway worker, and Grandma Li. They are not wealthy so Tie-mei must help with the household and Yu-he sings that ‘she lifts her basket and sells agricultural products to increase the income, also pokes the cinders to warm the house, thanks to her help, someone can help with fetching water and cutting the wood…the child of a poor family knows how to manage a household in early age.’ Listening to this aria, the audience might be impressed by how much responsibility she is undertaking, forgetting that she should be enjoying a happy time at school. However, given the historical context, during wartime, her father Yu-he and ‘many other uncles’ are busy with the revolutionary career. ‘I don’t know their names, but I know they are the same as my father, that they all have a bright red heart!’ In this aria, Tie-mei is singing on behalf of many other teenagers whose families are involved in the secret struggle during the war. After Yu-he was shot by the enemy, Grandma Li sings, ‘…your parents were killed by the devils, and Yu-he is fighting against the Japanese for them, now he has been arrested and is in prison, you must remember this and a bloody debt must be paid by blood!’ His pose when holding the red lantern was a classic symbol which was also painted by Song Li-ming.

Other revolutionary operas or music plays include: ‘Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy’, a story about the victory of the north-east People’s Liberation Army (PLA), on the battlefield in 1926; and ‘Raid the White-Tiger Regiment’, based on the true story of Sergeant Yang Yu-cai, from the Chinese People’s Volunteers Scout Platoon, at the beginning of the Korean War. The character, PLA officer Yang Zi-rong, was created afterwards; this heroic figure defeated a group of bandits, his action was standing on the chest of the enemy and this is also shown in the painting in Figure 2.5; Harbour (formerly known as Harbour’s Morning), comprises stories about the workers from Shanghai harbour and educating the next generation of workers. The only ballet drama ‘White Haired Girl’, as shown in the middle of Figure 2.5, is based on the legend of an immortal, white-haired female; it promotes the classic

117 Ibid.
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view that ‘...old China turns people to ghosts, but the new China turns ghosts to people’.  

The ballet play, ‘Red Detachment of Women’, received a high recommendation from Mao Ze-dong who stated, ‘...the art form is good, the direction is correct’.  

What did he mean by ‘direction’? This was the first ballet shown in China, and it followed the revolutionary theme; therefore, the art form was serving the preferred proletariat audience group. The Symphony ‘Sha Jia Bang’ was based on another real life story about a New Fourth Army soldier’s experience in the anti-Japanese war. In order for the CPC to establish the ideological legitimacy of socialist realism in the People’s Republic of China, in 1955 composers of the past were sought as models for contemporary musicians to copy. Xian Xing-hai, who was a Communist and composer of songs for the masses, was chosen for such a purpose.  

The Yellow River Piano Concerto was “created” collectively, and strictly on ideological lines, during the Cultural Revolution in 1970. The Yellow River Piano Concerto originally came from the Yellow River Piano Cantata, lyrics by Guang Wei-ran; the work quickly spread across the whole country, among students, workers, and soldiers, after its first thirty thousand copies were published in New Music magazine. Madam Mao commented, after watching the premier of the Yellow River Piano Concerto, ‘...there will be a great future for this genre, it shows an important development towards Western music and instruments, it also contributes to Chairman Mao’s call to the nation “let the Western invention serve us”’. Before the Yellow River Piano Concerto, pianos were banned completely in China.

Musicologists from both China and the West have produced a great deal of research from various perspectives on propaganda music and culture during the
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122 Ibid., 101.
123 The editor in chief of New Music was Li Ling, who was the music teacher of Peng Li-yuan, the wife of China’s current president Xi Jin-ping. She is a well-known folk singer.
124 In 1964 Mao first wrote ‘yang wei zhong yong’ (洋为中用) to comment on the Central Conservatory of Music. It means critically to accept everything from the West, to let the Western invention serve us.
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Cultural Revolution. Chinese scholar Dai Jia-fang and Liang Mao-chun have provided a number of sources in the Chinese language; Dai was among the first generation of music students admitted to the China Central Conservatory of Music, after higher education recovered in 1978. In a similar way to Song, Li-ming implies in the painting that the ‘...stage heroes shown in the picture did not all have a good ending in real life’. Dai presents the ‘dangerous power’ associated with music during the Cultural Revolution era by focusing on the case of his colleague Yu Hui-yong, former head of the Culture Ministry of Music, who had a tragic death due to being close to Madam Mao and the Gang of Four, at the end of the Cultural Revolution. Dai argues that music was highly political, and was as powerful as politics at that time, by quoting Lin Biao, a Marshal of the P.R China that ‘...singing a good song is equivalent to attending an excellent politics class’. Even so, a politics class should not be a slaughterhouse.

Dai also provides a detailed analysis of the exception to Western music consumption during the Cultural Revolution era, the piano repertoire, *The Yellow River Piano Concerto*, which was constructed according to Western compositional techniques. This concerto somewhat speaks for Chinese traditional aesthetic values, after Madam Mao requested a list of corrections of symbols, such as, adding the song ‘The East Is Red’ and a bamboo flute solo to illustrate working people living alongside the Yellow River, by using this familiar tune and praise dedicated to Mao directly. Dai’s countryman Liang Mao-chun, from the Central Conservatory of Music, took the approach of focusing on ethnic music of Chinese minorities, based on recalling his life experience as a ‘Little Red Guard’ (simplified: 红小兵), during the Cultural Revolution. Through the Struggle Session, Liang learned about Xinjiang ethnic minority music, through Han composer Wang Luo-bin’s interpretation.

In exploring Mao’s policies during the Cultural Revolution, and its associated artistic practice, Isabel K.F. Wong provides an account of historical and textual
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125Dai Jia-fang, *Go To Hell*, 67.
126Dai Jia-fang, ‘The Analysis of Piano Concerto the “Yellow River”’.
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aspects, by examining the *geming gequ* (simplified: 革命歌曲) or revolutionary songs, of the 1960s. Wong argues that this type of music was used for various political functions, especially for education of the Chinese masses, as well as encouraging their sense of patriotism. The song lyrics were often a direct quotation from the Party’s directives, however, translated through fundamental compositional techniques, such as, a basic tune to make it easy to remember.\textsuperscript{129} *Geming gequ* was seen as a good example of political propaganda for mass distribution, to deliver the Party’s ideology. Barbara Mittler’s work made a significant contribution to the objective understanding of artistic works during the Cultural Revolution; a combined methodology includes juxtaposing detailed readings, along with a rich source of aesthetic insights through fieldwork experience involving conducting interviews with people from different classes who experienced the cultural products of the Cultural Revolution. Additionally, Mittler argues that propaganda art during the Maoist era was ‘very successful’,\textsuperscript{130} for example, the revolutionary model operas did not only serve politics as an ideological supply line, but offered a chance for ordinary people to be exposed to music as it ‘serves the people’ (simplified: 为人民服务) according to Mao. Mittler also believes that the Cultural Revolution era was a peak time of politicization of music in modern Chinese history but also that a level of aesthetic accomplishment was achieved. The Cultural Revolution initially established China’s modern compositional tradition and continues to be influential today; the music had its roots in folk songs, but adopting a Western compositional pathway. Therefore, she argues that Western music never really disappeared during the Cultural Revolution, but Chinese folk music was somewhat ‘Westernised’ as a continuation of the modernization of Chinese music in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century. It became the ‘New Chinese Music’ of Mao, which contained the single purpose of use as propaganda.\textsuperscript{131} Thus, folk music has also been influenced and used as propaganda, and the Western Art music tradition is recognised as part of Chinese music.

\textsuperscript{129}Wong and McDougall, ‘Geming Gequ: Song for the Education of the Masses’.
\textsuperscript{130}Barbara Mittler, *A Continuous Revolution: Making Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture*.
\textsuperscript{131}Ibid.
Arnold Perris took the Marxist theoretical approach in researching Mao’s effective propaganda policy. Perris noted, that Mao discussed the dilemma of employing the universal cultural standards to help the mass audience’s understanding that ‘...popular works are simple and plainer, and therefore more readily accepted by the broad masses of people today. Works of a higher quality, being more polished, are more difficult to produce and, in general do not circulate so easily and quickly among the masses at present’.132 This illustrates Mao’s awareness that the purpose of each dissemination through art work was to convince the audience of his message made from a simple formula, as well as covering the maximum audience by using popular art forms. Perris further discusses Mao’s emphasis on the status of the audience by pointing out ‘our specialists in music should pay attention to the songs of the masses’,133 in order to produce music that reflects the familiar elements of the mass audience’s life; again, this highlighted the role of the receivers by making them feel more connected. In doing so, Mao says ‘...our gifted writers and artists must go among the masses for a long period of time, into the heat of the struggle, to observe, experience, study and analyse the different kinds of people, all the classes...in music you may apply appropriate foreign principles and use foreign musical instruments. But still there must be national characteristics (simplified:洋为中用 )...Ancient art can still be appreciated by later generations (simplified: 古为今用)...’134 As Perris noted, Mao as the ‘emperor’ of the Cultural Revolution, designed the above fundamental art policies based on Marxism and Maoist factors, which also share the mutual understanding of Confucius’s definition of ‘good music’. It can be understood to help with maintaining the stability of society, similar to the concept of building a ‘harmonious society’.

From the introduction of Maoist policy, regarding revolutionary operas and the piano concerto, it is evident that the connection between music and politics is very strong, and it has been used as a political tool to serve the CPC’s political agenda. Art work first served as an important tool for highlighting class struggle: no
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132Arnold Perris, ‘Music as Propaganda: Art to Persuade, Art to Control’.
133Ibid.
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matter from which revolutionary opera the hero comes, they all share the same identity, coming from a proletariat background. Also, they must all ‘struggle’ with the dominant bourgeoisie, as shown in Figure 2-3: the ‘evil’ bandit was defeated under the foot of the heroic PLA soldier; the greedy ‘landlord’ holding his counting frame was captured and his slaves were set free. Aesthetic experience was also a vital part, and not limited to the Chinese traditional art form only, but it must contribute to Mao’s political ideology and be easy to access. As shown in Figure 2-3, the red lantern, and the red book which represents Mao’s political concepts, are both kept on the top level of the painting, as the ‘primary principles’ of everything.

The ‘stool’ that Madam Mao was standing on, in Figure 2-3, can be seen as the power authorised by Mao himself, so, important questions arise. Today, after the economic reform in Mainland China, the cultural and political scene must be different from the Cultural Revolution period. People are wealthier; therefore, is it still necessary for music to work as a political weapon for the CPC? Is it still a mass culture designed for ordinary people to consume? Do Mao’s political concepts still act as the stool, as fundamental principles for art and music? How might the changes be identified?

2.6 Conclusion

Music works were an important component of Mao’s revolutionary career and a political propaganda tool during the Maoist period from Yan’an to the Cultural Revolution. The purpose of political artistic works was to expose and stir class conflict, and to assist the class struggle as part of Mao’s revolutionary belief. He believed, to a degree, that the aesthetic format of art is not as important as its political ideological content: the primary concern for propaganda art was to ensure its effective connection with the Chinese proletariat and deliver Mao’s message. Representation of foreign artistic formats, such as Western traditional art music, was not completely banned during the Cultural Revolution, as it was interpreted to foster the patriotic sense nationwide.

The fundamental connection between music and politics did not experience a massive change after the Mao era. As a continuation since ancient China, music was
offered a new mission to help maintain state stability and mirror the Communist Party’s mainstream ideology which valued the building of a harmonious society through rapid economic growth resulting from domestic reform and internationally open policy. The urgent need to use music to balance and quell the internal issues among Chinese ethnic groups, caused by rapid economic reform among the mass Chinese has determined that the essence of the music will continue its mass culture nature.

It is worth discussing whether, if music was partly used to create the ‘harmonious’ picture of the communist party, when external influence arrived from outside China in particular along with the economic reform, what impact did it bring to the music? It might also be useful to study individual examples of music style as a reference, to understand China’s political situation. Meanwhile, at the receiver’s end of mainstream music distribution, has this music been designed to represent Chinese people’s lives or, rather, to create an illusion for the audience?
Chapter 3 Politically influenced folk music in the Autonomous Region of Xinjiang

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the representation of Chinese ethnic minority music in Xinjiang will be investigated. By drawing on my experience as a native musician and music student, in Urumqi the capital of Xinjiang, as a reference, the local music dissemination process will be critically analysed, to gain an understanding of how folk music functions in a social context.

The overall political background of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region will first be presented, considering the tension between Han Chinese and Ethnic minorities in relation to the Chinese government’s political concept of ‘Building the Harmonious Society’. Additionally, the practice of a local folk musician, working with a standard approach to the mainstream music educational regime, will be documented. A detailed critical analysis of a well known ‘folk song’, referring to relevant political and social contexts, written by the above folk musician who was formerly also my piano teacher, will then be provided. In examining the music meaning for the targeted audience, the music dissemination process is considered as a communicational process, therefore communication theory will be introduced, briefly.

The information conveyed by the music will be discussed in order to understand the current political situation. Can it be seen that the need to maintain stability in the ethnic minority region of Xinjiang is vital to the CCP? Additionally, the music, which carries the mainstream, ideological message to foster a sense of unity, between the majority and the minority has formed its own style. Therefore, the question of whether it is a form of prevalent mass culture, which is inspired by local folk music elements through Han Chinese interpretation, or the minority culture’s musical stereotype used as a political tool, will be discussed.
3.2 Breeze through the Field

Not yet a harmonious Society

...Understood as a metaphor, the ‘harmonious society’ allows for a wide range of interpretations...as some Chinese social scientists have argued, the promotion of ‘the idea of tolerance when addressing diversity in modern society’. Even though ethnic conflict is rarely mentioned directly in such discourses...although the regions (Xinjiang and Tibet) where they are concentrated have low population density and their demographic significance is considerably less than the majority Han, the intensity of policies directed at them is indicative of the way they are perceived by Chinese politicians and external observers: as the key to both the stability and the security of the entire country.135

As many social scholars and observers noted, some not-so-harmonious sound is heard beneath the Harmonious Society of the Beijing government, emanating from ethnic autonomous regions. Maintaining unity among all ethnic groups seems crucial to the Chinese government. In this part, in order to present an objective reference in relation to my documented fieldwork experience as a music student in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous region, I intend to pay a glance at the local contemporary political situation, as well as its connections with staged representations of minority music in this area in particular.

Trine Brox reports that the two, controversial, ethnic minorities which have attracted great attention are Tibetan and Uyghur, both of whom have demonstrated plenty of ‘resistance’ against Beijing’s perspective, because of their distinctive historical, cultural and religious backgrounds as well as their geographical and social positions.136 The conflicts between the Han Chinese and the Uyghur people remain problematic,137 but this thesis would rather focus on China
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and representations of its ‘Others’ music, namely, ethnic minorities’ music. In soothing the relations with ethnic minorities, according to the official concepts delivered through schools, the ‘three inseparsibles’ (simplified: 三个离不开) official ideology, promoted by the government, is key: ethnic minorities are inseparable from Han Chinese, Han Chinese are inseparable from ethnic minorities, and ethnic minorities are inseparable from each other.\(^{138}\) This principle expresses how the Chinese Communist Party defines the relationship among all the ethnic groups. The ‘three inseparsibles’ concept is also emphasised on local music stages.

In understanding the political background behind local music development, the rich resource on the ethnic music of China’s northwest frontier Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, contributed by British ethnomusicologist Rachel Harris, is vastly helpful.\(^{139}\) Through the research method of gathering data through fieldwork and face-to-face interviews, Harris not only provides a great insight into biographical evidence, but also explores the connection between the identity of ethnic minorities and their surrounding communities.\(^{140}\) Importantly, Harris also considered the international political environment when approaching the social function of the music in this ethnically diverse region. For instance, research into Uyghur Muqam development in the 1960s exposes the political game between the Chinese and Soviet governments which affected Uyghur Muqam music, and the attitude of the two governments, the Soviet government in particular, towards this music became a diplomatic tool to earn support in global affairs. J.N. Smith noted that the concept of encouraging national identity through culture forms is not new in Xinjiang, and pointed out that contemporary Uyghur musicians have strengthened rapidly, using music as a tool to unite them against the ‘Han Coloniser’, as they refer to the Han majority. At the same time, creation of the ‘new folk songs’ reproduces their own national identity through oral and dance formed

Recommendations of Ethnic Problems in Xinjiang’, n.d., https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g75BCY7OQWIOEkTMyXhAVkhxNwYVsE56bocXJqP2h8/edit.

\(^{138}\) My peers and I were educated on this idea from a young age, and it regularly appeared on exam papers each term. Dong, ‘The ‘Three Inseparsibles’ Concept Is Essential to National Unity’, n.d.

\(^{139}\) Rachel Harris, *The Making of a Musical Canon in Chinese Central Asia: The Uyghur Twelve Muqam*, (Ashgate, 2008). More works of Dr. Rachel Harris will be listed in the resource list.

\(^{140}\) Rachel Harris, *Singing the Village: Music, Memory and Ritual among the Sibe of Xinjiang*. 63
musical works. This suggests the relationship between the government officials and some of the ethnic minority in Xinjiang is conflicted, and the ethnic group might feel their own identity is challenged and does not fully recognise the mainstream folk music as part of their culture; also music might be used as a cultural and social tool to serve a certain political purpose among Uyghur nationalists.

3.3 Fieldwork at Home

Music in Xinjiang captured my interest before I knew ‘ethnomusicology’ existed. In the late 1990s, I began the formal study of music in Urumqi, the capital town of Xinjiang Autonomous Region, at the Xinjiang Military Song and Dance Troupe under the guidance of a well-known Chinese composer, Liu Shu-min. He accepted me as a student when he was already retired from the Military Troupe but still teaching private pupils, so my formal approach to local music culture began via piano studies. Although the piano is not ‘native’, and possibly regarded as a Western instrument, because of the nature of the music and the popularity and the capacity of expression of this instrument, even in Xinjiang the piano is still a useful tool to assist composers to work. My weekly music lessons lasted for several years until Liu Shu-min’s death.

Mr Liu Shu-min’s identity represents a paradigm: an army based composer, serving for thirty years in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, born to an ordinary Han family, but speaking fluent Uyghur after twenty years living within the local Uyghur society. His musical achievement was widely disseminated via stage performances, local television shows, documentaries, music videos, books, CDs, cassettes, stamps, and through private music lessons. His role was to introduce Xinjiang by writing music, especially about minority groups, then putting it on the stage. As an artistic military officer, he never knew how to fire a pistol; all he had was music. His studio was always packed with an audience: usually about ten
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students aged from seven to twenty, and the students’ parents or sometimes the grandparents as well. My father treated my piano lessons with Liu as a ritual, and it was almost an overwhelming and privileged experience to be his student. Lessons were in a building with poor lighting, located in the courtyard surrounded by music, behind a Russian-style music theatre, the Eight One\(^{143}\) Theatre (also known as Eight One Club, simplified: 八一剧场). Much anonymous practising could be heard from instruments on the way to the building, or from the voices of the most celebrated local singers who were serving in this Military Troupe. It was fascinating for a young person who enjoyed listening to the music; one had heard or watched this very performance sometimes via local TV broadcasting, but the practice noise suggested they might be working from the place where I took my lessons. Occasionally we encountered a professional practising for the upcoming show in the long, dark corridor, without a background melody but with a bright, rhythmic tambourine sound. Liu’s studio was the heart of musicianship, where the most celebrated artists from the Dance and Song Troupe would discuss the details of a work which, potentially, would have permission to be recommended to the people in Xinjiang, via a most powerful channel deeply rooted in the local culture, and which, most importantly, would engage with the CPC’s political ideology, to assist their political aim as a weapon. Liu was not my first piano teacher, but he was the one who enlightened me, a person from a Han background who made me aware of the existence of the unique, Xinjiang music culture. He influenced how I viewed and responded to my native culture by using an unusual approach: teaching me to play Xinjiang music on the piano.

I was allowed to study along with Liu’s talented professional pianists; however, because of the nature of his workshop-style lessons, I was invited to spend many hours watching and listening to him teaching different music pieces to others using a very similar route, the Xinjiang themed piano works. One concept within ethnomusicology fieldwork research, from Malinowski, states that ‘...fieldwork relied on in-person observation and on data gathering through

\(^{143}\) PLA Day is on 1st August, or commonly written as ‘8. 1’
structured interviews’. During the period when I attended his lessons, workshops and rehearsals, I was regularly ‘observing’ him both as an audience and a performer. Liu had had a distinguished career since the late 1970s. Many songs were composed and performed by him and distributed nationwide, including Uyghur folk-style music such as ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’, and ‘Pomegranate Blossom’, and songs with Kazakh elements, for instance: ‘The Beautiful Heaven Lake’; ‘I Love Xinjiang, Xinjiang Loves Me’; ‘The Sunset in Ahwuler’; and ‘The Song of the Milktea’. He also composed pieces for musical instruments and dance music. He lived in Xinjiang all his life and worked with local artists throughout that time, adapting the local music elements from different ethnic groups and creating a number of new ‘folk songs’. These songs are described as being ‘new’ because they were recorded, although most of his works are still fairly accessible on the local music stage and shared by the people from all ethnic groups in Xinjiang. This will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

In a personal sense, the effective ‘data collecting’ experience from the perspective of ethnomusicology lies in the one-to-one piano lessons with Xinjiang-style piano works, the period when he taught me how to play the ‘Dance of Spring’, a Xinjiang culture themed, piano work. This was one of his repertoire which most of his students learnt from him and performed in public on various occasions. It was written by Sun Yi-qiang, and Liu considered this piece, among all Chinese piano works, to contain the soul of Xinjiang local culture, which had been mentioned as the principle of the piece. This led me to question why he believed this to be true, and how to play it well, if learning this piece? Liu always asked all of us to sit still, almost like sitting in a concert hall, and whoever was going to play this piece had to walk from the entrance of the room to the piano near the window: less than ten steps but it was such a ritual to us. Liu told us that this is part of learning piano performance, setting the stage mode for the player, with the rest of us listening as ‘audience’, using objective ears. He always sat to the left of the upright piano, with sharp eyes to judge the technique of the players while holding the scores, and using
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a tiny pencil quickly wrote down useful suggestions in minute detail for the performer and all of us. I can remember that whenever the selected student played the piece in public, Liu always ensured the student was doing it right.

He would never stop the player from playing but, when the piece was finished, the most inspiring and fascinating time was approaching. He was certainly a composer, a pianist, a singer, and a reasonably good dancer for, as he was always repeating to us, dance is part of Uyghur music; music does not exist without dance in Xinjiang. He would speak of the past when, in order to write the music of the ethnic groups, he moved, with the Troupe of artistic soldiers from Xinjiang, from one place to the other, giving musical performances to the local village people when entertainment was rare. According to Liu, most of his widely known works were created during that era, when he was ‘living in the field’ within the local culture and people, speaking their language, eating their food, celebrating their festivals. He believed the piece ‘Dance of Spring’ could be understood as a joyful festival where people were dancing, the highlight of which was the horse racing. He maintained that the soul of this piano piece lies in the rhythm on the left hand, as it adapted the traditional Uyghur dancing music pattern, mimicking their tambourine-drum, which could be the sole instrument as the accompaniment played by the male dancer for the female dancer. He described a time, in Southern Xinjiang, when he danced with a tambourine alongside the female dancers. Holding the tambourine required two hands; both thumbs were locked in a ring to secure the instrument while dancing, and the left hand was responsible for the dynamic accent. Because the fingers are near the edge of the tambourine, it makes a rather tense, lower, louder and more pronounced sound compared to the right hand that is holding the side of the tambourine and that, usually, makes a brighter, higher, looser sound on the anti-accent notes. When the dynamic sound was made, it would synchronize with the dominant leg and the point where the dancer would be facing the audience or would pause. Within the Uyghur traditional dance, this instrument is played on its own, as a call for the dancer, to increase the atmosphere before she appears on the stage. Here he pointed out not only the strong connection between the music and the dancing of Uyghur folk music but also the details of the ‘real life experience’, and so his interpretation became more ‘realistic’.
During the demonstration, he would ask the student to play the tambourine part, and he would dance with it, explaining how the music began. He considered the interaction of the female dancers and the kinds of movements they might make to match the music. He demonstrated how, as the horn blew, a group of young men from across the grassland began the horse racing and how, as the music got faster, it represented the heated atmosphere of the horse race. As the music continued, the performers were happy dancing until sunset to celebrate this great festival. Lots of details were described but, for people who could read the score and play with no difficulties in technique, Liu felt the work to be only half complete, believing we should try to impersonate the ethnic people’s original performance style and bring it back to the music. Even if the music was written for piano, Liu felt that an understanding of local life was essential in order for the performer to interpret the way it sounded and so that the player should have room for his or her own explanation.

We listened to him, watching him dancing while humming the tune of the ‘Dance of Spring’, trying to imagine the festival scene, and we learnt that the music contains far more than is written on the score; the scene Liu described was a familiar life experience for us as the local culture was the fusion of Han traditional culture mixed with Central Asian culture. We began to engage with the field, unconsciously, from a young age, by participating in the daily life of Xinjiang, for instance, learning the music by hearing it elsewhere, on the street or in the local institutions, by studying with the local experts, or by spending a summer or a year in a distant community. For example, in my research period while writing about the Uyghur Twelve Muqum, I was trying to discover how the minds of the Uyghur people worked in terms of their music. Therefore, in order to do this, I contacted my Uyghur peers from next door, from school, and from the local Uyghur artistic institutions, I attended lectures at Xinjiang Normal University, I met the dancers from Makit Country, and I spent time in the Uyghur neighbourhood, collecting the basic material of Uyghur music.

Researching Xinjiang music is a familiar topic when the researcher has lived for almost twenty years in the region, but does this ‘nativeness’ serve as an ingredient that might intervene in my being ‘objective’? One criticism might be that
emotional factors could affect the researcher’s experience in the society or the field. Stock underlines that ‘research at home also goes hand in glove with an increasing sense among ethnomusicologists that we should strive for positive social impact’. However, the balance depends on the ethnomusicologist’s perspective. From this point, when I look back, I realize that even my former teacher Liu Zhu-min, who offered such a deep understanding of Xinjiang music to me, might have been the one who was ‘manipulating’ the ethnic music culture, purposely to serve the CPC’s political aim. He was compared with the father of Xinjiang folk song, Wang Luo-bin, who collected folk songs from the Xinjiang local minorities and translated the lyrics into Chinese, which helped both the Uyghur people and the Chinese audience to understand the songs, but also changed the originality of the music at the same time. Hearing the songs and experiencing the music helped the audience to develop a better understanding of the value of the local native people, the history of ethnic minorities and, most importantly, their response to the CPC’s political ruling, because that reaction can answer what the CPC is also keen to know: if the ethnic group already shares the ‘values’ of the society? Or did his addition of familiar musical elements into his music, such as names, tuning, allusion and dances which, in Mao’s opinion, are ‘coming from the proletariat’s life’, then help transport the music so that it received the recognition of the wider Chinese audience? According to the French sociologist Emile Durkheim, ‘...the individual was the product of society, with society determining an individual’s attitudes and values’, therefore Liu’s understanding of Xinjiang ethnic music made him fulfil his own compositional works, but the nature of a Chinese PLA soldier, even an artist, would be to value Communism and the ‘united’ political core. This belief would be deeply planted into Liu’s mind and, therefore, would also be ‘native’ to him but, when listening to his music, watching him teaching, he was so involved that the ethnically influenced music culture became his personal music language as well. He devoted his life to investigating, experiencing, practising and composing Xinjiang folk music, gathering

the music resources from all over the province. It is not clear if his presence affected the local people when he was living in the field, but certainly his work has been widely distributed and enjoyed. His music from thirty years ago is received as the new folk music which, in this instance, simply means music by a local composer based on local people’s real life.

However, since studying abroad, I have realised that my relationship with Xinjiang music has become different. As my parents, my grandmother, and some friends and piano peers are still living in Xinjiang and hear the music as a normal part of daily life, the fieldwork might be more or less related to them but is not to me directly, anymore. I do fieldwork for the purposes of research but when I hear information about Xinjiang it tends to be delivered by them. Nettl pointed out Myers indicates ‘in fieldwork we unveil the human face of ethnomusicology and fieldwork is the most personal task required of the ethnomusicologist’. Nettl also explains ‘the fieldworker needs to find a niche for himself or herself in the host society, where one is inevitably an outsider, but, if I can put it this way, an outsider of the insider sort.’ Many ethnomusicologists highlight the importance of conducting fieldwork; for example, Stock and Chow quoted Blacking’s advice that ‘...to plan for a full year in the field so that we could document every calendric rite and its associated music making’, and also quoted from John Van Maanen that ‘...the fieldworker must spend at least a year in the field, live apart from his own kind, and above all make the psychological transference whereby “they” becomes “we”.’ It is worth noting that though the period of time a musicologist should spend or live in the field is vital, adapting their way of thinking to the local psychological pattern is also key to the research, thus the researcher’s identity will become less ‘alien’ to the ‘insiders’. However, as a native researcher, living in the field for several years and, possibly, having the ‘insider’ mind, it is almost impossible for me that Liu’s ‘artificial’ folk songs should be defined as the ‘new folk music’ from the state-owned platform. It is important to note that, as a former
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student of his, and having lived in a culturally and politically dominating society, the understanding of folk music which I learned through him was not of folk music as it has been defined earlier in the chapter, but an altered version of it; his interpretation.

Maybe it is time to be an outsider again, although this perspective is not ideally conducive to the concept of loyalty. However, Jonathan Stock’s ‘Fieldwork At Home’ quoted Rulan Chao Pian’s conclusion in Return of the Native Ethnomusicologist that ‘such research was emotionally difficult and that the native researcher should aspire to the viewpoint of an outsider and to objectivity’. Indeed, it is emotionally difficult to be critical of my piano teacher, but this also raises another important issue of general fieldwork, especially when the researcher is studying their home location, regarding the meaning of ‘home’. Can it be the place where the researcher used to live? Assuming home is the native environment of the researcher, for instance, a Chinese person conducting fieldwork in China, then although it is still the motherland to the researcher, in a broader sense, it is also a massive, and therefore impersonal, area. Additionally, looking at my case, being born in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region but learning the local ethnic music via a Han Chinese composer’s rearrangements of ethnic minority inspired music, although the composer had a great understanding of the local language and customs, would this ‘second hand’ condition affect the research? However, it must be taken into account that I also had normal access to ethnic music on a daily basis. My experience of learning the music is not a single case; it is common to most native Han Chinese from middle class families, who share similar educational approaches. However, if comparing the Han or Uyghur to other ethnic groups, if they have never lived in Xinjiang or conducted research there, their understanding might be different, mainly because the field is not a familiar, home location.

Therefore, with this in mind, I have no other choice but to retain my position as a native Xinjianger when researching Xinjiang music topics, due to the general and musical education I was given which shaped my understanding and self-awareness of the cultural environment that is home to me and is the major

\[N^{152}\] Ibid,110.
resource of my data gathering. One advantage is that I can document the data in the way it is available to me. For instance, the mainstream music performance I investigated was mainly produced, funded and promoted by state-owned propaganda units like the Singing and Dance Troupe. By presenting all the materials as an insider of Xinjiang with a relatively ‘objective’ view, I can outline the ordinary insider’s self-identity and political stance to outsiders as a reference, if they are conducting similar research from the opposite subject position.

My home province Xinjiang is the home and field of my research. By being an insider when I was living in, and being educated in, Xinjiang, I carried the perspective of an ordinary Xinjiang native musician towards related topics, but carrying out research far from home, from a more objective perspective, means an identity shift as a researcher in the field. Both identities are equally important and valuable. The fieldwork I have done in foreign locations will be documented in the following chapter, when I undertake the social role as an observer while facing ‘home problems’. How far I can represent the wider realities of the field is a question to propose next, perhaps by balancing the perspectives from various identities. As Stock and Chou quoted from Daniel Reed’s statement that ‘…fieldwork is, in reality, just living’,¹⁵³ and living in the field, combined with the away-from-home experience, offers me a mixture of perspectives. This allows me to collect the original material and view it from an objective perspective that is, perhaps, beyond any dry theory. The comparison of different perspectives may help the researcher and the research object to understand each other better. Any positive or negative impact, which had been brought into the field, can also be evaluated in the smallest detail by the researcher; it can be a lifelong research project, indeed, when living in the field.

3.4 The Pyramid of Communication Model of music dissemination

In the first section of this chapter, I presented the fieldwork that I undertook at home, for a long period, which offered me an ‘insider’ understanding of the local

¹⁵³ Ibid., 110.
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culture on a daily basis but that also had a limited perspective compared to the conscious fieldwork research I have conducted recently. Since studying musicology while holding an outsider’s identity, my research findings are different. As a Han Chinese growing up in Xinjiang, surrounded by the mainstream media, can a researcher still access the field from an objective point of view, using native identity to assist in analysis of the musical content, when accessing local music within its cultural background? This part intends to draw on the theoretical framework of communication theory, in order to assist the purpose of this research.

In examining the music dissemination process, reference might be made to public reviews. Reception theory, or audience reception in the analysis of communications models, has been used to highlight the ‘...critical response to art, literature and music in terms of public reviews that appear in written or printed sources’. Reception theory is mainly concerned with audience feedback on a specific work so, in order to understand the Xinjiang local music culture and access the effectiveness of a piece of work, I intend to explore the reception of individual responses to that work, created by the sender. A brief theoretical framework on communication should be discussed in order to understand the connections between reception theory and mass communication theory. McQuail clarified that ‘the study of mass communication is located within a much larger field of enquiry concerned with human communication’, among various communicational processes. The key emphasis of this definition is ‘human communication’ rather than the more general field of communication theory, which gives attention to the ‘information and mathematical process of information’ as well as the ‘human process of human communication’, which originated from Shannon in 1948. Although Shannon’s communication theory is not solely designed for human communication, the basic communication process model which he proposed is also suitable for the human communicational process (Figure 3-1):
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157 Ibid.
According to Shannon, any communication system consists of five elements. The first one is *information*, which is a message sequence to be received as a ‘message’ at the terminal end; it contains various types, for instance a telegraph or an one-off message signal such as a phone call or a signal from a radio. The second element is a *transmitter*, which is a physical sending set that can produce the signal to make the message transmittable through the channel. The third element is the actual *channel* for the transmission, which is the platform, and it may be a ‘pair of wires, a coaxial, a band of radio frequencies, a beam of light’ as Shannon indicated. The fourth element is the targeted *receiver*, a collector for the communication; it is responsible for gathering the message with the help of the *transmitter* and will reconstruct the message. The fifth element for the communicational process that Shannon proposed is the *destination*, the object that the message is aiming for, and that can be a person or a thing.

This model can be simplified as a left-to-right one-way process, which is concerned with transmission channels for technical information. Although this model ‘was not directly concerned with *mass communication*’, it was ‘popularized as a versatile way of conceiving many human communication processes’. ¹⁵⁸ This model provided a multi-purpose condensed character, which can be applied in
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communication discourse. It was further developed by Westley and MacLean (as shown in Figure 3-2).\footnote{159}

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3-2 Westley and MacLean’s Model of Communication: X1, X2, X3, X4 and Xn represent messages; A, C and B stand for the individual receivers. Take message X1’s communication for instance: when the message reaches A, this person A then will pass it on to C, and C will transfer it to B. Eventually the message will be flowing among A, C and B. The rest of the individual messages do the same.

In this model, the most significant difference, in comparison to Shannon’s information model, is to do with mass communication, which considers the response made by humans when hearing the message they want to hear. Thus, this communication ‘...begins only when a person receives messages from surroundings. Each receiver responds to messages they received based on their object of orientation.’\footnote{160} It is also worth noting that the two communication models are only about one-way transmission, although the Westley and MacLean model has a sort of ‘feedback’ among the receivers, but the feedback does not connect to the sender of the message. The information has also been altered, compared to the original message, during the dissemination process. McQuail argues that according to Westley and MacLean’s model, ‘...mass communication is a self-regulating process


\footnote{160} Ibid.
that is guided by the interests and demands of an audience that is known by its selections and response to what is offered’; he also states, however, that this ‘...might not necessarily reflect the interests of the audience’ and ‘...would not accurately fit a state-run media system’.\footnote{Denis McQuail, \textit{McQuail’s Mass Communication Theory 4th Edition}, 53.} He did not provide any diagrammatic model of ‘mass communication’, but in comparison to Janoeitz’s meaning of mass communication, McQuail’s major concern was with the mass of people, when ‘the term “mass” denotes great volume, range or extent (of people or production)’, while “communication” refers to the giving and taking of meaning, the transmission and reception of messages.\footnote{Ibid., 13.} He further pointed out ‘...everyday experience with mass communication...is usually shaped by culture and by the requirements of one’s way of life and social environment.’\footnote{Ibid., 14.} In other words, he emphasizes the significance of the mass’s field of living, and that individuals can be influenced by the society’s ideology. In explaining how the mass media was manipulated to suit society’s purpose, he underlined the ‘large-scale dissemination’ by the Church, during the Middle Ages, in the sharing of political and religious awareness and obligations.\footnote{Ibid., 17.} Thus, mass communication can be distributed and disseminated and the process of mass communication can be controlled, to serve political or other aims. To develop this argument, he referred to the ‘relative freedom’ of newspapers and the ‘strong social control’ of film and television as the ‘public character with extensive regulations’.\footnote{Ibid., 21–30.} McQuail mentions social control as being significant in the mass communication process, as the mass media ‘...can reach and involve all citizens’ in the form of institutional or society-wide communication.\footnote{McQuail, D., \textit{McQuail’s Mass Communication Theory} (Sage Publications Ltd, 2010), 10.} McQuail also identifies other levels of communication, from the ‘intrapersonal’ communication with oneself, through ‘interpersonal’ communication between two people to the family ‘intragroup’ level.\footnote{Denis McQuail, \textit{McQuail’s Mass Communication Theory 4th Edition}, 10.}
3.5 Communication through decoded music among all ethnic groups within Xinjiang

Representations of the Ethnic Minority Music in Xinjiang

Thirty years ago, this song became very popular throughout the country, and our native musician Bahargül used her sweet voice to describe the most beautiful landscape of Xinjiang. It is a day worth celebrating for any Xinjiang person, to commemorate the 90th anniversary of the founding of the CPC, in a festival like this; listening to the songs growing up with the new China, and singing them with emotion is the best way to express the joy. The director of the programme is Li Wen, and it will be presented by Chan Jun. The special guests of the talk show who will be attending this edition, the Party Secretary of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region Huang Yong-jun, the Secretary of the Autonomous Region Party Secretary, the Party Secretary of the Autonomous Regional Tourism Bureau, the deputy head of the Xinjiang Military Dance and Singing Troupe, the Military Corps choreographer, and the composer's wife will recall the story of the creation of this song thirty years ago.\(^1\)

This quotation comes from a broadcast of the local, state owned television, Xinjiang Television Channel 4, regarding the celebration of the 90th anniversary of the founding of the CPC. According to McQuail, it seems a rather ‘large-scale’ music dissemination towards the mass Xinjiang audience in which questions are put forward, within the social discourse. There are several points to be addressed: first of all, from the communicational point of view, the audience of this communication was set to be as any ‘Xinjiang person’, which melted the ethnic boundaries, but given a mutual identity, those who consider themselves as a member of Xinjiang, rather than a specific group of Han, Hui or Uyghur. Secondly, the reaction of the
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event, in terms of ‘emotion’, was pre-decided by the media, as ‘joyful’; thirdly, in order to increase the effectiveness of this communication, the music performance was perhaps associated with the local cultural custom of Uyghur minorities; as Joanne N. Smith explains, ‘song and dance have been integral to Uyghur culture since ancient times and today remain the focal point of Uyghur social life’.\textsuperscript{169} Even when the performer is a Uyghur ethnic person, it might be argued that this programme is designed to influence the Uyghur ethnic minority amongst others.

The song describes the joyful life of the people from the Turpan Depression, and their wish to welcome guests to come to visit, according to Xinjiang musicologist Chen Jing, who indicates, within the lyrics’ context, ‘guest’ means ‘guests from remote places, outside of Xinjiang’ (simplified: 远方的客人), as it was published for the purpose of attracting tourism.\textsuperscript{170} Brox indicates, that on one hand ‘Ethnic tourism serves both development (by bringing money to minority areas) and the ideological purpose of promoting interethnic friendship’,\textsuperscript{171} but on the other hand, ethnic tourism also has an important political purpose because it is a matter of ‘which ethnic identity’ was chosen to be presented to public, to form a public impression.\textsuperscript{172} Apart from the introduction of the programme within the quotation, those who were invited to attend that event were all local governmental leaders of Xinjiang who were interpreted to be the ‘special guests’, again, their ethnic identity was seen to be less important than their shared political identities. In contrast, from the Uyghur nationalist perspective, in the case of the Uyghur new folk song\textsuperscript{173} ‘I Brought Home a Guest’, Smith noted that Uyghur artist Alim referred to the ‘guest’ in his song, the Han Chinese people, as the ‘thieves’, or ‘coloniser’, who had ‘stolen the beautiful land of Xinjiang along with its natural resources’.\textsuperscript{174} This shows that some Uyghur ethnic musicians realised the need to protect their ethnic identity, by disseminating the message through their music in the Uyghur native language, to

\textsuperscript{170} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{171} Trine and Ildiko, On the Fringes of the Harmonious Society: Tibetans and Uyghurs in Socialist China.
\textsuperscript{172} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{173} I borrowed the term from Dr. Rachael Harris.
\textsuperscript{174} Smith, J.N., _ITEM CSL_CITATION_ \{"citationID":"Zmq6oXL3","properties":\{"formattedCitation":"\
rtf Smith, J.N., \uc0\u8216\}
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express their resistance against the mainstream ideology of Uyghur ethnic representation.

‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ was composed for the celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of the establishment of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, in 1985. It was composed and edited by experienced, state-employed composer Liu Shu-min and the lyrics were by An Jing, adapting the ethnic group’s musical elements. It was performed by a well-known ethnic singer, in the Chinese language, and regularly promoted at a society-wide level of dissemination. This piece made Bahargül, a female Uyghur singer, a household name in Xinjiang. The music score of ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ from the Discography of Liu Zhu-min is written in numbered musical notation in F major for soprano, as shown below:  
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175 Jing Chen, RO_ITEM CSL_CITATION
{"citationID":"CxMtEpvg","properties":{"formattedCitation":"Xinjiang Institute of Education 12, no. 3 (March 2012), http://www.cnki.net/KCMS/detail/detail.aspx?filename=YYDG201203126&dbname=cjfqtotal&dbco de=CJFQ&v=MDY3Mjk5UE1ySTVlWW9SdNkRnOC96aFlVN3pzT1QzaVFyUmN6RnJjVjJmNIdWRwR ml6a1VMM05QRFRQYJHNEg=.  

176 This notation system became popular in China after it was introduced in 1904 by Li Chu-tong, and it was promoted during the Cultural Revolution. In modern China, the numbered musical notation has more users than staff notation. This is written in the text book Study of Chinese Traditional Music Score, ed. Wang Yao-hua. Fujian: Education, 1992, 646.
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Figure 3-3 The score of ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’; the lyrics are written in simplified Chinese.

The lyrics of ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ are in three parts. The translation of the lyrics is as follows:

The water from Qunat Tunnel is crystal clear
Lovely songs in the Grape Valley
The weather in Turpan is so warm and nice
I am feeling so happy
Come and join us
Lots of grapes and lots of love songs
We welcome you, our special guests, with our sweet songs.

The friends who live far away
We welcome you
To sit under the vineyard
Leave your friendship to us
And take our songs with you
Politically Influenced Music in Post Reform China

The roads of Turpan are connected to everywhere
The friendship is cherished in our hands

People from all ethnic groups love their hometown
People from all ethnic groups love their motherland
We welcome you, our special guests, with our sweet songs
Please come to Xinjiang and be our guests

The above lyrics are the translation from the music film version in which only two sections were kept; in the original version, another section was added as follows:

(Dear friend, look at our good life
I feel so happy
Thank you to the good policies from the Party,
We are going to have a big harvest for our country,
We welcome you, our special guests, with our sweet songs
Please come to Xinjiang and be our guests)

The third part of the lyrics, containing the most obvious political reference, was removed completely. This may have occurred for several reasons; for example, the director might have chosen to retain the apparent authenticity of the folk song for people both inside and outside Xinjiang, or, if the third part makes it look more obviously a propaganda song, it might have been thought better to remove the political message.
The picture (Figure 3-4) shows the beginning of the musical film. Red roses are treasured by the Xinjiang people as the flower can be seen in many places, and it is also the flower of Urumqi, the capital city of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. The red flowers are placed around the camera lens to frame a picture of the local Young Pioneers standing in the distance. They are wearing colourful clothes of their own ethnic groups, to highlight their apparent ethnic identities on the screen. In Dru Gladney’s similar analysis, Gladney focuses on an example of the annual musical programme opening session which is usually performed on Chinese state television, by the so called ‘colourful’ ethnic minorities. This is used to illustrate the majority Han Chinese referring to their national minorities as the ‘Other’ and, by presenting the happiness of the ‘Other’, Gladney argues that distortion of the ‘Others’ image helps the state to achieve greater control over Han Chinese. Along with Gladney’s discussion, the idea is drawing on a formula of creating the representation of ethnic minority music in Xinjiang, as an interpretation of the mainstream media: perhaps through controlling a series of preferred symbols of ethnic identities, and related features, to paint a joyful picture of the ethnic minorities’ life in Xinjiang?


Gladney, ‘Representing Nationality in China: Refiguring Majority/minority Identities.’
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Furthermore, even though these ethnic minority children from Xinjiang might be culturally different, as suggested on the screen, they also share the mainstream ideology which cannot be ignored: the flower bunches in their hands, and the symbol of Communism, namely, red scarves for the Young Pioneers. Children themselves are referred to as the ‘flowers of the country’ and the ‘future of the country’ \(^{179}\) in modern Chinese culture, representing the loyalty of being a Communist. This originally came from the film *Flowers of the Motherland*, which was made in 1955, about student life after the establishment of PR China. \(^{180}\) The plot was old-fashioned: two, naughty, primary school students who were not wearing their red scarves were spotted by a PLA soldier; the soldier told all the children to help each other. A classmate, Liang Hui-ming, decided to help the two students and through everybody’s effort, the two naughty ones became well-behaved and diligent. When they successfully joined the Communist Young Pioneers at the end of the year, they were each given a red scarf after the ritual of the initiation ceremony. Although the film was made long before the Reform and Opening Up policy, the ritual of having Young Pioneers still exists in China, and it is regarded as an honour among students between the ages of six and fourteen.

The picture of children holding bunches of flowers is an important representation of the modernity of the Communist culture in the CPC’s point of view, as shown in the following Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6. From the late 1970s, the eight-cent stamp (Figure 3-5) and the paper cutting work depicting President Xi Jinping (Figure 3-6), illustrate the symbolic importance of such flowers in representing children, especially Young Pioneers, as the new generation who are part of the Communism career, which is regularly mentioned through the mainstream ideology. They are carrying the Communist belief and they represent the future of Communist China. In this sense, the Xinjiang Young Pioneers appearing in the music film might be intended to represent the same meaning. If they are the future of the motherland, it is because they are children good enough to be selected as Young Pioneers who must serve the Communist career to continue their political mission in the future.

\(^{179}\) Originally from the film *Flowers of the Motherland*.

\(^{180}\) *Flowers of the Motherland*, filmed by Changchun Film Group Corporation in 1955.
As the ‘joyful’ music begins with a gradual accelerando and crescendo of beats, the atmosphere heats up as the Young Pioneers start to run from the distant grassland towards the audience, or camera. The closer the children get, the faster the beat of the music, as the volume also increases. The sound not only contains an electronic band, but also an element of a typical Uyghur ensemble, according to a non-Uyghur ethnic’s eye, represented by a group of traditional folk Uyghur instruments such as the rubab, dutar, and tambourine; the ensemble ‘played’ on the screen throughout the whole song. Together with the music, the footage
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182 As described by Xinjiang TV channel 4’s forecast earlier.
183 Music sample is attached in the DVD.
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presents a massive festival scene in a spectacular landscape, with an especially exotic flavour of the ethnic culture (see Figure 3-7), or rather a corporation embodied with stereotypical Uyghur traditional musical elements? Chuen-Fung Wong, by focusing on the recreation and usage of the Uyghur concert tradition rewap, argues ‘musical stereotype in minority representation in modern China...has been recreated to constitute a stereotypical portrayal of minorities as joyful merrymakers...minority musicians have selectively co-opted certain stereotyped representation as aesthetic resource for subaltern performance.’

If the Uyghur ‘dance’ and ‘ensemble’ is read as ‘folk music’, in Helen Rees’s theory, the important role of this type of folk music from ethnic minorities lies in designing social relationships: further to this, certain elements of this music are thought to define a high social status and cultural refinement. Therefore, can it really be argued that, from the ethnic minority’s point of view, ethnic folk music is normally played by stereotypical ethnic instruments, their ‘joyful’ music representing their satisfaction with their modern day music and life? However, as Harris indicates, taking the example of the Uyghur ethnic people’s response as a reference, ‘...the Uyghur districts of Xinjiang’s towns, like the DöngKöwrük (Erdaoqiao) bazaar in Ürümqi, are audibly marked by another kind of Uyghur popular music blaring from loudspeakers in every shop.’ This indicates that the Uyghur music from the Uyghur society is not the same as the ‘joyful’ music presented on TV.
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184 Wong, ‘Reinventing the Central Asian Rawap in Modern China: Musical Stereotypes, Minority Modernity, and Uyghur Instrumental Music’.
185 Helen Rees, Echoes of History: Naxi Music in Modern China (New York: Oxford University Press, USA, 2000).
186 Rachel Harris, ‘Wang Luobin: Folk Song King of the Northwest or Song Thief? Copyright, Representation, and Chinese Folk Songs’, Modern China 31, no. 3 (July 2005): 387.
Figure 3-7 Singer Bahargül is dancing with a group of Uyghur dancers in front of the Flame Mountain in Turpan.

Though the modern Uyghur community now have access to many types of music, this analysis must return to Liu Shu-min’s ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’. After a crescendo led by the flute, the Uyghur musician Bahargül enters the screen wearing traditional Uyghur-crafted clothing. She is smiling and gently dancing, synchronizing with the beat of the tambourine, while surrounded by a group of traditionally dressed female Uyghur dancers. At the same time, the background of the picture presents a distinctive orange colour, from the female dancers’ dresses and a range of rocky-mountains behind the performers. The background has suddenly changed, making this place unfamiliar to the audience. The dramatic colour turns from green to orange, from a grand prairie to a rocky desert, from children to female performers; the scene has switched very quickly as the cheerful music goes on. It conveys to the audience that the size of the land is utterly enormous, with its optimistic people living as happily as those performing on the screen. The sudden contrast successfully attracted the audience’s attention within the first thirty seconds because of its surprise value. Shannon proposed the idea of measuring the quantity of and comparing communicated messages by ‘considering
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the message’s predictability, in other words, the surprise value or its degree of predictability or unpredictability.187

The high degree of unpredictability in the contrasting scenes, followed by the ‘joy and optimism’ spread among the ethnic group in beautiful Xinjiang, represented by the Uyghur in the film, has highlighted the meaning of the music and furthered the political pursuits of the CPC. When Bahargül sings ‘Turpan...’ the audience recognizes this as a well-known place of interest in Xinjiang Autonomous Region. The Turpan basin is an oasis located in the desert, surrounded by the red sandstone hills of the Tian Shan mountain range called the Flaming Mountains. It is a vital historical city and trading centre, on the Silk Road, and has very hot summers. The Flaming Mountains became famous after the Four Classic Novels188 were introduced to the world, and they are also described in Uyghur traditional literature. They are said, in Journey to the West written by Wu Cheng-en in the Ming dynasty, to be the place that the Monkey King passed through on the way to India, in 627 CE, in order to obtain the scriptures of the Buddha, as the guard of the Xuanzang Monk of Tang. According to Journey to the West, the Monkey King is responsible for the extreme heat of the Flaming Mountains as, about five hundred years previously, he knocked down the Bagua Oven of DaodeTianzun from the sky to the place where the Flaming Mountains are located now.189 In Uyghur legend, a Uyghur hero killed an evil dragon that used to eat the local children, then a brave hero cut the dragon into pieces and they later became the Flaming Mountains. The Qunat Tunnel is an underground project, man-made 2,000 years ago in the Han Dynasty, which changed Turpan from a desert to an oasis.

A previous study, by Rachel Harris, suggested that ‘...when folk music—here defined as local, contextualized...when it is written down and especially when it takes the form of recorded sound... becomes an article to be manipulated, bought,

189 Cheng-en Wu, Journey to the West (Beijing: Renmin Wenxue, 1997).
Can this argument be applied to Greeting the ‘Guests with Sweet Songs’? As the performance suggests, shown in Mandarin, in Figure 3-8:

‘...the weather is warm, but not as warm as my heart (for the guest); the grapes are sweet in the Valley, but sweeter songs can be heard...’

The two sentences of the above lyrics attempt to express simple messages through similar poetic structures. The first half of each sentence is a general description to highlight the unique climate and speciality of Turpan; the second half of each sentence takes the comparative and synaesthetic writing style, and draws a picture of exotic wonderland of sunshine and fruits, with joyful, friendly local people. Here, the natural resources are used as a marketing tool to attract tourists; the staged friendliness to all guests offered by the song, represented through the ethnic minority performer, is manipulated to contribute to the national, official ideology of unity.

Lauren Gorfinkel defines ‘folk music’ as ‘...music-entertainment performances that signify the various state-recognized ethnic people of China. Each of these ways works within the Chinese Party-state’s notion of a “unitary-ethnic state”.’

Figure 3-8 A young Uyghur man is dancing with a tambourine in his hand.
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190 Harris, ‘Wang Luobin: Folk Song King of the Northwest or Song Thief? Copyright, Representation, and Chinese Folk Songs’.
191 Gorfinkel, Lauren, ‘From Transformation to Preservation: Music and Multi-Ethnic Unity on Television in China’.
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musical instruments and dance as materials, highlight their own identities in the Other’s eyes: two male dancers join the group dance, as the footage changes; one of them is dancing while holding a tambourine (see Figure 3-8), the other is playing the dutar. It is suggested in the film that the male dancers are ‘playing’ the music for the singer and the female dancers. Bahargül is singing in the middle of the group of female dancers; she smiles and interacts with them by dancing gently to the music. She sings:

‘The Friends who live far away
We welcome you’

...

As she sings, the scene switches to the grassland, where several white yurts are located. Gorfinkel further pointed out ‘...folk music...is a music entertainment performance that...reflects changing directions of...contemporary party-state politics’. The picture is informing the audience that this is the home of the local nomads as, in Xinjiang, yurts symbolise Kazak and Mongolian people. As the music continues, more ethnic minorities appear in the scene as ethnic culture elements. The people are standing in a row, dancing happily to the music. The colourful, traditional ethnic clothing, the smiles, the tightly joined hands within the film, all suggest the message of national unity among all ethnic groups, as the line says in the slogan promoted by the government, adding ‘...we enjoy having our countrymen, no matter what race, what gender they are, we are all living in this peace, for the virtue of the beautiful home’. This lens offers more convincing information about ethnic groups being the ‘joyful minorities’, the message is also conveyed to the audience through the performance of the ethnic minority performers: they will experience warm hospitality when they come to visit this land, no matter where they are from.

The national unity theme is intended to be further demonstrated as the camera shows Grape Valley, where smiling Uyghur people stand in front of the
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192 Ibid.
vineyard with lots of grapes ready for harvest. Men and women, old and young, mainly Uyghur wearing colourful clothing, are eating freshly picked fruit when, suddenly, a plane, about to land, appears on the screen as Bahargül sings:

*The roads of Turpan are connected to everywhere*
*The friendship is cherished in our hands’*
*People from all ethnic groups love their hometown*
*People from all ethnic groups love their motherland*
*We welcome you, our special guests, with our sweet songs*
*Please come to Xinjiang and be our guests*

![The picture of a landing plane, suggesting Turpan has entered the modern economic age.](image)

According to the Renmin News Agency, Turpan Airport was used for the first time in 2010,\(^{194}\) which means that the footage captured in the film could not have been taken at Turpan at the time the film was made. However, the plane is only a symbol representing the discourse of local economy progress and modernised
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Turpan. Having one of the largest oilfields in China, as the film continuously shows in the footage, Turpan and its people are ready to push development forward with interests outside Xinjiang, so they keep calling through the music and Bahargül’s singing to the audience ‘please come to our place’, supported by the ‘enthusiastic’ Uyghur dancers, ethnic minorities, and Young Pioneers from all social classes. The music can be seen as an advertisement for the rich natural resources, the friendly people and multiple cultures, and the harmonious society which offer an ideal environment to welcome the guests.

3.6 Another approach

This section intends to apply McQuail’s three alternative traditions of analysis as approaches, in assisting the case study of the Uyghur folk-style music, ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’. The first alternative approach proposed by McQuail ‘derives mainly from sociology but includes perspectives from history, politics, law and economics’, and focuses on ‘the effect of social structure and media systems on patterns of content’. This approach can help in analysing the ‘fundamental dynamics’ of ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’, examining the consequences of this piece, or other Xinjiang new folk music, during the communication process, and the ‘social-centric’ impact which had been introduced into the society. If the smallest detail of the ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ music video is taken as a sign, would the audience receive the messages? It is necessary to determine whether signs are apparent and, if so, whether they are the same to everyone or can be interpreted according to the individual’s identity? The audience within a specific society must be identified and what they can see or hear must be understood. The second approach to be used is the ‘behavioural approach’, which is rooted in local psychology. The ‘...primary object of interest is individual human behaviour, especially in matters to do with choosing, processing and, responding to communication messages’. However, the third approach will be applied in this
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196 Ibid., 13.
case, as it is the ‘cultural approach’, that it has ‘roots in the humanities, in anthropology and in linguistics’.  

‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ is chosen as a special case for several reasons: first of all, the fieldwork with the composer was a precious experience, as mentioned earlier; secondly, this song has been filmed and broadcast nationwide, it helped Liu to gain public recognition and has been promoted via local mainstream media for decades; thirdly, the song has significant characteristics present in almost all the similar new folk music written after the reform in Xinjiang.

If the symbols and signs of both the original and the music film version of ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ are examined without considering the information provided by the same melody, the following can be seen:

Table 3-1 The original version:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>signs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>signifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names of locations</td>
<td>Qunat Tunnel, Grape Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good life</td>
<td>Policy, happy people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Table 3-2 The music film version

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>signs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>signifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie</td>
<td>Beautiful landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Flower bunches, children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with red scarves (Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pioneers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaming</td>
<td>Turpan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Valley</td>
<td>Smiling young Uyghur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yurts</td>
<td>Kazak and Mongolian people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest</td>
<td>Lots of sweet fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahargül</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dancers of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethnic groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.7 Conclusion

The music film version employed more symbols from the communicational point of view than the original version, though the latter has more lyrics. The more symbols it includes, the greater the capacity of the information it carries, therefore, the communication effects might be reinforced in the senses. The multi-media format of the film version provides a direct and entertaining channel for the audience to see and hear more coded information, not only coming from the music itself, but also from the visual experience, and the interpretation of the music is carefully decoded by the sender into the film version. To the sender, this communication process is designed to broadcast information to the outside world about Turpan, and even about Xinjiang, through its unique culture influenced by its ethnic minorities, such as its music, dance, history or lifestyle, and to deliver the message of its significant economic and cultural development, in order to praise the leadership of the CPC and to attract tourism or investment. The music was the channel for the audience to engage with the information: the lyrics were in Chinese. The signs of the film appear to suggest the sender’s primary political purpose instead of the aesthetic value.

In terms of mass communication process theory, McQuail refers to ‘film as a mass medium’ that may ‘manipulate the seeming reality of the photographic message without loss of credibility’ for the wider audience. Thus, the communication would be lifted from an ‘interpersonal’ level to a ‘social-wide’ level by the film medium, in the attempt to convey a convincing message. However, the other levels of communication within this music must also be considered, for instance, at the interpersonal level when someone is listening alone, or, if this song is studied in a university, at the institutional or organizational level, because they do not operate independently of each other, even at the highest ‘social-wide’ level. Even if the music or performance does not precisely reflect the interests of everyone, still, for those living in the region, through mass communication every day embedded

---
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within this kind of music, it will shape the ideology and value of the society, according to McQuail.

McQuail’s alternative approach to analysis, combined with the semiotic path, has offered an objective perspective from musicology, history, politics, and economics. The analysis of the language and meaning of the music extended to ‘particular social contexts and cultural experience’.\(^{199}\) The dual identity of an anthropology fieldworker and a critical researcher offers a powerful, and broader, view of the nature of the research, both as an insider and outsider. Living in the field and encountering mass communication every day is an effective way of gathering data, by positioning oneself in society within the context; living in the field offers the perspective of looking at the culture from a distance. My early fieldwork with my former piano teacher, the composer of the song, offered me a great understanding of how folk music is produced by the state-owned composer, according to their understanding, by adapting ethnic minority people’s musical elements to form the sort of ‘folk music’ that will be recognised by the official culture, as their ‘folk music’, which is a grey area, neither belonging to the Han nor the ethnic minority.

The creation of folk music in Xinjiang, for mass distribution purposes, does not necessarily have to come from the ethnic musicians, as a reflection of their life, nor be acknowledged by them. It is a musical body consisting of the stereotypical, ethnic, musical elements to the majority’s ears and eyes, to paint an idealised ‘fairy-tale’ picture of the ethnic people, to demonstrate an overall stability. It seems to be a ‘messenger’ between the Han people and the ethnic minorities, or the many ‘Others’, to speak for the majority’s expectation but used as a political ingredient to synchronise the state policies, in the language of music.

\(^{199}\) Ibid., 13.
Chapter 4 The local mainstream music programme in Xinjiang

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the thesis will explore how folk music elements of Xinjiang ethnic minorities come to feature as a political ingredient of the official culture, to be broadcast on television at local and national levels.

The chapter will be divided into two parts: first of all, the recent controversial performance offered by Xinjiang ethnic singer Tusken, on the nationwide reality television show, the Voice of China, will be discussed. It will be argued that, as the ‘Others’, the ethnic identity of the musicians from Xinjiang, their culture is recognised as a vital part in modern, Chinese mainstream culture, after the arrival of new media technology, such as, the Internet and the influence of globalisation. The investigation will consider the ‘authentic’ ethnic features of Tusken’s performance of the Kazakh song Ivan Dudar and Setti Maria, in comparison to Han singer Wang Hong-wei’s interpretation of the song, at the local new year gala.

The second part will investigate the mass square musical event, the Passion Square Concert broadcast by China Central Television in Urumqi, in 2012, considering the need to maintain national unity and state stability, contributed to by both Han and Others from ethnic minorities, as a component of the official ideology. In doing so, an ethnomusicological approach will be applied as a reference, involving fieldwork experience with the production team and the director, combined with virtual fieldwork experience. Additionally, a critical, musical analysis of the concert will be provided.

4.2 Gala Xinjiang music stems from traditional roots

In 2012, the programme The Voice of China was imported from the Netherland’s original reality television show The Voice of Holland, and it quickly occupied the domestic television schedules in Mainland China. The programme has confirmed, as Dennis McQuail indicated, that ‘...global mass communication is a
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reality, and during the second half of the century there has almost certainly been a steady strengthening of the condition that allows the world media audience to receive information and cultural content from other countries and parts of the world.²⁰⁰

Zheng Li argues that the pro-democracy movement caused the restriction of retightened China’s media control after it was ‘relatively loose’; Chinese media has also welcomed its new era, with the arrival of new media technology, for instance, cable televisions and Internet service.²⁰¹ How does the government respond to this? Could this be seen as a challenge to the previous system, in terms of affecting the previous dissemination situation? Li quoted James Florcruz’s argument that Chinese officialdom has very little power over its media market, as it is growing rapidly with diverse forms and it has become increasingly open and responsive to meet public demand.²⁰² The opinions of Florcruz and Li are built on the shared agreement that, along with the economic development and modernization after the economic reform, China had become more open to the outside world in the 20th century.

However, a question about control arises, when individuals can host their own opinions and post them to the public through the Internet. Additionally, how does the Chinese government respond to foreign ideas and influences? Thus, policy and certain regulations were promulgated to tackle this issue, which can be described as ‘...an attempt to balance gradual commercialization and modernization with controls protecting the Communist Party’s ideological and political dominance.’²⁰³ Indeed, when China entered the post-reform era, the existence of China’s booming economic growth and wider choices of international media products allowed and encouraged Chinese people to purchase technology, enabling them to receive more information and experience other cultural content from all over the world. However, on the other hand, this trend is also regarded as a ‘...strong, pervasive, convergent force that erodes the significance of geopolitical

²⁰⁰ Ibid., 239.
²⁰² Li, ‘Significant Changes in the Chinese Television Industry and Their Impact in the PRC: An Insider’s Perspective’.
borders, weakens states’ power, creates a single globalizing consumer culture, and
dissolves local cultures and life patterns. Thus, the media still remains the
mouthpiece of the government, disseminating mainstream values and ideology
through coded messages and also, providing the platform to accelerate the
communication process, to enable more effective understanding of the message.

Therefore, a list of questions are awaiting answers: In contemporary China, is
music, in particular, subject to the ideological control of the media? Could it be that
music dissemination of the ethnic minorities is also a form of ideological control?
How does one view the changing effects offered by globalization at national and
regional levels? What role does the state play in this process in order to reinforce
its political control? How does the government utilize the mass media tool to
disseminate its common cultural identity, for example by shedding light on the
theme of ‘national pride’ in Xinjiang through music messages?

An example can be introduced to discuss the above question, as Nanfang Daily reports:

Tusken, a former Kazakh student from Xinjiang University, became a
national superstar after providing an extra, two-minute improvised
performance of a traditional love song, Setti Maria and Ivan Dudar, in the
Kazakh language, after being rejected by all the judges at the stage of The
Voice of China this week. This unofficial a cappella performance received a
massive response from the audience, who voted for him to regain a place in
the finals. Millions from all over the country who had watched that live
performance referred to Tusken’s singing as ‘the most sincere’ and ‘full of
expression’, which comes from a ‘real, good’, ‘authentic’ Kazakh musical
culture.205
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205 ‘The Battles Tusken Good Voice: Instructor Tears More Important than Turning’, Nanfang Daily,
voice::Instructor-tears-important-than-turning.html.
The Voice of China reality show, is a localised television programme produced by Canxing Entertainment (灿星制作), distributed and released by Zhejiang Television, which in many sense shares much similarity with the talent show American Idol, in terms of media distribution. A so-called ‘American phenomenon’ as Katherine Meizel analysed, pointing out that American Idol brings in an understanding of American identity, between multiculturalist and assimilationist, and more importantly, that the ‘reality-show diversity among contestants, reflecting the demographics necessary to draw a massive audience, at once supports the multiculturalist tenet that the maintenance of discrete ethnic identity is essential to...the American Dream, everyone singing the same songs along the way.’ Meizel emphasises the social function of this reality show as being the state stability tool by underlining the multiculturalist attribution, but also draws attention on the mass audience. Therefore, information might be conveyed from the above passages, in the case of the Voice of China: first of all, as Rachel Harris has pointed out, ‘Setti Maria and Ivan Dudar’ is not an unfamiliar song to most Chinese as it has been cherished and widely received since it was introduced by the ‘twentieth-century Chinese composer and folk song collector, Wang Luobin’. He collected this song in Qinghai Prairie in 1937; the song is about the love story between a young Russian girl, Setti Maria, and a young Kazakh man, Ivan Dudar. Secondly, Tusken, the contestant, was identified as an ethnic minority Chinese from Xinjiang according to the newspaper, and he was voted by the audience to return based on his astonishing ‘folk song’ performance; thirdly, the response from the massive audience which appeared both on the screen and connected through media platforms, seemed to have more power than the actual judges on the stage.

Meizel also proposed an Ethnomusicological approach to talent shows, which will be applied within this research: first of all, research through interviews and

---

206 Can Xing Entertainment, as one of the largest companies in the entertainment industry of China, owned by STAR China Media, SCM.
208 Ibid.
209 Harris, ‘Wang Luobin: Folk Song King of the Northwest or Song Thief? Copyright, Representation, and Chinese Folk Songs’, 381.
210 Xing-yi Yan, Music Biography—Wang Luo-Bin (Xi’an: Shanxi Normal University, 2010), 37–42.
participant observations; secondly, analysis of televised reality shows; thirdly, commercial recordings related to the show and their contestants; fourthly, critical discourse in print and online materials regarding the artistic styles; lastly, the message board of the show from the official channels.\textsuperscript{211}

In exploring the connection between the ethnic minority contestant and the music reality show, as Meizel outlined, the fieldwork of the Voice of China was conducted taking account of ethnographic research but further study of multiple Voice of China texts might be beneficial, as indicated by Meizel.\textsuperscript{212} I decided to investigate and took the opportunity to attend the filming of European Finals of the Voice of China in London, via a judge and a former winner of the Voice of China in summer 2014, Mr. Li Wei (李维). According to the official introduction on many Chinese sites, Li Wei achieved his fame nationwide through the Voice of China a year ago.\textsuperscript{213} According to the information on many Chinese websites, he was born in Urumqi and has Russian mixed ethnicity.\textsuperscript{214} I met Li Wei through mutual friends at the local football league in Urumqi, so I was not a complete outsider but someone who enjoyed watching the show on Youtube, habitually, before hand. Through our friends in Xinjiang, I was told Li Wei was already a well-known, local bar performer, who had previously performed at most local bars in Urumqi, for more than ten years.

My fieldwork began with interviewing Li Wei and his manager through the Chinese app Wechat messaging, a mobile app similar to WhatsApp messenger; this was combined with face-to-face interviews in London, on 11 May 2015, and informal meetings in Urumqi at football pitches with other football fans. The app allows communication, not only through instant text messages but also voice and videos, and it also has a feature that once individual users become ‘friends’ on Wechat, they can view each other’s public posts which only can be seen and commented on among Wechat mutual friends. Li Wei moved to Shanghai for work reasons since he won the show, however, according to his posts on Wechat, he still

\textsuperscript{211} Meizel, Idolized: Music, Media, and Identity in American Idol.
\textsuperscript{212} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{214} Ibid.
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visits family and friends in Urumqi very often. My meeting with Li Wei and his manager Pigu, in a London café, offered me some official knowledge about how the programme developed, after the success of the previous three seasons in the mainland. Due to the hits on Youtube and domestic sites, there is a massive demand from the Chinese audience who watches the show from all over the world. Therefore, the Voice of China began its overseas auditions in 2015. Li wei was invited to come to London by Emperor Entertainment Group, with the permission of Canxing Entertainment, and served as one of the judges for the European finals, as well as promoting an English song from his new album.

The shooting of footage for the London Finals, at the Bloomsbury Theatre, was a long process; the rehearsal took more than three days without the audience, plus four hours shooting with the audience. However, the whole footage was not broadcast as an episode on TV but was only used as part of the new season’s promotional footage, to highlight the European contestants, and the show has an international title, the Voice of ‘Chinese’. Li Wei and other judges were sitting on the front row in the theatre, highlighted with spot lights, while the ten Chinese contestants were selected to perform one by one at the Final competition, accompanied by pre recorded background music rather than bands. Accompanying smoke effects on stage, flowers and flashing LED illuminated boards featuring Li Wei’s name, in pinyin and character, were held by excited fans, screaming in Mandarin and Cantonese.

It was much easier and quieter to establish a conversation on this topic in Urumqi. Although Li Wei had already released five albums before he entered the Voice of China as a contestant, through the help of our Uzbek friend’s father, a well-known local musician from Xinjiang Military Song and Dance Troupe, Li Wei was recommended as the contestant to represent Xinjiang region, for the Voice of China audition in Shanghai. Li Wei signed a nine-year contract with Canxing Entertainment in 2014 and was then promoted as a pop star. On the television, Li Wei introduced himself with a quarter ‘Russian blood’ and, as soon as the judges heard he came from Xinjiang, they were curious about this ethnic identity; consequently, our friends from the football team constantly joke about this ‘unheard of’ ethnic identity.
Similar to Meizel’s research into the American Idol, in researching the Voice of China, referring back to the original case of Tusken’s ‘authentic’ folk performance of Setti Maria and Ivan Dudar, approaches including the analysis of the show, as well as commercial recordings related to the show, will continue to be applied. The lyrics sung by Tusken are as follows: 215

A lovely Rose,
Setti Maria.
That day when I was hunting in the hills on my horse,
You were singing at the foot of the hills.
The beautiful sound embedded in rosy clouds,
And made me lose my way.
I rolled down from the hillside
Ah...
Your singing embedded in rosy clouds.

The strong Kazakh young man,
Ivan Dudar,
Please come to my home tonight over the river,
You shall feed your horse,
and bring the Dombra.
When the moon rises,
Pluck your strings,
Ah...
We depend on each other,
Singing together under the tree.
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What is an ‘authentic’ performance and what made the audience vote for the ‘authentic’ performance by the Kazakh singer and beg for the return of their beloved contestant Tusken?

‘Authenticity’ is a concept which has been contributed to by many scholars, performers and music critics, in the West. An important argument which was contributed by Richard Taruskin, states that ‘the performer’s main duty is not to the composer, but to the modern audience.’ Indeed, with folk songs such as Setti Maria and Ivan Dudar, which have been performed by generations of musicians, with no composer specified in particular, their popularity might depend on how an individual audience listens to them. Is it even possible to have an ‘authentic’ performance? According to Taruskin,

Do we really want to talk about ‘authenticity’ any more? I had hoped a consensus was forming that to use the word in connection with the performance of music— and especially to define a particular style, manner, or philosophy of performance — is neither description nor critique, but commercial propaganda...

That is to say, an authentic musical performance is something that audiences value, however it arguably only exists at an imaginary level, it is a label or an advertisement which is given by people to encourage audiences to make purchasing decisions. Perhaps ‘authenticity’ tells us more about what an audience wants rather than the performance itself? This might explain why Tusken’s interpretation was widely received and enjoyed; his performance had corresponded to the preference of the audience who watched the music reality show. From the perspective of Chinese ethnic minority youth, they could also see themselves as being represented by Tusken, singing alone on the stage. The image may seem to have a limited function in providing background information for the audience, but it encouraged the audience to focus on his voice, as the programme advertised. Here, the ‘authentic’ performance was equivalent to a ‘realistic story’,

yet it was also a successful aesthetic communication with the mass audience, beyond culture and any language barrier.

Figure 4-1 Tusken singing Setti Maria and Ivan Dudar on The Voice of China. A unique feature of the music reality show, the Voice of China, is the blind audition process. The judges’ judgements are made purely based on the performance of the voice. The appearance of the contestants was only available to the audience both in the studio and those watching them on TV and, the jury who decided to choose the contestants. Tusken brought tears to one of the jury’s eyes, Zhang Hui-mei said ‘as an ethnic person away from home, your voice makes me think of my remote home’. On the screen, shown above, an instant message from an audience member through the live TV show, says ‘I support you, my fellow from Xinjiang!’

This song has also been performed by many Chinese singers from various genres: for instance, Dai Yu-qiang, an operatic tenor, who was the first and only Chinese student of Luciano Pavarotti.²¹⁸ Wang Hong-wei, the champion of the National Young Singers Competition folk music genre, also keeps it in his repertoire. He is originally from Xinjiang, and he is rated as the ‘Western Prince of Love Songs’ by the mainstream media organizations.²¹⁹ He was invited to perform A Lovely Rose
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on China’s most viewed TV programme in Xinjiang, at the Urumqi Spring Festival Gala in 2014. His interpretation of that song, at the 2014 Urumqi Spring Festival Gala, took a very different approach. As a well-known national singer, his performance was carefully designed: three massive LED screens presented a large background of an endless prairie, and a group of dancers from a local primary school, wearing designer-made, traditional Kazakh-inspired stage costume, with features such as feathered hats and hand-decorated, sparkling sequins, provided the stage effect. Green and yellow represented the most common prairie colours, as an extension of the LED background. Everything presented on the stage had to be suitable for his superior status; Wang wore a fine dinner jacket with an elegant bowtie and was accompanied by a recording of the National Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Li Xin-cao. The musical introduction had an abundant sound, which was very formal. Wang Hong-wei sang an operatic aria in the Chinese language, his trained, high-pitched sound having a bright metal colour, emphasizing his operatic technique. The tempo of the song was driven by the orchestra recording, which did not allow freedom for his singing. Nevertheless, he was cherished like a king on the artificial, prairie-like stage. The voice was good, the orchestra one of the best in the country, and the stage had adapted the most advanced techniques, but it did not seem as ‘authentic’ as Tusken’s version. This may have been a matter of the language or the distraction provided by the carefully designed, Western influenced, look. Possibly, the look and stage prevented the lyrics, sung so clearly, from being associated with the singer’s identity. In other words, he was ‘quoting’ another person’s story, which might have created the distance between himself and the audience, leading the audience to think the performance was less sincere, but a mainstream performance.
Davies argues that a performance becomes inauthentic or “fake” if the artist is influenced by foreign (especially Western) art or ideas...or if he becomes mechanical in his approach to its production rather than working from a sense of spiritual vocation.\textsuperscript{220} The operatic singing style is certainly not a Chinese invention but what Wang Hong-wei demonstrated on the stage was, in fact, the so-called ‘national vocal’ singing style, which is closely related to Western operatic singing.\textsuperscript{221}

On 28 April 1956, when Mao gave the influential speech entitled \textit{Let Hundreds of Flowers Blossom, Let Hundreds of Schools [of thought] Debate} (百花齐放, 百家争鸣),\textsuperscript{222} to the Communist Party Committee Political Bureau, he offered general guidance about the production of art and science in China. Mao himself advised ‘...critical acceptance towards all artistic works and scholars should have freedom to express their own opinions’.\textsuperscript{223} However, the persecution of those ‘...free thinking scholars and artists’ lasted for ten years from 1966, during the Cultural Revolution;

\textsuperscript{220} Davies, ‘Authenticity and Non-Western Music’, 255.
\textsuperscript{221} Qing Tian and Xiao-xhen Liu, ‘Folk Song and “National Vocal Artistry’, \textit{Art Critiques} 10 (2004): 9.
\textsuperscript{222} Barbara Mittler, \textit{A Continuous Revolution: Making Sense of Cultural Revolution Culture}, 7–11.
after the ‘political purification’, the ‘survivors’ had learnt what Mao actually meant. The concept of ‘national vocal’ singing was first mentioned by Professor Zhou Xiao-yan from the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, during a local singing contest in the Shanghai region in 1983. As the organizer, she realized that participants might perform various styles of music. For instance, some had recently returned from abroad after the Opening Up policy, and might have learnt how to sing opera. On the other hand, the local singers’ most familiar style is folk style, without the ‘operatic breathing’ control. She, therefore, divided them into three groups entitled ‘national vocal’ (民族唱法), ‘Western (operatic)’, and ‘tong su’ (simplified: 通俗, meaning common, or popular). The ‘national vocal’ style can be traced back to the 1940s in Yan’an, when no public address system was available and traditional folk singing had limited ‘expression’ in front of a large audience without an operatic ‘breathing’ technique. After the Opening Up policy, Western influence arrived, and folk singers adopted the technique to support their volume. But it is worth noting that as there are fifty-six ethnic groups in China, ‘national vocal’ may not be a collective term for all the folk singing styles using the operatic breathing technique, from all the ethnic groups. For instance, the main feature of authentic Long Song, from the Mongolian ethnic group, requires prolonged notes with vibrato on the key sounds, which creates the ‘space’ of the mountains and valleys for the audience. This type of singing already has a much greater volume compared to some southern tunes, and this style can be heard across the prairie.

So in comparing the two versions, it might be argued that if Tusken’s performance is considered as authentic, and not influenced by outer culture, most importantly, his performance was a reflection of his own identity and connected to many audiences’ expectation. Whereas, in the representation of the official culture, delivered by Wang Hong-wei on the state stage, in fact, his vocal artistry stems from the original folk music tune, which is associated with the Communist revolutionary history. This type of ‘voice’ is created, named, educated and promoted as vital public culture by the CPC and, in return, this ‘voice’ is celebrated as authentic to the political aims, not to its cultural origins. The sense of

---

authenticity also reflects the social status of the singer (or this type of singer) and, even, the status of this type of music within the whole of Chinese society. Cook indicates that ‘A piece of music consists of an extended sequence of actions involving a number of agents. Within those musical cultures that employ written symbols – as most do...performance and meaning – represents critical directions that...music is seen as social action and meaning as created by that action.’ On this account, the vocal artistry of both Wang Hong-wei and Tusken can be seen as an authentic performance, in different cultural backgrounds to certain groups of people; the decision from the audience on the sense of authenticity is offered by the society from which they come. Music is part of the culture and judgement for that society.

Additionally, any musical materials served in a communicational process with cultural elements, no matter what is ‘authentic’ within whichever society, may be considered to be coded with cultural elements. Whether or not those symbols can be received as meaningful depends on how this music material is working in the process from the sender and how it is taken by the receivers. The music performance cannot exist as a sign without the receivers.

4.3 The production of Passion Square by China Central Television in Urumqi

When examining the role of music and its social relationships, Helen Rees focuses on the practice of Dongjing music of Naxi minorities, in China’s southern Yunnan Province, to discuss the relation of a socialist state to its ethnic minorities as a strong political component. Geremie R. Barmé provides multiple insights into Chinese contemporary culture, from historical, political and cultural aspects, to explain the complex interplay between the distribution of governmental ideology via cultural works and nonofficial culture, when global culture and Chinese capitalist-socialism meet up in the market economy. Barmé also draws attention

226 Barmé, In the Red: On Contemporary Chinese Culture.
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to the growth of Chinese, contemporary artistic work designed with governmental
core value, referring to this as ‘propaganda’, arguing that ‘television’, such as China
Central Television, is the key outlet for up-market, media propaganda.

Passion Square is a historical, seasonal programme, mainly produced and
broadcast nationwide by CCTV’s music channel (CCTV-3). Its general director is Zhao
Ya-xi from Central Television and it was hosted by Zhang Lei, or Zhang Lu, before its
final broadcast on 7 November 2012. It ran in the form of a large-scale, domestic
music tour, filled with widespread Communist mainstream music which featured
the mainstream political ideology or historical background relating to the selected
location. For instance, Jinggangshan (or Jinggang Mountain) is referred to as ‘The
cradle of the Chinese Communist revolution’ from the historical point of view,
according to the history of the CPC.\(^\text{227}\) In October 1927, the first generation of
proletarian revolutionaries led the Red Army to Jinggangshan. They created
Ninggang Country as the centre of China’s first rural revolutionary base ‘encircling
the cities from the countryside, seizing the regime with force’ (以农村包围城市、
武装夺取政权), and opened the characteristic Chinese revolution path, leading
little known Jinggangshan to become celebrated in the glorious annals of the
Chinese revolution.\(^\text{228}\) Therefore, Jinggangshan was chosen to be the first place to
host the Passion Square concert in October 2005, to commemorate the base of the
revolution. Over a thousand audience members and two hundred local performers
were involved in that concert, then the programme was edited and broadcast to
Chinese audiences all over the world, on several CCTV channels. Statistical records
from CSM Research Centre (CSM is the official English name of the state research
centre, its Chinese name is 索福瑞媒介研究公司) suggested that ‘The average
number in the audience of each edition of Passion Square is over one hundred
million; among two hundred programmes produced by CCTV and broadcast
nationwide, it is rated in the top thirty programmes in general, which mainly covers

\(^{227}\) ‘Creating Jing Gang Shan Revolutionary Base’; Ze-dong Mao, Selected Work of Mao Ze-Dong, vol.
\(^{228}\) The History of the Chinese Communist Party 1921-1978, vol. 2, Central Research Centre (Beijing:
the audience age group from twenty-five to fifty-five (68.6%). The Passion Square series of concerts can also be viewed for free, worldwide, on popular websites such as YouTube; the slogan of the programme is: Let’s sing patriotic songs together.

Here, the term ‘patriotic’ is the official definition offered, according to the nature of the programme aimed at ‘inspiring the nation’s patriotism.’ Within this context, the word ‘passion’ represents a strong, excessive emotional attachment to patriotism; ‘square’ is a simple description of the type of place where the concerts normally took place. However, it can also be considered as a sign, as Chinese domestic city squares today represent a symbolic space, standing for a political vehicle where the message flows between the mass of the Chinese people and the government’s agenda, as a Communist ritual. A paradigm can be presented: ever since Mao pressed the button to raise the first national flag of PR China, in Tian’an Men Square on 1st October 1949, every morning in the largest square in China, possibly one of the biggest in the world, the national flag rises, along with the sunshine, guarded by thirty PLA soldiers and witnessed by thousands of people from all over the country. An up-to-date calendar of the exact time of the ceremony can be found on the government website about attending the ceremonial ritual. The following pictures, provided by the Xinhua news agency on 1st October 2006, depict Chinese National Day when over 220,000 people attended the flag-raising ceremony in Tian’an Men Square (Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4).
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After the domestic reform, along with rapid economic growth, the building of the domestic city squares has played an interesting part in the process of Chinese urbanization. Lu Da-dao, from the Chinese Academy of Science, raises questions in ‘City Square Crisis – Is It Another Great Leap Forward?’ He also thinks ‘The trend of

---

wasting farming land on over expanding massive city squares is potentially dangerous’. However, for certain ends, having a huge city square in front of the city hall may serve a particular political aim. In referring to the term Square Culture, for instance, proposed by the Chinese former president Hu Jin-tao in 2009, he specifically noted that ‘the Square Culture building is a vital component of the country’s spiritual civilization (精神文明建设), is a reflection of the implementation of the important thoughts on ‘Three Represents’ speech by Deng Xiao-ping, it is also an important symbol of the modernization process.’ In attempting to understand the traditional value of the ‘square’ in Chinese culture, the decision of modern Chinese politicians to expand them from Beijing to second-tier cities also emphasizes the function of this culture within different communities. With regard to the Passion Square concert, it must be considered what kind of communication was processed and disseminated, in terms of the political information it contained, and what makes the Square Culture a special cultural form. Lastly, what happened to the Passion Square concerts and why were they stopped?

In April 2012, Zheng He, the general director of the Municipal Publicity Department, invited a friend of mine, named Ming, whose family owns a commercial studio for producing stage costume, to be involved in discussions about the preparation for the Urumqi Passion Square concert. The programme is co-sponsored by CCTV and Xinjiang Television and supervised by the Publicity Department of the CPC as well as the Central Spiritual Civilization Steering Committee Office. The event was to be ‘...a gesture to welcome the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China’ according to Ming, who was asked to attend several meetings after Urumqi was chosen to host this edition of Passion Square. She has worked in the industry for over twenty years, and their studio is one of the most well-known places in Xinjiang province for the design of ethnic costumes. As the provider, they were involved in many other state

---


236 See ref. 40.
sponsored events. After several meetings with the director, Ming contacted me while I was in York and suggested I should be involved as a researcher to collect data for my fieldwork because, according to her, the programme is ‘one of the most exciting large-scale governmental concerts in the history of Urumqi city’. I was also invited to meet the director in person; two months after the performance in Xinjiang, I conducted a series of interviews and also served as an observer during the rehearsal for the New Year’s Gala. My information source regarding the preparation of *Passion Square* was mainly Ming and Zheng; my virtual attendance was a week after the concert was recorded and broadcast to the nation, on 3rd August 2012, along with several million other virtual viewers through the Internet, and the interview with Zheng in October 2012 offered me an insight which will also be documented in this chapter.

Introducing virtual fieldwork as an ethnomusicological approach, on a similar mass scaled television programme research project, namely the American Idol, Katherine Meizel indicates ‘...extending across physical and virtual space, [it] offers an imprecisely defined field for ethnographic study...’. 237 Meizel also introduces Rice’s point that, ‘...there is no field there; the field is the metaphorical creation of the researcher’. 238 Meizel also provided a list of research methods to assist in study which might be beneficial for this research, for instance: ethnographic research conducted through interviews, analysis of televised show footage, study of related recordings, critical discussion regarding discourse and literature reviews related to the show. 239

Previous research, specifically on the programme *Passion Square*, is rather limited, but Zheng Yu-jie from East China Normal University, in her 2013 dissertation, *A Discussion on the Governmental Role on Mass Cultural Activities in the Development of City Squares*, argued that ‘Although there are many spontaneous events organized by the mass people, the significant support and influence comes from the government and local officials who have played a big part.’ Examining the *Passion Square* Fuzhou concert, in Fujian province, as case

---

238 Ibid.
239 Ibid.
study and discussing the reason why the programme is supported by the state, she also tried to explore public usage of the programme in Fujian. From her perspective, from a communicational point of view, the sender’s influence apparent in every programme is significant. However, is this the case just for Fujian province, or does it also apply to other provinces for this programme? If dominance from the sender is found to exist widely, I was curious about how this might engage with the Xinjiang local music and culture. If the music performance was directly organized by the central government, it would be interesting to explore how the core political ideology and value might be presented, via the music message, in local culture within Xinjiang. Additionally, given the importance of Square Culture in the staging of the concert, would it accelerate the message flow among the mass audience? If the stage is expanded into the square and into the audience this might have an effect on the whole communication process. The influence on the virtual audience must also be considered. If a link can be drawn between the new trend of encouraging Chinese Square Culture and the unusual attention and effort that the Xinjiang Passion Square attracted long before it was due to happen, regarding the predicted effect of these issues, as well as the potential involvement it can cause within society, it might be concluded that whatever music was put onto this stage, in fact, it belonged to the officials. In other words, this performance has been a ritual to and by the central government. Zheng further discusses Cook’s quotation that:

Ritual and music are seen as the two most important tools for the enlightened ruler with which to govern the populace. They are both equally important because they achieve opposite but complementary aims, each counteracting the negative effects resulting from an excess of the other. While the differentiation imposed by Ritual is needed to allow society to properly function, the harmonizing power of Music is needed to ensure that Ritual does not lead to estrangement. Conversely, the ideal Music is that which itself exhibits the characteristics of Ritual—a well-balanced society should function like a well-balanced piece of music, in which each member

---
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maintains its position in such a way as to allow for the harmonious operation of the whole. $^{241}$

To Confucianism, music is ‘ritual’, recommended to be applied as a tool to ‘ease social conflicts’, while five thousand years later, former president Hu Jin-tao pointed out, at the Central Committee of the CPC Provincial meetings in 2005, that ‘building a socialist harmonious society is a major task of our Party, from building a moderately prosperous society and creating a new situation.’$^{242}$ This conveys new aesthetic and historical aspects of the Passion Square concert: a modern extension stems from the Chinese tradition of using music performance as ritual. Therefore, that performance of Passion Square in Xinjiang, possibly influenced by Xinjiang ethnic culture such as dance, yet with the core values of the CPC coded in, coupled with my relationship with the music and my perspectives both as a fieldworker and virtual attendee, will bring new thoughts into this research.

When Ming first made contact in late April 2012, after a few meetings with the general director, she had been asked to prepare five thousand sets of costume for Passion Square, which seemed a huge undertaking. She explained, ‘Mainly because of the large audience, who need to wear Passion Square themed T-shirts; they are going to be put into ten different audience groups, four hundred people in each. The rest of the costume designing is for the actual performance on the stage: fifty children wearing ethnic clothing, two hundred choir singers, and four hundred dancers from ethnic groups. Artists from more than ten local professional institutions will be involved, and we must ensure the quality of our product.$^{243}$ I was amazed by the potential scale of the upcoming event. Later that day, after it was recorded, I received the following picture from the film director Mr. H:

---

$^{241}$Ibid.
$^{243}$ Li, recorded interview, 27 April, 2012.
Figure 4-5. The Passion Square concert took place on 3 August 2012. Filmed by CCTV and Xinjiang Television. The audience of about four thousand people were wearing colourful T-shirts with ‘Passion Square’ (激情广场) written on the front. The event happened in Urumqi, in Nanhu City Square, in front of the city hall where the local government is located. Two large LED screens were placed, one on each side of the stage for the audience. Everyone in the audience was given a national flag to wave according to the command of the supervisor of each audience group. A huge national flag was designed to sit in the middle of the stage, surrounded by pictures of Tianshan mountain range, pine trees, and skyscrapers from Urumqi city. The Arabic-style patterns on the flag can be seen from a distance as a symbol of the Uyghur mosques.

One of the most significant features of Passion Square (as shown in Figure 4-5) was the degree of involvement of the local audience. Each group of four hundred wore identical clothing, which may have been simply for decorative purposes or may have further served as a symbol of uniformity. Who were these people? It must be difficult to manage such a large random audience into precise groups; however, if they are a pre-booked audience, the audience then is part of the performance. What about the performance on the stage? I was driven by this unusual kind of performance and decided to speak to Ming and learn the story from her side.

Kottack proposed the emic strategy that advises ‘Investigate how natives think. How do they perceive and categorize the world? What are their shared rules for behavior and thoughts? What has meaning for them? How do they imagine and
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explain things? The anthropologist seeks the “native viewpoint” and relies on the culture bearers –the actors in a culture – to determine whether something they do, say, or think is significant.244

Ming’s reply was surprising and challenged my assumption; the audience was made up from five social categories, as follows: workers, farmers, private enterprise owners, students, and soldiers (in Chinese as 工农商学兵). The idea first originated in 1958, during the Great Leap Forward, as the representative of the proletariat.245 Ming added: ‘The audience was required to wear clothes to match their social status; and additionally, this is Xinjiang, the costume for the people from the ethnic groups had to be authentically designed and produced with high-quality craftsmanship. The amateur artists might be sitting as an audience, but because of the nature of their music culture, as well as the special condition of the Square Culture, they will be performing all the time. I believe that clothes will add more authenticity to their performance as well as the music.’246

246 Li, recorded interview, 27 April, 2012
Figure 4-6. Uyghur female dress designed by ZLQ for Passion Square, provided by Ming’s studio.

Figure 4-7. Mongolian female dress including hat and boots designed by ZLQ for Passion Square, provided by Ming’s studio.
According to Ming’s studio (designer ZLQ), when it comes to the design of ethnic clothes in Xinjiang, colour is the first concern. The Uyghur dancing dress (shown in Figure 4-6) is mainly pink but the sleeves and dress have a gradient part with traditional patterns, highlighted with sequins. This helps the dancers to emphasize shoulder movements while spinning. As can be seen (in Figure 4-7), the feature of the standing collar and the lantern shoulders of the Mongolian dress are most distinct. The dress is outlined with light green as a reference to the prairie. The Kazakh dress (shown in Figure 4-8) is layered with light blue, representing the sky and white clouds; the glass pattern is stitched onto the front, repeating the pattern on the tall, feathered hat. The costumes described above were only a small portion of the ethnic dresses designed for Passion Square, and many ethnic identities were revealed, via stage clothing, throughout the performance.
It seems the general director, Ming, and her costume designers were trying their best to make the job perfect. Paying attention to stage costume does not directly connect to the music performance but it was an important part of the production of the *Passion Square* concert. However, the perceptions of those viewing the programme as virtual attendees must be considered. Lawson believes ‘In modern parlance, music and ritual embody a liminal relationship’,\(^\text{247}\) and when this state-owned *Passion Square* concert is viewed from an objective perspective, it could be that the experience of the ‘authentic’ local musical materials had been formed into a typical, Communist publicity ritual, incorporated throughout this modern performance event.

For instance, the choreography and display of *Passion Square* is ritualistically organized. As an overview of the fifty-minute long programme, the proportions of the music in terms of themes were: the first 25 per cent of music performance was related to the ethnic groups, mainly including Uyghur, Kazakh, and Mongolian; the second 25 per cent was ‘red songs’ (*hongge* 红歌), which are a type of political hymn of the Communist Party; the third 25 per cent was presented by artists from the Military Troupes; and the last 25 per cent comprised other performances, such as, poetry recitation accompanied by music. However, the above four themes were all mixed together when the programme was running, linked by a commentator. In addition, within each theme, the music was coded to serve the needs of the stage, based on its artistic, ritual function. For instance, the first performance of *Passion Square* began with the name of a traditional Uyghur harvest dance, *Meshrep*; it is originally a music genre typically including ‘...poetry, music, dance, conversation within a structural context’ and ‘...only held on the harvest, weddings, circumcisions, and girls’ coming of age’.\(^\text{248}\) The action of promoting *Meshrep* in such national, large scaled performance might be seen, as Harris suggested, to ‘...indicate not only
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strong state support but also a surge of Uyghur national pride in this tradition’. The choice to show a Uyghur harvest dance among all the ethnic groups, including Han, emphasized the cultural dominance and status of the Uyghur ethnic group within Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. In the Han’s view, Meshrep could be viewed as a ritualistic declaration to both Uyghur and other native ethnic groups that ‘This performance is a harvest, a happy scene of our life, something worth celebrating’. The intention of expressing the ‘joyful life’, representing the Uyghur minority’s life, in the Han’s opinion, could be visually communicated from the dancers on the stage, separated into two groups according to gender. The communication could also be accessed outside the stage as the performance was expanded; people from other native ethnic groups, visually identified by ‘colourful’ costume, also joined the dancing scene in the square while holding plates of fruit. Indeed, as the message is sent from the official perspective, it is not only a harvest for Uyghur people, but also a ‘harvest’ of the national unity among all of them. The accentuated sound of ‘Suona’, the Uyghur folk-like tune which has a loud and high-pitched leading voice, is also commonly used in a ritualized musical instrument of China, according to Jones. All the subtle elements suggested this is a traditional festival. The subtitle quickly rolling on the screen, ‘In 2012, a series of activities entitled “Let’s Sing Patriotic Songs” was continually and extensively promoted nationwide, organized by the Central Publicity Department, the Central Civilization Office and other units, in order to inspire people by enhancing the core values of the society and cohesion of the nation’ accompanied the ‘physical behavior’, ethnic music elements, smiling faces and plates of fruit, together weaving a net of the ‘common happiness and a sense of ‘national unity’, as well as ‘transfixing the

252 Ma, 1’02-1:19 in the Passion Square programme presented by CCTV-3, 11 August 2012.
254 Political slogan of National People’s Congress, NPC website.
audience through the synchronized power of music and ritual movement’. The ‘national unity’ theme had also been repeated on various occasions during the performance, such as in the song entitled ‘We are a United Family of Ethnic Groups’, with lyrics by Bailia-xin and music by XiaokelatiKelimu. The slogan ‘National Unity’ had been printed onto body banners and was worn by the front row of the audience (shown in Figure 4-9).

Figure 4-9. Front row audience wearing body banners featuring ‘National Unity’ themed slogans, at the Passion Square concert on 3 August 2012, filmed and broadcast by CCTV Music Channel (CCTV-3), 24’ 43’’. Ethnic minority audience might be also sitting in this section, however not wearing their ethnic clothes.

Goodsell argues that ‘Rituals constructed inside organizations tend to use specialized language and involve active participation; those directed to outsiders employ lay language and dramatic forms,’ yet Harris and Norton pointed out that ritual is considered relationally: ‘The volume addresses the way in which rituals are a contested space for ethnic identity, social action, resistance, nationalism, and political and state authority and control.’
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From 2006, the *Passion Square* domestic concert played the vital role of reapplying *Hong Ge* 红歌 after the Cultural Revolution, at a state-scale mass performance in Jinggangshan. However, the *Hong Ge* concept was first mentioned by Wang Shan-lan in 1958, as a general term representing all Communist themed songs. Its more detailed definition is centred around ‘...red songs, the production of the Chinese Communist revolution’; additionally, ‘...it reflected the heroic achievements of the people’s revolution under the leadership of the Communist Party.’

Coincidentally, *Hong Ge* also directly related to China’s former Minister of Commerce, Bo Xi-lai, before he was found guilty of corruption in 2013. *Hong Ge* was officially recognized as part of the *da heichanghong* (my translation is ‘fight against crime, sing the *Hong Ge*’) movement, which was heavily promoted by Bo himself in Chongqing until later, along with the disappearance of the *Passion Square* concert, Bo began his life as a prisoner. This might suggest the state does not want to be associated with Bo by broadcasting *Hong Ge* on such a level, but because the content of those songs and the ‘time’ and ‘space’ were familiar to a whole generation that had been through the Cultural Revolution, when the music was created and disseminated, it automatically ‘wakes up’ a certain audience by creating a ‘spiritual’ experience, reinforcing political control via the music. *Hong Ge* regularly appeared on the stage of *Passion Square* in the domestic cities, with specific political messages to match the location of the concerts, and in Xinjiang the call to ‘national unity’ required the assistance of the performance from the Military Troupes.

---

The performance of ‘My Snow Mountain, My Checkpoints’ was introduced by the presenter Ma Yue, saying ‘No matter whether protecting the homeland or defending people against serious natural disasters, the people’s army has the strong backing of all the ethnic groups. Supporting our army is a great tradition of Xinjiang.’ The renowned Uzbek performer from Xinjiang Military Dance and Singing Troup, Xiamil Xiakir and a group of singers were presented on the stage. Xiamil wore military uniform and sang with the dancers. The song described the life of a soldier at the checkpoint on the Xinjiang border from his personal point of view, as he experienced extreme natural conditions to protect the motherland’s snow lotus (雪莲). This unique flower grows in the Tianshan mountain range, above an altitude of two thousand metres; it might be considered both as a symbol of Xinjiang and as a metaphor for the soldiers themselves from the official cultural point of view, who defend the country’s borders in poor conditions, just as the snow lotus survives and thrives. The song lyrics connected smoothly with the presenter’s introduction, which also took the form of a ritualized pattern, regularly used in state-run events. This began by highlighting the upcoming performance with a brief guide, followed
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by a major performer, usually a singer with a group of dancers. In order to respond to Ma Yue’s introduction, stating the intimacy between the army and the people, here, in Urumqi, the plot is directed gradually from a brief introduction to the music to the visual performance, featuring female dancers from Xinjiang wearing the ‘colourful’ costumes representing their ethnic minority identities, as well as their ‘colourful’ life; together with a group of PLA soldiers. The identity of a Uyghur girl is marked by her traditional patterned, Atlas silk dress, shown in the middle of the stage, held by the border control soldiers (Figure 4-10). Atlas silk has a history of over two thousand years and was originally introduced along the Silk Road from Hotan. The use of Atlas silk as a symbol here can serve several political ideologies: first, to highlight the ‘support’ and ‘unity’ among the ethnic people; secondly, to illustrate the relationship between ethnic people and the Chinese army; thirdly, Atlas silk speaks for the identity of the Uyghur groups who represent the Autonomous Region of Xinjiang. The message of reinforcement across national unity is between Uyghur ethnic people and the PLA as highlighted, as a response to the controversial political situation in Xinjiang, to express the official attitude of the CPC in a musical way. This performance also declared that the snow lotus’s blossom is protected by the army, and from the army’s perspective, through an international broadcast, via CCTV, it is an official announcement to the outside world of the PLA’s sovereignty over Xinjiang. This refers not only to the land but also to the culture, as the traditions of all ethnic groups and the variety of ethnic cultural elements might also bring a sense of honour to Chinese people outside Xinjiang, to inspire the nation to enjoy its culture as a whole, and defend it from invaders, or perhaps, whoever wants to separate Xinjiang from the state. State control of rituals is established, introduced, and widely promoted at all levels of mass communication; Party policies are applied, and reinforced, within the music materials and during the process of dissemination.

\[260\] Gladney, ‘Representing Nationality in China: Refiguring Majority/minority Identities.’
\[262\] Trine and Ildiko, On the Fringes of the Harmonious Society: Tibetans and Uyghurs in Socialist China.
\[263\] Ibid.
As part of the virtual fieldwork, the reception from the audience is also taken into account. Messages from official and nonofficial channels are reviewed and collected through social media, online forums, news websites and newspapers, both at regional and national levels. The feedback about this programme in Xinjiang, was mainly among the local audience through social media, such as SinaWeibo; however through the official channel, the information of the concert was widely advertised on most governmental websites and local news. Feedback was divided into four groups in terms of age group, reported by a mainstream news paper, *Urumqi Evening News*: 264

Singing a memory: People are born in the 40s, and 50s

Fu Shu-xiang, wearing a red T shirt, from Xinshi district of Urumqi, came to the reporter after singing the song *Ode to the Motherland*, with tearful eyes, smiled, said, ‘I have been singing this song since I can remember. Whenever I hear this patriotic song, it reminds me of wonderful youthful memories, when I only arrived in Xinjiang. Looking at Urumqi now, the place has changed a lot.’

Singing their Passion: People are born in the 70s, and 80s

Fan Jing-jing, while listening to *Our Country is a Garden*, said ‘I used to listen to this song when I was growing up.’

Zhang Fang, ‘Our father’s generation contributed their youth to build Xinjiang, they are not young today, therefore, we should carry on. These songs are making me very encouraged!’

Sing the Hope: from Little Children

12 year old Zhang Hao-jia said, ‘I first heard *Ode to the Motherland* at the Opening ceremony of the Beijing Olympic Games in 2008, by Lin Miao-ke. We have very good sportsmen!’

On SinaWeibo, the comments relate not only to the musical performance but also to related information from the local people:
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Litehouyi (栗特后裔) comments: Hong ge are good music, but putting their spirit into practice takes time.

Mr Seal comments: EsqerMemet’s Xinjiang is Good makes the audience go wild!

Lenglengdezhao (冷冷的曌) comments: The climate is too dry in Urumqi this week, why did they disperse the clouds, for some Passion Square thing!

Shuiqudemizizi (水区的米兹紫) comments: This afternoon, Passion Square arrived in Urumqi along with CCTV, bringing a wonderful musical experience.

Scxiaodeng comments: I feel so frustrated, Passion Square of the Central Television is taking place at Nanhu Square, there are no tickets for sale, only an organised audience from charity institutions are allowed to get in.

The news on the reception of the Passion Square Urumqi Concert by China Central Television, reported by the state owned news agency, reflected the feedback from various audience members, from different age groups and social classes. The report suggests a generic connection between their individual life in Xinjiang and how this is linked to their emotional experience, which inspired by the musical performance of this concert, in other words, the ‘passion’ of the audience, is brought on by the music. On Chinese social media, on the other hand, as shown above, not everyone appeared ‘passionate’ about it. The local users of social media were aware of the music event, but the content of the messages posted online are rarely related to the music. Instead the messages question the difficulty of access to the event as an ordinary prospective audience member and the inconvenience caused by the large-scale music event.
4.4 Conclusion

As Lauren Gorfinkel argues, ‘...Through reinforcing musical styles, visual images and language, it overtly asserts a collective identity wherein all Chinese, no matter what ethnicity, strive together towards the future, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party.’ Folk music in Xinjiang today has been given special, ritualized attributes by the government, depending on the social context in which the music is presented. No matter how it is applied or introduced, music as a shared culture among all ethnic groups remains a vital part of local people’s daily life. Hence, it is the medium that allows people outside Xinjiang to explore its culture, and the channel for Xinjiang people to introduce themselves to the world.

The music material does not necessarily make up the receivers’ minds; the stage and the application of mass communication are the key factors. The feedback from the communicational process is the major concern of the sender, but whether this music ‘makes sense’ or is ‘authentic’ to an individual audience depends on the audience’s identity and perspective on whether a particular interpretation was meaningful to them. Folk-style music, written by a composer inspired by their own fieldwork experience from an outsider’s perspective, serves the purpose of a patriotic glue to join insiders and offers a united common value; at the same time, to outsiders, even at a global level, it is carefully designed limelight to show the prosperity of that nation.

The same piece of folk music, under different conditions and mechanisms, can be coded with different messages to create related signs to attract various audiences: it can sound like a raw ballad, remaining accessible to ordinary people, or a more ‘civilized’, Western influenced ‘aria’, only appearing on the ‘court’ stage, speaking in the voice of the ruling class. However, the emotion invested in the music performance, the native language and story telling by a stranger away from his hometown, persuade the mass audience to believe Tusken’s performance is close enough to their imagined story and accept the performance as a sincere and

Gorfinkel, Lauren, ‘From Transformation to Preservation: Music and Multi-Ethnic Unity on Television in China’.
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‘authentic’ version, a mutual expectation which was, perhaps, shaped by mass media to begin with.

The question regarding opinion on which version might sound more authentic would depend upon the nature of the consumer. The song belongs to different social classes even within the same social and cultural circumstances. Folk music on public stages in Xinjiang is more than just music. When Tusken sang with nothing but his emotions, he told a beautiful, exotic love story to the ears of the official culture. However, when Wang Hong-wei sang, wearing evening dress, paraphrasing the words and accompanied by the National Orchestra, it resembled a political symbol, a game of power, a kind of sovereignty preached, an endorsement of another nation, and, therefore, it has been seen as high art rather than a simple song.

Xinjiang ethnic minority themed music, as the core of the promotion of official ideology, has been examined, through the ethnomusicological approach of virtual attendance and fieldwork. This examination of a talent show and the state official gala, has helped in the understanding of how folk music and its performers serve as the mouthpiece of the mainstream ideology. The findings have also suggested that the representation of the ethnic minority music serves different meanings depending on the level of the broadcast: the local ethnic music shares the theme of attempting to beautify the relationships between the ethnic majority and minority; while the national or international level broadcast emphasises its role in identifying itself as a promoter of ‘diversity’. However, the process of media globalisation and off stage interaction via social media, involving nonofficial culture exchange, will allow more of the audience to approach and appreciate the ethnic minority music that has not been officially styled.
Chapter 5 Chasing the Chinese piano dream: the study of politically influenced Western art music

5.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the history of Western art music and its connection with politics in post reform China, by focusing on the piano, a Western instrument, and its mass consumption in practice. Its modern political usage will be considered, to diffuse the ideology of uniting the nation and fostering a sense of patriotism by the ruling class in modern China. Additionally, the contrast of Western art music consumption influenced by political demand will be discussed, from being banned by the Communist party in the early age of the Cultural Revolution era, to being encouraged nationwide and, treated as a symbol of patriotism, after the economic reform. How did this transformation happen and why?

In researching the answer to this question, this chapter will be divided into two parts: first of all, the history which indicates the unique political status of the piano will be traced, from the ancient royal court to the Cultural Revolution era, to mark its special modern social function, which serves as the symbol of nationalism for the mass Chinese. In the second part of this chapter, the discussion will proceed from the ‘piano craze’ phenomenon, since China’s economic take off, focusing on China’s national hero, pianist Yundi Li’s sole example. Analysis will be provided in political, historical and aesthetic contexts, uncovering his pianism in order to understand how the piano and this pianist contribute to the mainstream ideology of reformed China, by being framed as the symbol of the patriotic ‘China made Chopin’, as well as a representation of China’s cross cultural, exchange process of modernisation in the world discourse. In doing so, close readings related to musical history in modern China as well as fieldwork with Yundi, undertaken in the last few years in Europe and China, will be documented.266

---

266 Wei, ‘Listening to Yundi Li’s Concert “Reporting to the Motherland”’.
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5.2 The yellow river soul: it all begin with the piano

According to Yayoi Uno Everett’s definition of Western art music, this generally refers to ‘composed music: classical and contemporary performed within concert halls affiliated with universities, colleges, and metropolitan centers of European, American, and more recently East Asian countries.’\(^{267}\) China’s Western art music history first began with Emperor Wanli, in the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), after the Italian Jesuit priest Matteo Ricci visited, and brought a clavichord as a tribute to the royal court.\(^{268}\) In the Qing dynasty (1644-1912), Emperor Kang Xi formed the first symphony orchestra in China, for his own interest.\(^{269}\) Before then, Western classical music was not accessible by ordinary people, apart from the royal court. The first national music institution was founded in Shanghai in 1927 and, after the establishment of PR China in 1950, this was renamed by the CPC as the Eastern Branch of the Central Conservatory of China. In 1956 it became Shanghai Conservatory of Music.\(^{270}\) In 1929, the Chinese composer Huang Zi adopted the Western compositional approach after studying in the United States of America under the supervision of David Stanley Smith from the Yale school of Music, and produced the first Chinese Symphony, *Yearning*.\(^{271}\) However, when the second Sino-Japanese War started, in July 1937, this brought the nation into such a chaotic situation that the production of Western-style classical music was almost zero. At this time, the native, anti-Japanese battlefield songs were widespread and welcomed among the citizens, for instance, the *Yellow River Cantata*,\(^{272}\) which was composed by Xian Xing-hai at the CPC’s revolution centre in Yan’an in early 1939;

\(^{267}\)Yayoi Uno Everett and Frederick Lau (Eds), ‘Intercultural Synthesis in Postwar Western Art Music: Historical Contexts, Perspectives, and Taxonomy’.
\(^{268}\)Xi-ping Zhang, *Following the Steps of Matteo Ricci to China* (Beijing: Five continent Communication Publishing house, 2006), 98.
\(^{272}\)The *Yellow River Cantata* was composed by Xian Xing-hai in Yan’an in early 1939, lyrics by Guang Wei-ran. The work quickly spread across the whole country, and during the Cultural Revolution, on Madam Mao’s demand, it was rearranged as the *Yellow River Piano Concerto*. 
the lyrics are by Guang Wei-ran. Xian was also ‘Yan’an’s leading musical cadre’. The work quickly spread across the whole country, among students, workers, and soldiers, after its first thirty thousand copies were published in New Music magazine. Mao Ze-dong noticed the extraordinary success of the Yellow River Cantata but, during the Cultural Revolution, Western classical music as a whole was negatively treated as a symbol of the West. The most important book on this issue was written by Richard Kraus, entitled Piano and Politics in China, in which he produced three key arguments: first of all, ‘those who owned and played the piano were urban, prosperous, intellectual, and removed from China’s traditional culture’; secondly, ‘pianos rose to prominence with Europe’s bourgeoisie’; and thirdly, ‘the social base in China was weak and vulnerable after the war with Japan’. Kraus’s above ideas were analysed from social, cultural and political perspectives to try to determine the objective situation in relation to the underdevelopment of Western music, with regard to instruments, and the piano in particular. It seemed impossible to increase the number of owners of the piano in the East, as well as interest in Western music before the 1930s. Many musicians and scholars have illustrated this point; for instance, the music columnist Norman Lebrecht described how ‘musicians were forced to leave their instruments’ during the Cultural Revolution, and not surprisingly, music education, particularly in Western music, had to stop as well.

When meeting visiting professor Maestro Tan Dun at Capital Normal University in 2006, he told the students of an experience when he was interviewed by the judges from the Central Conservatory during the entrance exam, after the Cultural Revolution in 1977: ‘one of the examiners asked me to play a part of Mozart on the piano’.

273 Richard Curt Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music (USA: Oxford University Press, 1989), 40.
274 The editor in chief of New Music was Li Ling, who was the music teacher of Peng Li-yuan, the wife of China’s current president Xi Jin-ping. She is a well-known folk singer; ‘The 60th Anniversary of Yan’an Forum’, People Website, accessed 11 June 2014, http://www.people.com.cn/GB/shizheng/252/8090/.
275 Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music, Preface.
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violin, I responded “who?” 277 Krauss states that Madam Mao, perhaps, ‘had a soft spot in her heart for piano, which she helped save from Red Guard destruction’. 278 Many years later, when Yin Cheng-zong, who gave the first performance in China, again, of the Yellow River Concerto, recalled the birth of this concerto, he said, ‘after receiving the positive feedback from the bold collaboration for three days at Tian An-men Square with the Revolutionary Beijing Opera singer Liu Chang-yu, I realized that there might be a possibility to be able to play the piano in China again.’ 279 Yin cleverly took the Square Culture 280 route, which was potentially risky but proved effective at the same time.

In order to convince the government that the piano could be adopted and would represent the mass proletariat, as well as serving the purpose of the Communist revolution, Yin Cheng-zong decided he was going to play at the heart of the Chinese masses, in Tian An-men Square, where hundreds of thousands of people were gathering to listen to him play. Tian An-men Square is regarded as the most vital, ritualized venue within PR China; it was where Mao announced the founding of PR China, with parade ceremonies, in 1949. It is also the base for education in patriotism, and where the flag-raising ceremony is held every morning. 281 The role of piano performance was still rather limited, however, as the accompaniment of Liu Chang-yu’s Revolutionary Opera, The Legend of the Red Lantern, which was a significant ‘group work’, 282 and a ritualized red classic production, also under Madam Mao’s supervision, were approved by her and promoted nationwide, 283 the piano’s era was due to start. As the ‘red flag

277 Tan Dun gave a talk on his own music career in October 2006 at Music Department, Capital Normal University in Beijing, when I was a second year music student.
278 Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China : Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music, Preface.
279 Ge-hui Xu, ‘Facing the Celebrities (Republished on YouTube)’, Ifeng, 7 October 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7CDBmpq4AI.
280 ‘Square Culture’ from my translation of guangchang wenhua 广场文化.
281 ‘The Flag Raising Ceremony on Tian’an Men Square’.
282 ‘Group work’ is a term that can be traced back to the Yan’an era of 1937. Its core meaning was ‘the intelligence from a collective effort, the concentrated wisdom contributed by lots of people’. It was promoted after the economic Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution, and was treated as a philosophical development and a cultural aspect. The book Chinese Contemporary Literature History by Hong Zi-cheng has provided more details in its resource list.
283 Related work – please see resource list.
The red flag bearer, a term that was invented during the Cultural Revolution, means the protector of the CPC and also being responsible for carrying the Communists’ concept to the mass people.

285 The six musicians were Yin Cheng-zong, Chu Wang-hua, Liu Zhuang, Sheng Li-hong, Shi Shu-cheng and Xu Fei-xing.

286 Ibid.


288 ‘The 60th Anniversary of Yan’an Forum’.


291 Xu, ‘Facing the Celebrities (Republished on Youtube)’. 
did not matter to Mao Ze-dong and his Party, but that the music was a significant concern. As Hamm suggested, ‘...to Mao Ze-dong, the musical/artistic content promoted by the CPC is “not designed to reflect musical tastes and preferences of the listening audience, but rather to enforce or reinforce political ideologies and to shape or mould images of the state” ’.\(^{292}\)

Madam Mao commented, after watching the premier of the *Yellow River Piano Concerto*, that she was rather pleased and confident, saying ‘there will be a great future for this [genre], it shows an important development and understanding towards Western music and instruments; most importantly, it has also contributed to Chairman Mao’s call to the nation “let the Western invention serve us”.’\(^{293}\) Mao ‘saw China’s population as falling into four classes: the proletariat, the peasantry, the urban petty bourgeoisie, and the national bourgeoisie (China’s own capitalists). The revolution of necessity depends on “…the alliance of the workers and the peasants, because these two classes comprise 80 to 90 per cent of China’s population”.’\(^{294}\) Therefore, the music should be designed and disseminated to suit the audiences from those four classes on the basis of this concern.

If the Communist Party is seen to assume the role of the sender who takes the active position and is responsible for sending out music messages, such as those contained in the *Yellow River Concerto*, and the proletariat are the receiver who passively receive the selected music work from the sender, a basic left-to-right unilateral communication (or one-way) model\(^{295}\) can be set up, as shown below (Figure 5-1):

---


\(^{293}\) In 1964 Mao first wrote *yang wei zhong yong* (in Chinese 洋为中用) to the comment on the Central Conservatory of Music. It means ‘critically accept everything from the West, let the Western invention serve us’; This demand was marked during his talk at Yan’an Artists Forum, 2nd-23rd May 1942.


Figure 5-1 The figure shows the typical communicational model during the Cultural Revolution era, when the mass of people was subject to strict cultural control, such as on music and literature. The figure has chosen general politically influenced music work as the ‘channel’ flowing from the sender, the CPC, who designed and inserted political ideology into the work, to communicate with the targeted receiver – the proletariat and other social classes.

Since the Yellow River Concerto, Western art music has become a communicational tool between the CPC and the mass of Chinese people; it also serves as the channel linking the two parts, and the platform to present each side’s ideas and feedback. Through promotion of the Yellow River Concerto, Western art has become available and accessible to ordinary Chinese people (proletariat), and the piano, the instrument from the concerto, is now not only the dominant instrument of the Yellow River Concerto, but the only ‘one thing to play’ in Chinese people’s eyes. Yin was recommended to join the Communist Party after his success in playing the Yellow River Concerto and becoming a celebrated name in China, and was even ‘received by Mao Ze-dong’, playing to and serving the Communist ‘court’. As the first, and only, Western instrument played in China that survived and prospered after the cultural disaster, it has become a symbol representing vitality and flexibility for Chinese people. They not only

---

296 Richard Curt Kraus, *Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music* (USA: Oxford University Press, 1989), 149.
297 Ibid., 133.
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remembered the pianist but also the melody of *The East is Red*\(^{299}\) which was specifically added into the *Yellow River Concerto* as a symbol of Mao Ze-dong himself.

![Mao Ze-dong receiving Yin Cheng-zong in 1971.](image)

Figure 5.2. Mao Ze-dong receiving Yin Cheng-zong in 1971.\(^{300}\)

5.3 China’s Chopin – the patriotic pianist Yundi Li

‘China – it is the fastest growing nation in history, but this economic superpower, with a fifth of the world’s population, has a cultural agenda too. In the last thirty years, it has enthusiastically embraced Western classical music.’

BBC Four Documentary: *A Hundred Million Musicians: China’s Classical Challenge*\(^{301}\)

After an interview with the prestigious Chinese musician and writer Bao Hui-qiao, in the 1990s, Brahmsstetd remarked, ‘In the past few years, there has been a piano craze in China...not only in the big cities but also in the countryside...the piano manufacturing business cannot keep up with the demand for upright pianos,’ and young pianists from conservatories say ‘I practice four hours a day and six hours a

\(^{299}\) *The Red East*’ was originally a Shanxi folk song about love and later the lyrics were rearranged as a *Hong Ge* for Mao Ze-dong.

\(^{300}\) Chinesefindc website.

\(^{301}\) ‘A Hundred Million Musicians: China’s Classical Challenge’ (BBC4, 29 July 2014).
day in the summer’. Thirty years later, along with the promotion of the *Yellow River Concerto* nationwide, the instrument has been invested with a new brand of Chinese identity. The new ‘yellow river’, representing post-reform China, is flowing in many Chinese people’s minds in the language of the piano, as a new generation of lovers of Western classical music has emerged from China and their achievements have made an impact, globally. Earlier in 2014, I was told by James Ledgerwood, the general manager of Steinway & Sons, Hamburg, that ‘China is Steinway’s biggest customer. Ten years ago, we only had two staff in Mainland China. But now the conservatories in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, and Xi’an have already become “Steinway” conservatories.’ This means that hundreds of practice rooms in China’s leading music conservatories only use Steinway grand pianos for training and performance purposes. When I visited my previous college in Beijing, in 2013, a music department in a general university, I saw that eight new Steinway grand pianos were prepared for teaching and another one hundred and twenty upright Chinese self-branded pianos were located in individual rooms for practice. According to Chu, though not alluded to by Ledgerwood, a Steinway is now an ideal decoration for China’s *nouveaux riches*. A handmade piano, worth £100,000, can not only advertise the owner’s wealth but also offer a vivid demonstration of the owner’s culturally enriched, globalised mind. Their pursuit of ‘high art’ could also be interpreted as an affirmation of self-worth and, possibly, a compensation for everything that has been lost since the Cultural Revolution.

However, the previously suppressed desire to learn the piano has now affected all social classes; additionally, it does not stay in China any longer. Hung quoted the piano superstar Lang Lang’s words, when he was interviewed by Daniel Wakin of the *New York Times*, regarding the significant trend among Chinese musicians to enrol for study in Western music institutions: ‘Two hundred years ago it was Europe. A hundred years ago it was America. Fifty years ago it was Japan.

---

303 A casual interview with James Ledgerwood on 5 March 2014, at Laeiszhalle Hamburg, Grosser Saal.
And now it’s China. As the world’s most highly paid pianist, the Chinese pianist Lang Lang can certainly speak with authority on the subject of China’s success. Yet it is not only Lang Lang who is a leading ‘Chinese name’ in this field. According to data collected in 2014, the soloist playing most regularly in the European classical music market is also a pianist, thirty-two years old and Chinese: pianist Yundi Li, also known as Yundi. In 2014, solely within China, the official number of his followers was over 15 million, according to his SinaWeibo (Chinese social media platform) account. In 2013, he completed a domestic tour of thirty cities, in comparison to his record as the most regularly performing soloist in Europe, where the figure is approximately twenty-five concerts per year. Demand to hear him play meant that tickets sold out in twelve minutes in China, including Macau. This leads to questions about what has happened in only thirty years, from the piano being a ‘banned’ Western instrument, to becoming the leading voice of the ‘mother river’ concerto and the Chinese nation’s favourite. It might be that the piano craze is an additional consequence of the domestic economic reform’s cultural impact, but Yundi Li’s contribution must also have been significant, for his name to have become equivalent to ‘piano’ in China. Therefore, how would he review his achievement in terms of the Chinese audience’s reaction to his performances?

Tommasini, in a New York Times review of Yundi’s recital at Carnegie Hall in 2008, argued that ‘If Mr Lang is prone to Romanticised interpretations, with phrases milked and tugged for maximum expressivity, Mr Li has been cooler, more straightforward and elegantly restrained’, and he admitted that Yundi ‘is a

---

306 The information was provided by Askonas Holt when I was doing my field research in 2014.
307 Ibid.
309 The domestic box office information is provided by Beijing Poly Theatre Management Ltd; Suzy Klein, ‘Freddy Kempf, Yundi’, In Tune (BBC Radio 3, 24 February 2014).
310 The Yellow River is referred to as the ‘mother river’ of China, and the Chinese nation referred to themselves as yan huang zi sun (my translation: the children of the Yellow River and Emperor Yan).
stunningly talented and promising pianist, certainly connected with audiences’.\(^{311}\) Ivry further indicated Yundi’s pianism, stating ‘Mr Li achieves poetic depth with Romantic composers like Chopin and Liszt’ and, in the same paper, he quoted Goldsmith’s opinions of ‘Mr Li’s “patrician elegance” and exquisite artistry from one of the greatest talents to surface in years, nay, decades’.\(^{312}\) However, Tan offered a very different opinion in the book entitled *Gender in Chinese*, arguing that ‘both pianists, in their polarized and ethicized performances of gender, resist as well as reify existing tropes in certain public imagination about the “robotic, emotionless” pitfalls of Chinese musicianship.’\(^{313}\) A Chinese politician also provided his point of view while I was conducting fieldwork earlier this year, asking me, ‘Jingdi, who do you think is a better pianist, Li Yundi or Lang Lang?’ This question, by the Chinese ambassador to the United Kingdom Mr. Liu Xiao-ming, caught me off guard after Yundi’s concert at the Royal Festival Hall, London in February 2014. It was a rather difficult question to answer at that moment, as we were surrounded by an entourage from the Chinese embassy. I replied that, as they are very different, it is difficult to decide who is better. I hoped I had answered satisfactorily, but realised immediately that it might be a great opportunity to ask him the same question, and hear the point of view of a Chinese diplomat. The crowd was shocked by my bold gesture but eager to hear what Mr Liu thought.

‘I was invited to watch Lang Lang’s concert at the Royal Albert Hall in November as well; like you saw, it was packed with seven thousand people, a mainly Western audience. Lang’s passion for the piano filled the entire hall and engaged so well with the audience, no matter where they came from. He has this capacity to communicate. But tonight, the hall is much smaller, and the audience is noticeably Asian dominated, mostly young Chinese females, you might have noticed. As for Yundi, he does not talk much on the stage, and he approaches people mostly through his music. Personally, I think Lang Lang is very “open”,

almost like an American person, while Yundi, reserved and poetic, maybe is more suitable for Chinese audiences.\textsuperscript{314} Mr Liu’s answer appears to coincide with Lebrecht’s summary that ‘Lang Lang is a global brand, Yundi a national dish’.\textsuperscript{315}

Although Mr Liu is not a professional musician or musicologist, his perspective towards the top Chinese pianists might be representative. His opinion might give an insight into a Chinese person’s preference; for example, his appreciation of the ‘poetic’ raises a question about what he meant by the term. This led to consideration about what had helped Yundi, from an ordinary iron-worker’s family, to be seen as the ‘national dish’, despite Lang Lang’s Curtis training background.\textsuperscript{316} It is possible that the Chinese masses found him more accessible because of his pure Chinese educational background before he became famous, and his performance is emotionally more reserved. How did he begin his career as a pianist? A brief biography of Yundi must be given.

\textsuperscript{314} Informal interview with the Chinese Ambassador of the UK, at the Royal Festival Hall London, on 25 February 2014.
\textsuperscript{316} Sir David Tang gave an opening speech about Yundi’s early life at a private event in Knightsbridge London, on 5 April, hosted by Mercury Records, 2014.
Yundi was born in 1982 in Chongqing, a second-tier industry city in southern China. It was the time when China’s economic situation was just about to improve, but still, according to Yundi, in an interview in the Telegraph, buying a piano for his family ‘was like buying a house’,\cite{317} with a ‘secondhand piano for $500– forty times his father’s monthly salary’.\cite{318} He moved to Shenzhen Art School in 1993, studying with Professor Dan Zhao-yi, a ‘well-known teacher of competition winners’, where he gained a full local government scholarship.\cite{319} They also helped his mother with a job so that she could provide an income.\cite{320} As the first, and most successful, SEZ set up after the Opening Up policy in China, Shenzhen provided the ‘refreshing’ soil to Yundi’s early career.\cite{321} After his triumph in Warsaw, Yundi not only became the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference member in his hometown Chongqing, but also a national hero.\cite{322} In 2000, at the age of 18, Yundi Li became the first ever Chinese champion of the 14th International Frederic Chopin Piano Competition.\cite{323} Ever since, the Chinese state-owned media has contributed towards building up Li Yundi’s high profile in China.\cite{324} He was described as the ‘paragon of Chinese youth, the pride of the country’ by Chinese piano ‘Godmother’ Zhou Guang-reng, in the People’s Music Journal in 2000, when he appeared on the cover of that issue.\cite{325} Due to the nature of his domestic training background, he was supported by the Shenzhen government before winning the prestigious Chopin Piano Competition. The self-taught expert, who won the top prize without Western study, massively boosted the confidence of the ‘Chinese School’, a term proposed by Chinese scholar Wei Tin-ge in 2001 just after Yundi’s success in Poland.\cite{326} Additionally, the taking of a gold medal after fifteen years of the Competition also highlighted the ‘value’ of Yundi’s unusual achievement. It is a recognition of his

\begin{itemize}
  \item \cite{317} Llewellyn Smith, ‘Lang Lang? We’ve Never Met’.
  \item \cite{318} Ibid.
  \item \cite{319} Tan, ‘New Chinese Masculinities on the Piano: Lang Lang and Li Yundi’, 134.
  \item \cite{320} Qun-shu Gao, ‘The Dream Builder - Chapter Li Yundi’, 2014.
  \item \cite{321} Ibid.
  \item \cite{322} See Fig. 2, Yundi Weibo website.
  \item \cite{323} Yin Li and Yun Wen Zhu Yi, Chinese Piano Myth - Yundi Li, 1991, 57.
  \item \cite{324} The related academic papers/journals published by the Chinese state-owned publishing house about Li Yundi can be found in the resource list.
  \item \cite{325} Guang-reng Zhou, ‘The Paragon of the Chinese Youth, the Pride of the Country’, Piano Artistry, January 2000, Preview.
  \item \cite{326} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
understanding of Western high art, his interpretation as an ordinary boy from a normal background who was taught via China’s music educational system, by a Chinese teacher. Yet, his understanding of Chopin and his interpretation is ‘tested’ among the most authoritative jurors, including Martha Argerich, Arie Vardi and Victor Merzhanov; the result can be considered as evidence both of acceptance from the West and recognition of Chinese culture by the top Western musicians and artists.

Wei Tin-ge stated, in *A Report to My Motherland*, that ‘Li Yundi’s success is the mark of China’s highest level of current domestic piano education and performance; when listening to Yundi playing Chopin’s music, I almost feel Chopin was Chinese; Yundi’s style is easy to approach for us, and it shares Chinese traditional poetry’s artistic conception form.’\(^{327}\) The approach of understanding and performing Western classical music by using Chinese traditional poetry was first proposed by China’s most celebrated translator and art critic Fou Lei.\(^{328}\) His son, Fou Ts’ong, is a well-known pianist and was a third prize winner of the Frederic Chopin Piano Competition in 1955, the first time that a Chinese gained attention at such a high level in an international piano competition.\(^{329}\) The competition brought the celebrated Fou family fame but also disaster, as, according to Kraus, ‘Ten years later this prominent family of bourgeois intellectuals, seemingly well integrated into the new regime, had been destroyed. Fou Ts’ong was in exile, having refused to return to China from his studies in Warsaw, and his parents had become two of the most notorious suicides of the Cultural Revolution.’\(^{330}\) The anthology of Fou Lei’s letters to Fou Ts’ong was kept away from China by Ts’ong. As a leading member of China’s literati, his father Fou Lei acted as the cultural mentor of Ts’ong during the time when Ts’ong was preparing for the piano competition. At one time Lei wrote:

11 May, 1955

---

\(^{327}\) Ibid.

\(^{328}\) The approach was mentioned in the letters from Fou Lei to his son Fou Ts’ong. The letters were published as a collection named *The Letters of the Fou Family*, Sanlian Publishing House, 1981. The English and French versions were translated by Jin Sheng-hua, Hong Kong Chinese University.

\(^{329}\) The Fryderyk Chopin Institute website.

\(^{330}\) Kraus, *Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music*, 70.
You were criticizing others playing Chopin as ‘cold’... Chopin was a half classical and half romantic (person), so it is quite a challenge for modern youth. On the contrary, we Chinese people don’t have the romantic frenzy in the last century in Europe, our nationality shares the same value as the ‘Olympic Spirit’ (the highest ideals of Greek art). But meanwhile we are not too ‘romantic’, for instance, you can get the idea from those poets from Tang and Han (Dynasty) from Li Bai, and Du Fu. (Li is the most romantic one; however, in comparison to the Westerners, our taste is extremely subtle and exquisite.) So we have natural conditions to express Chopin’s work.  

Lei’s approach involved embracing European music from the Romantic period, combined with the philosophical and aesthetic concerns of ancient Chinese literature as well as their traditional values. Lei expressed his understanding of Chopin’s music as not being too extreme. As Chinese musicologist Zhao Xiao-sheng indicated, ‘unlike Beethoven’s strong personality, those Sonatas such as Pathétique or Appassionata, by reading the titles of the music, you can possibly tell his personality; Chopin is less direct when he expresses his emotions through music’; Yundi thinks Chopin’s music highlighted the melodies, which is very similar to Chinese traditional music.

Avoiding ‘extremes’, the philosophy of emphasizing ‘balance’ is one of Confucius’s philosophical concepts, which is called Zhongyong (中庸) in Chinese; in English it is called ‘Doctrine of the Mean’. It could be said that Chopin’s patriotism (or the patriotism offered by the media in China) also agreed with the traditional and contemporary mainstream value of the state: the emotional attachment of one’s homeland (hometown) is promoted. An article entitled ‘Chopin’s Hometown’ is a must-learn essay for all first year high school students in

---

331 Fu Lei, The Letters of the Fu Family (Beijing, 1981), 107.
334 The term Doctrine of the Mean is an idea of Confucianism and also a title of the four key books of Confucian philosophy.
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China; it is in the Chinese literature text book approved by the state, and it underlines Chopin’s patriotism from the educational angle to teenage students, to foster a sense of national pride by indicating ‘Chopin’s music is the strongest link between the Polish nation and art; his homeland inspired him to compose folk-style music such as ‘Mazurek’. luoyeuigen (落叶归根) literally means when a plant is dying, the leaves will fall towards its roots, and it is a metaphor to show that when aged, one should return to the place where one was born, as has been the traditional value of Chinese society since the Song dynasty (960-1279). Additionally, in every Chopin score printed in China, a sentence is always printed on the overview: ‘Schumann said “Chopin is a cannon hidden in the garden”’. Ordinary people are not likely to associate Chopin with patriotism until the education which introduces it. Within the context of Chopin’s situation, the cannon can be understood as a symbol representing revolution and self-independence. The connection between music and Chinese classical literature from a historical point of view is worth noticing. The traditional classic poems are categorized in different genres, such as shi, ci, and qu, and they are all written with specifically required tune patterns. Qu is a form of poem but it also means music or melody, so the production of a qu normally involves a joint work of music and lyrics. And similarly, in the West, during the Romantic period, various composers had caused the link between the poem and Romanticism to be problematical, for example, in the appearance of the symphonic poems composed by Liszt and Schumann. However, Lei was trying to lead this link directly to the concept of nationalism. Similarities may exist between Chinese traditional literature and the Romantic composers, such as Chopin; however, Lei proposed to view, and to value, the boundaries of Western Romantic music as being the result of ‘a mediation of political status and a community’s term of self-definition’. In other words, according to Lei, the identity of the musician combined with the emotion inspired by ‘Romantic

---

335 1st Year Chinese Literature Text Book (Zhejiang: Jiangsu Educational Group, 2007), 36–39.
336 Ibid.
340 Lei, The Letters of the Fu Family, 39.
exaltation’ is the fuel of nationalism. Chopin is spoken of as being a patriotic musician; his Romantic thoughts have not always been about love of a female, but have expressed the great extent of his love towards his country and people.

Yundi Li, as the most celebrated Chinese pianist, was chosen to be the ambassador of the Shanghai Universal Exposition in 2010, where he told the public that ‘I admire the passion of Chopin’s patriotism; this spirit has coincided with Chinese traditional classical poetry for thousands of years, this spirit is also part of the spiritual world. Music without boundaries (大乐无疆), I want to bring joy to the world with music.’

Yundi also views Chopin’s music as being linked with traditional Chinese literature, as Lei proposed, and he was prepared to put this into practice by his own efforts in his performance. He has been received as a musical patriotic icon of China, described by the Shanghai Daily as an ‘elegant patrician and young romantic whose music is poetry’. Kon, from The London Insider, even described his audience in London as containing ‘patriotic Chinese fans turning up to catch a rare performance by Li Yundi in the UK’. In referring to the audience as being patriotic, the press might simply be referring to support for a fellow countryman, though his performances do attract unusually large groups of Chinese, even in a foreign country. However, a huge portion of Yundi’s international programme has contained Chopin’s repertoire combined with Chinese folk rearrangements, possibly suggesting that Yundi’s performance might provoke patriotic feeling. It may also be possible that his pianism and his interpretation were read by Chinese members of the audience as having a significantly Chinese character. When he was interviewed by DCA Hamburg, Yundi also spoke of his wish, and intention, to include more work by Chinese composers in his repertoire, hoping to introduce Western audiences to their work. He stated his belief that music may be understood worldwide as ‘an international language’.

---

341 Wang, Chopin: Love of His Country above Anything Else.
345 Godbersen, ‘Interview with Yundi Li’.
346 Klein, ‘Freddy Kempf, Yundi’.
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Chopin’s music remains the most regularly played, and taught, repertoire in all the best Chinese conservatories and learning it is necessary for any student who wants to master the instrument in Chinese musical institutions.\(^\text{347}\) Yundi’s successful international career, from an ordinary family background, has inspired more parents to support their children to learn the piano as a pathway to understanding Western culture as well as their native culture. Piano music is now a symbol associated with the nation’s economic growth, the rise of the middle class and China’s acceptance by the West, as well as a sense of nationalism. It is also a language the younger Chinese generation are eager to learn, beyond race and identity. Yundi explained, ‘When I am playing on the stage, I can feel the audience are connected with me, they can hear what I am thinking; in China, the typical audience are very young, they get really excited when seeing me, I am treated as a superstar, but in Europe, the age group and the response are very different.’\(^\text{348}\)

Since 2000, Yundi has been involved in performing at the country’s most prestigious national events. He was invited three times to play on the most-watched TV programme in China, the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, which attracted over a billion viewers.\(^\text{349}\) He dedicated a Chinese folk song at the BRICS [Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa] Summit in 2011, when representing China.\(^\text{350}\) When the red songs (Hong Ge) were promoted across the mainland, Yundi published his first Chinese piano album *The Red Piano (Hongse gangqin)*. However, his career in China is heavily connected with the CPC’s political situation, ever since the moment he was recommended to participate in the 14th Chopin Piano Competition by the Ministry of Culture. It is possible that Yundi and his piano serve as a new political language to foster the nation’s pride, as he now appears to be the state’s favourite ‘court pianist’. How does he stay closely connected to the Chinese audience, inspire millions of children to play the piano and become the ‘Chinese Chopin’?

\(^{\text{347}}\) My fieldwork with the lecturers from the Xinjiang Institute of the Arts, Xi’an (Shanghai, Central China, and Sichuan) Conservatory of Music suggested that Chopin’s piano works are the most widely taught and performed for piano major students.

\(^{\text{348}}\) Godbersen, ‘Interview with Yundi Li’.

\(^{\text{349}}\) Llewellyn Smith, ‘Lang Lang? We’ve Never Met’.

It is a question of Yundi’s collective identity as he is not solely a pianist, and each individual self is normally said to be composed of multiple categories and roles.\textsuperscript{351} Firstly, gender classification must be considered, as Smith considers that it is ‘universal and pervasive’.\textsuperscript{352} Parakilas and Loesser both emphasized that the piano is predominantly played by females;\textsuperscript{353} however, Ying argues that ‘gender imbalance’ is part of the world of concert pianists.\textsuperscript{354} Yundi is commonly described as the ‘prince of the piano’,\textsuperscript{355} and Tan applied the ‘neotraditional projections of the wen and wu model’\textsuperscript{356} to assist in the analysis of the pianist’s costume, affectations, and gestures. Tan proposed the caizi (fragile scholar: meaning handsome scholar associated with romance) description of Yundi, and traced it from the origin of traditional Chinese opera.\textsuperscript{357} Although feminism is rising in various areas in China, in the classical music world, performance is still dominated by the male pianist. Yundi has been given the title of ‘male God’, and has appeared on the cover of fashion magazines, such as Fashion Bazaar, Vogue, and COSMOBRIDE (Figure 5-4). There is no doubt he has been shaped to be a fashion icon in Asia, the female audience forming the majority of his followers. However, in 2012, after the collaboration with a well-known pop star, Leehom Wang, he was involved in news reports suggesting a possible homosexual relationship. This rumour quickly disseminated among Chinese circles, and resulted in the expansion of his audience group.\textsuperscript{358}

\textsuperscript{351} Anthony D. Smith, \textit{National Identity} (Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press, 1993), 4–11.
\textsuperscript{352} Ibid., 4.
\textsuperscript{355} Tan, ‘New Chinese Masculinities on the Piano: Lang Lang and Li Yundi’, 140; Llewellyn Smith, ‘Lang Lang? We’ve Never Met’.
\textsuperscript{356} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{357} Geng Song, \textit{The Fragile Scholar} (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2004), 16–18.
\textsuperscript{358} Wang, ‘Li Yundi - China’s Prince of the Piano’.
Consideration must also be given to the pianist’s local and regional identity, as well as his social class. As previously discussed, the pianist’s regular appearance on state-owned media means that he is first seen as the prestigious, talented court musician, from a working class background, with his ‘made in China’ brand, who became a world-renowned pianist through his own effort and generous support from the government. As a national hero, he carries the responsibility to spread a positive force, zhengnengliang, to encourage the younger generations; this is part of building the ‘harmonious society’, and is in response to the CPC’s political concept initiated after the 18th National Congress of the CPC. His background and current achievements, including the superstar life style, make him very well connected to all social classes; for example, the ‘Red’ aristocracies, namely the
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central Communist members of the Party, have appreciated his pianism since 2000, and the direct, commercial work relationship with brands such as Deutsche Grammophon (DG), Rolex and Benz commands the attention of the bourgeoisie. For the mass audience of the proletariat, or the working class, as the majority of the society, Yundi remains a positive and inspiring project. His story is like a personal ‘Cultural Great Leap Forward’ movement, to reflect his self-achievement in terms of cultural depth after the reform. A further aspect of the pianist’s class identity, in a sense, has weakened the conflicts between classes; the masses enjoy his music and the national pride coming from the common identity, and the ruling class requires his music to be the channel enabling them to associate with the mass audience, as the audience for music now receives specific political messages. His relationship with society is pervasive, but the appearance ‘often proves to be deceptive’. Leading the life of a superstar, living as the ‘Chinese Chopin’, his audience is massive and diverse, but there may be a deeper reason why this dedicated and patriotic pianist has become a symbol of national pride, therefore more research is needed.

5.4 Conclusion

From the historical point of view, as the representation of the exotic Western art music, the piano was the symbol which represented the privilege of the despotic hierarchy in ancient Chinese history. In 20th century China, the piano offered a different meaning and, though access was limited for the proletariat, it became a symbol of identity recognition through the piano concerto Yellow River, as the representation of Western art music. Though this was manipulated to express the Communist Party’s political fervour as a tool to join the nation, it encouraged Chinese national pride, according to Mao, and offered a mutual identity to all Chinese people as the children of their mother river, the yellow river, (simplified: 炎黄子孙).

\[361\] Smith, National Identity, 4–11.
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The political and social connotation of the piano extended again, after China opened its door to embrace the outside world. Through the bridge of the piano, the Chinese audience might have been helped to hear more Western music while the instrument gained the fervent support of a mass audience across the country, who shared common aesthetic values. Therefore, as a traditional Western music form with mass popularity in China, it was perhaps also a channel for China to communicate with the West, to gain Western notice and acceptance. The piano was promoted to more and more middle class Chinese families after the success of Chinese pianists, such as Yundi Li, across the globe. Additionally, the action of promoting Western art music is seen as a recognition of Other’s culture, a demonstration of sharing a modern identity, together, to enhance China’s multiple, cultural faces and to illustrate new cultural awareness in domestic as well as international discourses.
Chapter 6 The Red Piano

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the role of Western art music and its musicians, in post reform China, will be explored through focusing on the example of China’s national hero, pianist Yundi Li. The discussion will draw on the historical background of contemporary China and the process of Western art music distribution by Chinese musicians, to both domestic and international audiences. Such music is promoted by the Chinese Communist Party, with the intention of delivering political ideology, as well as being a transcultural process to influence the outside world. How does Western art music earn its political symbolism in post reform China? Can Chinese audiences receive the message? Also, how does the West react to this?

In answering the above questions, to establish understanding of how Chinese classical musicians balance political and social expectations against different cultural and social backgrounds, recent original fieldwork experience with Yundi Li will be documented, crossing the field from mainland China to Europe. The chapter will comprise three sections: The first part will document my fieldwork from China to Europe, comparing the different influences of the same music piece played by Yundi during the tour, within specific cultural and social contexts; the value of fieldwork from the original research findings and the effect of identity and ‘field’ shift, from an outsider to insider, will also be discussed. The second part will focus on the story of Yundi’s Chinese recording of the Red Piano; the background to the record will be examined, focusing on the Chinese composer Zhang Zhao’s technique of transferring Eastern aesthetic values and ideology through Western compositional work form. An in-depth interview will also be provided. The third part of the chapter will discuss the musical dissemination process of the Red Piano, together with the Chinese audience’s online reviews, in an attempt to answer why and how it has been labelled as the ‘red’ piano to the public, from the mass communicational approach.
6.2 Fieldwork from home and foreign countries with Yundi: China’s new soft power

When examining transculturation of musical culture from an historical context, Yayoi Uno Everett argues, neither ethnic groups nor geography can define the boundaries, ‘...the dislocation and disjunctures brought on by cultural exchange have profoundly altered the demographics, ideologies, and cultural working of musical practices.’\(^{362}\) Bonnie C. Wade further pointed out that the music of well-known 20th century composers, including John Cage, Tan Dun and Henry Cowell, constructs the musical landscape of the world from the East to West.\(^{363}\) Additionally, Frederick Lau, argues that the ‘Eastern musical elements’, that stem from traditional Asian folk music, are equally influential and beneficial in constructing a world music map for Western musicians, during the process when Chinese or Asian musicians were trained in the West and, by disseminating their musical culture, they have also contributed to change the West.\(^{364}\) Since the economic reform, China is not satisfied to have economic trade with the outside world only, musical movements have also tended to coincide with intensive modernisation of Chinese social systems.\(^{365}\)

Therefore, there must be a debate: during the process of the cultural exchange in the world discourse, is Western art music China’s new business card or, a publicity tool?

President Xi Jin-ping has vowed to promote China’s cultural soft power by disseminating modern Chinese values and showing the charm of Chinese culture to the world...the Chinese Dream means the Chinese people’s recognition and pursuit of values, the building of China into a well-off society in an all-round way and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese

\(^{362}\) Yayoi Uno Everett and Frederick Lau (Eds), ‘Intercultural Synthesis in Postwar Western Art Music: Historical Contexts, Perspectives, and Taxonomy’.

\(^{363}\) Ibid.

\(^{364}\) Lau, ‘Fusion or Fission: The Paradox and Politics of Contemporary Chinese Avant-Garde Music’.

Chinese President Xi gave this important speech at a session of members of the Political Bureau of the CPC’s Central Committee on New Year’s Day, 2014. He mentioned two core concepts, the promotion of cultural soft power and the new political slogan of pursuing the Chinese dream. What is soft power? How does President Xi define it? How does it engage with cultural dissemination to the outside world? And how does it affect the Chinese cultural order? I intend to answer these key questions in this section.

The definition of soft power, according to Joseph Nye, is that ‘A country may obtain the outcomes it wants in world politics...it is the ability to get what you want through attraction rather than coercion or payments...You can attract and co-opt them to want what you want – you also need to get others to buy your values.’ Since the Opening Up and Reform policy, in 1978, China experienced economic growth for two decades. Regarding this, Nye emphasized that ‘The rise of China’s soft power...is an issue that needs to be urgently addressed.’ Nye spoke of China’s cultural traditions as starting to become an attraction in a global sense, but stressed that this was held back by certain very serious limitations. Understanding this, in 2011 the Chinese former President Hu Jin-tao called on the CPC, during its 17th Congress, to ‘...invest more resources in increasing China’s soft power’. On this account, the state’s top think tank, the Central Compilation and Translation Bureau, proposed a critical solution through an analysis of America’s soft power. According to Nye’s review, the US government, after recognizing criticism of elements of its popular culture worldwide, had worked to counteract this by ‘...focusing on express high-quality artistic achievements as well as the
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diversity to illustrate that American culture is not only synonymous with popular culture, but also with high culture and elite culture has great appeal and influence. An article entitled ‘Let High Art Embrace the Mass People’ was quickly published after that, in the Guangming Daily and on the official CPC website, by the permanent president of the National Theatre, Deng Yi-jiang.

Two arguments were proposed by Deng to benefit this type of socialist society which has specific Chinese characteristics: that Chinese art should be for the whole of the Chinese population and that the ‘National Theatre has the responsibility of promoting high art for mass people’. Additionally, Liu underlined the connection between high art and China’s soft power: ‘GaoyaoYishu [my translation: high art] of a nation (or country) is the essence of all arts, it is a model to represent the nation’s aesthetic taste and ideas, it can express the national spirit as well as fostering the nation’s pride, it can be seen as a clear influence on politics.’ Therefore, taking this into account, in the provision of high art, in the National Theatre or elsewhere, the artistic material is part of the communicational process, demonstrating the people’s aesthetic preferences and shaping and stimulating the population’s sense of identity as a nation. Up to this point, the communication remains within China but beyond this nation, as the highest artistic achievements are introduced to the world, they can carry forward China’s national identity and, possibly, communicate its value; hence, the notion of soft power comes into play. The political call for the Chinese dream from Xi Jin-ping is understood, domestically, as a cultural rejuvenation which at the same time helps the Party to locate its cultural regime and discourse within the global situation. If high art is only an implement to help to achieve the Chinese dream in the international world, through China’s cultural soft power, then the package of
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China’s own traditional culture and piano artistry was designed to be read and received as an international language which is potentially popular among people from the West to the East.

According to the Korea Daily, the connection was drawn between the soft power of top musicians and that of electronic goods exported from China. The review stated that ‘Chinese pianists Yundi Li and Lang Lang were both born after the economic reform, and they helped China to improve its impression on the world with ‘Made In China’...Their achievements in the high art region have added more value yet to the best choice of ‘Made in China’. In 2013, Yundi Li’s themed concert tour, the China Piano Dream Tour, offered over thirty concerts within two months, becoming the largest classical music tour in China. The concerts in the Beijing Worker’s Stadium had over ten thousand people attending, and the whole tour attracted an audience of fifty-six thousand. It is rare to have such a large-scale tour in China, and two thousand tickets were sold out within ten minutes in Dong Guan city, in Guangdong Province. The stage in the Beijing Worker’s Stadium was decorated with colourful laser lights and large LED screens, and he sat in the middle dressed as Napoleon Bonaparte. Was this an unusual, more accessible, commercial application from pop culture, in the promotion of the country’s soft power to a national audience? According to McQuail’s theory, ‘...the source does not seek to transmit information or beliefs, but simply to capture the attention of an audience, regardless of communicative effect.’ That is to say, perhaps, in this case, that the concern for the pianist is purely to attract the communicational influence with the audience, with the assistance of his stage costume in order to achieve certain effects. What is the information he is trying to deliver? On this account, audiences in China can be seen as both participants and the targets of this communicational process. If music as the material is strongly related to the background and previous life experiences of the pianist, therefore ‘red piano’, as a genre native to China since the Yellow River Concerto, can even be translated as

376 Data gathered from my fieldwork with Yundi in 2013.
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classic, traditional folk songs and revolutionary tunes. The pianist’s interpretation of that, meaning Yundi’s cultural identity with the Chinese audience, how they pursue national pride and unity, and the political purpose fed by the CPC, are all reflected and fulfilled in ‘Red Piano’. On the other hand, the overseas audience, who are not usually familiar with the meaning of ‘red’, may view the performance purely as spectators. The word red, to them, may refer to the introduction of a specific Communist ideology, a tune from the Far East, or a taste of Communism provided by a westernized Chinese pianist but with a strong national soul.

6.3 Fieldwork from home and foreign country: a Matter of the Role

In the course of subsequent analysis of materials collected during the research, I have realized that the situation of the national, classical music superstar is more complicated and detailed than I imagined, previously. Several factors have been identified which may apply to most classical musicians though some have specific Chinese characteristics:

1. Yundi is a concert pianist but, in China, top classical musicians, such as Lang Lang, appear to be at the top of the social circle, attending luxury brand launch parties, as well as being present at the most important diplomatic occasions. For instance, a performance by Yundi was required by President Hu Jin-tao at the BRICS summit in May 2011.\(^{378}\) Lang Lang also played at the 2008 Beijing Olympics opening ceremony.
2. Yundi’s story inspired millions of Chinese families; young people form a large proportion of his domestic audiences.\(^{379}\)
3. Yundi’s records are more popular than pop music on the mainland.\(^{380}\) The average cost of a ticket for one of his concerts in a Chinese second-tier city is equivalent to £50, which is in the top range for China.\(^{381}\)
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\(^{378}\) ‘Li Yundi Performing at BRICS Conference’.
\(^{379}\) During the China Piano Dream Tour, I noticed the large number of teenagers in the audiences, and a sign saying ‘children under 1.5m are not allowed in’ in each entrance to each of the music halls. Many parents attended the concert even with toddlers, so Yundi decided to host several free master classes, for the young piano learners to attend; ‘Yundi Li and the Chinese Dream’, China Daily, accessed 15 June 2013, http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/hqgj/jryw/2013-06-15/content_9318374.html.
As a researcher, I wondered what effect the above information might have on Yundi’s consideration of his own identity, and on his behaviour as the ‘country’s pride’? In particular, what is the feedback from the foreign audience about him? In September 2013, I was given an opportunity to have an interview with the pianist for a state-owned publishing house, where I was collecting data for this research.

I arrived at the Poly Theatre after a strict security check and permission to attend Yundi’s rehearsal for the opening concert of the China Piano Dream Tour. Yundi arrived with his manager, personal assistants, the manager of the Poly Theatre, journalists and a photographer. At this time Yundi’s attitude was extremely serious and professional. I had previously met Yundi in March 2007, at the Poly Theatre which is located in central Beijing both in terms of geography and politics, and where the country’s most significant music festivals and programmes take place. I was undertaking a management role as part of my college internship for the third anniversary of the CCTV Music Channel and was asked by the director, Jia Qing-lian, to assist Yundi’s performance, Liszt’s No.1 Piano Concerto, which was accompanied by the National Philharmonic Orchestra and broadcast to the whole nation. As the national hero, Yundi was allocated the Number One Dressing Room.

From September 2013, I began to work closely as an observer with Yundi and his team, from his China Piano Dream Tour, in 2013, to his Fantasy Emperor Tour in European countries, in 2014. The following photographs and illustrations were taken during the tour in China.
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Figure 6-1. Li Yundi playing at the Beijing Worker’s Stadium, for over 10,000 people, in 2013. Photo by Yumi studio, provided by Yundi.

Figure 6-2. The audience queuing for his autograph during the China Piano Dream Tour, in 2013. Photo by the author.
The domestic series concerts have been extremely successful and have created a ‘Yundi’ effect throughout the country, where people queue for a concert ticket, and queue for a signed record for hours, as Figure 6-2 shows. Yundi invited me to assist his European tour, starting from London in February 2014. I regarded this social participant observation as fruitful fieldwork experience; as Chou indicated ‘Participant-observation is undoubtedly the fundamental fieldwork method of ethnomusicology.’ However, my experience differed from the historical definition as, although I am living in the West, I am not a westerner; the purpose of entering the ‘field’, essentially, involved being part of the activities happening in the pianist’s professional career as an outsider. Although a world-renowned pianist, he had never worked with a field worker before, so the data I collected and the ‘culture’ I witnessed, studied, and documented was both original and first hand. At the same time, my role had changed automatically; it required me to choose an acceptable social role, as more such roles were available to me, compared to the
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China Piano Dream Tour. Therefore, my role was not only an observer, but, additionally, I was from his native land, spoke the same language and had shared a similar music educational background. I participated in his tour as an insider from a foreign field, as an assistant and family friend. However, from the research point of view, Koning pointed out that each researcher ‘…should decide which role is the most profitable in terms of opportunities to collect useful data; he also must know which roles are open to him on the basis of his competence…depends on his preparation and on his policy in the field.’\textsuperscript{383} Indeed, when I was purely ‘observing’ Yundi’s China Piano Dream Tour and conducting interviews, I was watching, collecting data, and interviewing from the different perspectives of the concert’s reception, the effect that the music brought into the audience and the society, and the decoded political information which was offered mainly for the sake of mass dissemination. I was in a relatively close position to the research object, still, I was an outsider, therefore, how much of the data that I collected from the pianist, and the people who worked with him, was reliable? In Merton’s opinion, it is possibly ‘Insider truths that counter Outsider untruths and Outsider truths that counter Insider untruths.’\textsuperscript{384} The conflict between insider and outsider is significant; in the Europe tour, when I was recognized as an insider, the access to the research object was more open and available, and the role of serving as his translator and assistant offered me the power of special insight into those ‘…matters necessarily obscure to others, thus possessed of penetrating discernment’.\textsuperscript{385} For instance, some Chinese magazines were trying to set up telephone interviews while the pianist was working intensively on his film funded by public money, in Hamburg. We were given a question from the press, asking what Yundi’s definition of entertainment was, and a meeting was called to discuss his answer. An assistant commented, ‘Entertainment is Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu, you must enjoy it when it arrives.’ He added, ‘Fantasie Impromptu was a well presented piece in the past by Yundi when he had a really successful concert in Hong Kong, lots of people still remember that. And the


\textsuperscript{385} Ibid., 15.
advantage of this piece is that the audience doesn’t have to be professional to be able to understand it. This magazine is for mass dissemination, we need to consider who is reading it, and mentioning Chopin would still put Yundi in the high art category and remind them Yundi is the only “Chopin” winner from China.\footnote{386}

However, only two hours later, after the discussion, the editor received Yundi’s official definition of entertainment: it was a quotation from Mencius which was ‘Entertainment is sharing, the pleasure of playing the music for oneself is not as good as sharing the music with others.’\footnote{387} The quotation was a very clever solution: first of all, it engaged well with the purpose of the magazine for the mass media, as the idea of ‘sharing’ can be read as a friendly gesture as well as an encouragement to help people to receive and understand Western classical music from Yundi. It also matches with his general marketing positioning as ‘...the piano ambassador of Western classical music’.\footnote{388} Secondly, the quotation from the ancient Chinese philosophy expressed the values held within traditional culture as sharing is considered as a virtue in Chinese society. Thirdly, if analysing this quotation from a linguistic point of view, the character for ‘music’ (乐) is a heteronym; when it is pronounced as ‘le’, the meaning is ‘happy’. From this sense, it means that music is happiness, and sharing will increase its concentration. The sentence looks neat and meaningful, yet it matches with the mainstream value ‘...to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’ by ‘...protecting and promoting the traditional culture’, according to Xi Jin-ping.\footnote{389} Later, the magazine printed Yundi’s quotation with the pianist’s permission, after the group work by his consultants. This might be seen as a good example of publicity for the musician, but even this type of information or strategy may seem secretive to some people, and in the role of researcher, for instance, face-to face interviews might not be as accurate, or reliable, as the researcher might have intended.

\footnote{387} This is my translation. The original words were ‘独乐乐不如众乐乐’, originally from Mencius•lianghuiwangxia (孟子·梁惠王下)
\footnote{388} Klein, ‘Freddy Kempf, Yundi’.
This is perhaps the advantage of being an insider; the access difficulties would be decreased, and it would allow the researcher to position himself/herself in a relatively objective position, making it easier for the researcher to collect profitable data for the purpose of the research. However, if the living artist feels their data is highly sensitive or related to confidential business matters, then the researcher should be extra careful in respect for and protection of the data. Additionally, the transition of identity from an outsider to insider was subtle but significant. The research objective will not announce the researcher’s intention to become familiar with the subjects of the study but the message will become clear, as the research continues; the involvement of the researcher will gradually realize the changing process. When I started to assist Yundi’s tour from London, I did not meet him before and after that concert in person, but by the end of the tour, I was acting as his personal assistant. It was a matter of recognition: when the researcher has been conducting the fieldwork for a long time, one must become an insider, but within a work relationship like this, the research subject still regards the researcher as an outsider, or someone inside his society, but not yet an insider.

My role transition mostly happened during the fieldwork on 4th and 5th March 2014, when I participated in the filming of the mainstream charity movie The Dream Builder - Chapter Yundi Li by GaoQun-shu. As the translator for the director and the filming team from Germany, I was responsible for interpreting the director’s opinions when working with the team, for instance, when preparing the transcript of the film.390 This film selected three leading male figures from separate areas of China: a billionaire Pan Shi-yi; footballer ZhengZhi; and pianist Yundi Li. The three are similar because they all come from ordinary backgrounds, they became successful (possibly wealthy as well) through hard work, and they earned respect from society through kindness and generosity. Director GaoQun-shu, who is a specialist in engaging Chinese patriotism through the international language of films, also enjoys a successful international career. He received the most prestigious Golden Horse award at a film festival in Taiwan, for a film entitled Tokyo Trial, which presented the historical trial of a Chinese member of the Judges of the

390 The translated original filming transcript by the author can be found in the appendix.
The Dream Builder - Chapter Yundi Li, according to the director, required three locations: Chongqing, Shenzhen, and Hamburg. The film was funded and promoted by public money, to interpret the ‘Chinese Dream’, which is the most popular mainstream political slogan of the Communist government.

The director’s first concern was ‘How to tell the mass Chinese audience a specific story of a successful Chinese pianist, Yundi, within ten minutes, and make the audience respond to the story and inspire them to chase their own dream’. Gao’s answer was to express the common ‘attitudes, perception and sentiments’ that connected to the native Chinese people. The filming locations were key: three cities were chosen, starting with the second-tier city of Chongqing in Sichuan Province, where the pianist was born. Shenzhen, China’s first and most successful SEZ was chosen by Deng Xiao-ping himself, and Yundi was fostered and funded by the Shenzhen government when he won the international prize. Thirdly, in Gao’s opinion, ‘When you walk on the streets of Hamburg, you would think, this place has developed so well, people look peaceful and satisfied with their life.’ Germany’s classical music tradition is recognized as a cultural symbol to Chinese people too, a sign of their ‘soft power’ in the world; Hamburg is also the home of Steinway. This might inspire Chinese audiences to cherish their traditional culture, and develop it to become the Chinese ‘soft power’ while still opening their minds to the West. Listing the cities to local Chinese people, from a second-tier city to a successful economic zone, Hamburg is the most developed city among the three in terms of economic and cultural development.

In order to demonstrate the power of history and culture, to create a contrast between modern development and historical preservation, possibly inspiring the audience to create their own image of China, the information was expressed and


392 Smith, National Identity, 20.


394 BBC News website.

395 Data collected during the fieldwork in Hamburg.
delivered via language based on Chinese ethnicity, to attract the audience’s attention. Historical and symbolic cultural links were highlighted at Hamburg’s city hall; this most historic building is located at the centre of a scene in the film, where Yundi is standing still in front of it as the camera slowly turns around him. The background changes as the fast traffic flows past, to reflect the peaceful building and Yundi’s facial expression which resembles a typical Daoism Master, highlighting his ‘poetic pianism’, as well as providing a contrast to express his inner pursuit of his dream, to be ‘peaceful but constantly strive for self-perfection’. At the same time he says: ‘The experience of studying in Germany made me closer to the soul of the Masters, which also allows me to perform the music from my own understanding as a Chinese...I hope my music will help more people, and make them happy and have a better life.’ The transcript clearly shows the thoughts of a patriotic Chinese pianist playing authentic Western classical music in the homeland of Bach and Beethoven as an inspirational story. However, the German film team would not precisely understand the application of the hidden messages, so the communication from the director was translated into simple technical filming terms; at that point, maintaining the communicational separation between the two parts was crucial. Additionally, the ‘native point of view’ concept was present throughout the film: an ideology of nationalism, an ethnographic highlight, as well as an announcement of the success of the rise of the Chinese culture which had earned acceptance from the West after the economic reform. It is also a symbol of China’s new international identity, having produced a top pianist in the world rankings, yet still holding the traditional values and culture to be used in educational opportunities. Yundi is labelled as a Chinese pianist poet who is deeply emotionally attached to his family and his teacher in China. This emphasized the ‘Chinese Dream’ theme from President Xi Jin-ping in terms of a further and wider political understanding. The film provided a powerful opposition to the general
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396 Gao, ‘The Dream Builder - Chapter Li Yundi’, 3’02”.
397 ‘The inner peace will not affect by the surroundings’ is a well-known quotation of the prominent politician and literature figure Fan Zhong-yun from the Song dynasty, taken from his chapter titled ‘Yueyang Tower’.
398 The concept of ‘a gentleman should constantly strive for self-perfection’ originally comes from the I Ching: Qion 天行健，君子当自强不息.
399 Titon, ‘Knowing Fieldwork’, 29.
argument from the West that ‘China has no democracy’ by uncovering the simple background of a Chinese iron-worker’s son who had made his name in the world via work and help from the local state-owned educational system. And his success is read and presented as a great paradigm of the ‘Chinese dream come true’, of the nation’s rejuvenation.

A further difficulty was to do with the flexibility of understanding about role playing as a researcher in this context. The researcher might bring her or his own identity and bias into the field, causing interruption, for instance, in the translation and unconscious suggestions during the filming. I had realized my fieldwork was more than just collecting data when we were all in a foreign country, no matter whether it was in Germany, England or Austria; it was away from the homeland, from the familiarity of the environment of China. It made me think of the common nationality or a shared identity from a musician’s perspective. Yundi’s team moved like a group of revolutionary guerrillas, carrying Chinese preserved food from Yundi’s hometown, Sichuan, to a different city or country every two days, playing the same programme for a different audience, then travelling again. I discovered that, as a pianist, Yundi was not a person keen on building relationships to express himself via the media, which was the opposite of information provided through secondary resources. After the tour in April 2014, when he attended a social event in London which was organized by Deutsche Grammophon as a celebration specifically for him, Yundi was only required to play for forty-five minutes in front of a small audience, but he vanished from the crowd, with his body guards, after the performance. For the whole evening he read scores in the changing room even though he had played the repertoire hundreds of times in the past. It was a great opportunity to be able to express his ‘Chineseness’ in front of the public relations people, but he was focusing on the performance which was perhaps, on this occasion, the least important.

This is the value of fieldwork. Titon indicated that ‘field work is no longer viewed principally as observing and collecting (although it surely involves that) but as experiencing and understanding music’, and ‘it leads us to ask what it is like for a
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person to know music as lived experience’. The fieldwork with Yundi offered the opportunity to witness the artistic creation of a talented Chinese pianist through a work relationship and, gradually, to discover his pianism from a different angle. This gave the opportunity to see how he is shaped by various people from different backgrounds, such as, the film director or the PR people of luxury brands; and how the picture of the prince of the pianos is interpreted and manipulated by individual groups to serve their own purposes. For instance, Yundi is a Dream Builder; in Chinese society, his tour was given the title of the most important political slogan and, to the people from outside, his face and the trend of the Chinese piano craze were seen as the rise of the Chinese economy. I participated as his assistant when Yundi was interviewed by the Guardian in April 2014. We were advised to provide information on topics such as his treatment as a superstar and to ‘mention the estimated number of Chinese pianists’ by the PR people to alert the local audience to China’s development and the thirst of Western culture for Chinese performers. However, when the article was published, and quoted by the Chinese state-owned paper Reference News, the numbers read as something different, more like evidence to show domestic economic achievement as well as the soft power that the Chinese hold around the globe. Does he really have a strong belief in the dream of Chinese piano, as the media suggested? Or is it down to marketing skills that he gives a suitable reply? Fieldwork may play a part in uncovering the answer. My data collection went quite well but the difficulties encountered must be mentioned as well.

Earning trust and building ‘friendship’ was certainly a helpful technique, as Pelgo has highlighted that ‘The essence of successful ethnography is a form of behavior that makes the fieldworker a “friend” of the community he studies, and a special friend of a number of persons within it.’ However, when the researcher was recognized as a friend, the access to data would be more easily available, and the research would progress beyond research and become, rather, social
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participation. When this is applied in the field, the use of this technique of ‘making friends’ can be tricky, as ‘biased information’ could arise. The researcher must balance objectivity with maintaining a good working relationship with the community. Another issue of being ‘friends’ with the research subjects was the possibility of bringing personal influence into the community. Sometimes when the researcher was playing the role of assistant or interpreter, representing the research community in a foreign country, the sense of mutual nationality and ethnicity and role of being a ‘friend’ of the community might affect the researcher’s work. The researcher might find it difficult to balance the role in a foreign country, as the shared language, stereotypes and values could affect everyone involved, though this could help to build a connection between the field worker and the community. However, staying as an insider requires discipline and it may become emotionally difficult for the researcher to document the research from an outsider’s perspective when out of the field.

As the only female in the community, I encountered an obvious separation between the two genders within this fieldwork. Film-making is still a heavily male-dominated area of work, and the leading artists like Yundi and Gao are regarded as ‘male Gods’, being not only responsible for proposing the Chinese Dream, but also for producing it. As a female researcher of the same nationality as the director and the pianist, a common understanding of the cultural differences between East and West exists, but limited fieldwork could still take place despite gender differences. On this account, the female might remain as a passive ‘outsider’ of an ‘insider’ situation; a kind of weak power that will not be able to achieve much in a short amount of time, leaving information waiting to be discovered.
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404 The term ‘男神’ is applied to the tall, rich, handsome and successful man in China.
6.4 Pihuang and The Red Piano

Recording is a concept that has particular relevance to music from the late nineteenth century onwards. In this section, I propose to focus on the ramifications of Chinese pianist Yundi Li’s *Red Piano* record from specific political, social, and cultural aspects. I will also uncover the background ideology and aesthetics to this record through an in-depth interview with the composer and producer Zhang Zhao.

The CPC celebrated its ninetieth anniversary in 2011. In July, the world-renowned Chinese pianist Yundi Li was invited to hold a concert at the National Grand Theatre; there, he also recorded his first Chinese record, *the Red Piano*. It is astonishing when reading the music of this record: a collection of Chinese piano works that stem from the *Yellow River Concerto*, a propaganda piano piece well-known in China, written during the Cultural Revolution, which remains a necessary
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406 The 1 July is the China Communist Party Day.
piano piece for any Chinese pianist of the Communist court.\textsuperscript{407} Red Piano comprises a series of Chinese folk tunes from the southwest border to the northwest frontier; a brand new piece inspired by the traditional Beijing Opera music style, \textit{Pi Huang};\textsuperscript{408} a few traditional Chinese piano pieces such as \textit{Liu Yang River} and \textit{Colourful Clouds Chasing the Moon}; a revolutionary film theme tune, \textit{Why are the Flowers so Red}, originally written in the 1950s to praise national unity; and lastly, a rearrangement of the \textit{March of the Volunteers}, which is the national anthem of the People’s Republic of China. The music chosen for this record heavily features the Communist Party’s revolutionary tunes, it covers the theme of ‘unity among different ethnic groups’, it is a history of the Chinese piano arts and achievement, and it is a combination of a series of westernized Chinese songs played by China’s pride, the youngest Chopin winner in history, Yundi Li. The last song of the album makes the whole purpose of this album clear: ‘It is a governmental gig for the talented pianist celebrating the 90th birthday of the Chinese Communist Party with revolutionary “red songs”.’\textsuperscript{409} The track has a significant Communist concern in it and, therefore, the CD cover might provide more information about this.

The record was named \textit{Red Piano} or \textit{The Red Piano} to suit different markets. The two different designs are shown below (see Figure 6-5):

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6-5.png}
\caption{Two different designs for the CD cover of the \textit{Red Piano}.}
\end{figure}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item[-] \textsuperscript{407} Kraus, \textit{Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music}; \textit{Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music}, 128–131, 161–166.
\item[-] \textsuperscript{408} \textit{Pi Huang} is another term for Beijing opera. \textit{Pi} and \textit{Huang} represent the basic Beijing Opera tune system. Therefore, according to the convention, Beijing opera can also be named as \textit{Pi Huang}.
\end{itemize}
This is the only record of Yundi’s specially designed with two names and completely different covers. In the picture on the right, Yundi is sitting at a red Steinway piano in the concert hall of the National Grand Theatre, in Beijing, and the title of the record is written in both Chinese and English. The picture is taken from the seating area, where the massive stage and the pianist can be seen as a picture of a performance. Is it an argot to express the subtle message that Yundi is playing piano on the central stage, which represents the sound of the state, and his music is for the mass audience? However, the design for the international market looks completely different. The stage and all the symbols of performance have been replaced by pure darkness, the same colour as his tuxedo. His white hands are highlighted against the black cover and red sparks come out of those hands. Red sparks are a symbol representing China and its Communist identity. Yundi is playing the red sparks while wearing a Western tuxedo, in darkness. What is the picture trying to express? Could the red sparks also represent the tune of the Communist Party that is played by Yundi in this record?

It might be seen that this record’s material and marketing were both trying to synchronize with the general political background of the national celebration of the Party in 2012. Does politics have such a strong influence on music in China? As the
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pianist, how does Yundi value this record? The music material is worth noting: if the
Yellow River Concerto has a significant Communist identity, the new pieces,
including the Beijing Opera style piano music entitled Pi Huang, composed by Zhang
Zhao, might have a similar identity. What are the historical and political contexts of
this piece? Previous research has been contributed by Qi and Pan, discussing the
analysis from the compositional aspect as well as the performance of this piece, however, the examination of the cultural aspect has not been done. In order to do
it, I conducted two interviews: one with the pianist Yundi Li and one with the
composer and producer Zhang Zhao, in October 2013, in Beijing.

Yundi’s own interpretation of Red Piano was solely politics related; it had
taken him two years to prepare and to select the most popular piano pieces for
ordinary people to appreciate. It was also a way of expressing his ‘Chinese heart’, in
that ‘Whenever I am touring abroad, the colour can always be seen as an
association of the traditional Chinese culture.’ Zhang Zhao, a professor from
Minzu University of China (Central University of Nationalities), offered me an
interview, during which he indicated his opinion that releasing this record had two
purposes. The first was to foster a sense of national pride. Domestically, he drew
connections between traditional Chinese cultural elements in the pieces from his
own compositional works that were in this album. Four of his pieces in Red Piano
were ‘line drawings’ of the Dian Lake in Yunnan, where he came from, and the
other mainstream pieces were widespread during the Cultural Revolution or
through the time when pianos gradually became popular in China, and had a solid
mass base (for interaction with the audience). Secondly, he said that ‘Yundi himself
is a symbol of modern China, the country’s “soft power”, according to President Hu
Jin-tao.’ He went on to explain:

The first time we met at Central Television, I was required to rearrange a folk
tune piece for Yundi for the BRICS summit meeting, as a demonstration for
China’s soft power to be introduced to the top leaders; it was demanded by
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411 Lei Qi, ‘The Compositional Analysis on Zhao Zhao’s Pi Huang’, accessed 24 June 2012,
http://wenku.baidu.com/view/72b098f0b8f67c1cfa6b871.html; Jin Pan, ‘Beijing Opera Elements in
Performing Pi Huang of Zhang Zhao’, accessed 24 June 2012, http://wap.cnki.net/lunwen-
1013141062.html.

412 Data collected during the interview in Beijing, 2 October 2013.

413 A traditional Chinese painting style.
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Chairman Hu Jin-tao. No matter how many Chopin prizes we win, Western musicians still won’t come to China to learn Chopin. Only if our own music is being recognized by the world, when it can integrate in the world’s mainstream culture, will we automatically become the maestros. Yundi and I share this similar concept, and this is the initial idea of having the Red Piano.

From Zhang’s perspective, he suggested that the identity of the music he has produced for Yundi and for the mass Chinese audience is seen as a part of the Communist society of China, and it is designed and promoted as a cultural product of the society, which has consciously offered a common value to individual musicians. Therefore, an attitude of showing their own cultural achievements to the outside world, a determination to raise China’s international profile, becomes a political task. The musicians’ unique social status and self-consciousness are the channels to allow them to access both the masses and the top ruling class. Not only do they share identity and nationality but, most importantly, they speak the ‘international’ language of music. The Chinese mainstream media have provided the maximum support for the pianist since his childhood and, when invited to play for the president of China, gave reviews like ‘the best combination of the West and East’ as an official reception of the Red Piano. However, Geoff Brown saw it completely differently, stating in The Times that ‘in The Red Piano, where Yundi abandons Chopin and Liszt for a programme of Chinese repertoire...never in the history of piano music have so many notes been played to such dubious effect.’

Two very different opinions were offered about the same record. Could the lack of mutual understanding of each other’s aesthetic interpretation play a part? It might be that the rising soft power behind the suspicious ‘red’ Communist influence had made the ‘West’ slightly uncomfortable. The composer Zhang Zhao offered some insight into his own work Pi Huang; although the music is inspired by Beijing Opera, he took the approach of ancient Chinese painting as well to explain the reason why he felt like the ‘dubious effect’ is needed.

414 Yang, ‘Li Yundi: “the Chinese Wind” Blowing Between the Black and White Keys’.
According to Zhang Zhao, *Pi Huang* in fact is a piano piece embracing traditional Chinese cultural elements including music, painting, and philosophy. First of all, a key concept appeared at the beginning of the music, in the fast arpeggio making up bars 5 to 6 (as shown below; see Figure 6-7), but by using the long-lasting pedal, he was trying to aim for the concept of *liubai* (留白: my translation ‘leaving the blank’), which originally came from traditional Chinese painting. ‘When a Chinese painter is trying to tell people this mountain is very high, he would simply draw the top of the mountain above the clouds, without showing the rest of the mountain; that space of nothing will leave the audience an opportunity to imagine’, Zhang explained. The second concept he learnt and borrowed from painting technique is called *Po Mo* (in Chinese, 泼墨, it literally means ‘pouring the ink’; when a drop of black ink is dripped into a glass of clean water, the diffusion of the ink creates the visual effect of *Po Mo*). The technique is shown in the following painting (see Figure 6-6):

![Figure 6-6. The typical two basic concepts of Liu Bai and Po Mo of Chinese painting. Together, the darker ink creates the visual effect of being closer, and the white area of the river and the mountain, with very light colour, suggests the water is deep and the mountain is far. This further](image)
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shows the respect to nature from oneself, as humans are small and have limited visual impact.

Painting by Huang You Sheng, provided by Taiwan National Living Arts Centre.

On this basis, the bass of the arpeggio can be seen as the dark ink which made contact with the water and then gradually dissolved.

![Image of sheet music]

Figure 6-7. The score of Pi Huang. Pi and Huang are the two major tune patterns of Beijing Opera. Therefore, Beijing Opera is also known as Pi Huang in China. The score is shown in the first six bars of the piece. Pi Huang is specially written for Yundi Li’s The Red Piano or Red Piano record. The score is provided by Zhang Zhao. The highlighted area is the emphasis to express the composer’s intention: having the long-lasting sound of the arpeggio to create the effect of the concept of Po Mo and Liu Bai, to prepare for the general background of the music.

When looking at a traditional Chinese painting, these two techniques largely require the involvement of the individual audience; as Liu Bai appears as a physical pause or ‘blank’ on the score, or ‘no colour’ on the painting, it leaves the audience to fill in the space with their opinion, and to participate. It is also used as ‘an introduction, before the story emerges’, said Zhang, to ‘let the audience wait for the next’. In my opinion, when Zhang Zhao composed Pi Huang, he based it on this application, to create a musical painting.

The other traditional element from Chinese culture that is introduced into this piece is the sound simulation of Guqin and Bangu. In the music score, the overtone
sound represents the character of Guqin’s appearance, as highlighted in the score shown below (in Figure 6-8):

Figure 6-8. Bars 7 to 19 of Pi Huang, score provided by Zhang Zhao. The highlighted areas, according to the composer, are a symbol of Chinese Guqin. The simulation is related to the overtone, which is a fundamental physical law of the instrument.

The music piece is called Pi Huang, and the Beijing Opera does not officially begin until the simulation of Bangu is introduced into the music sounding by a range of uniform, rapid staccato, as marked in the score (see Figure 6-9):
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Figure 6-9. The beginning of the middle part of *Pi Huang*, bars 26 to 43, provided by Zhang Zhao. The marked area is a simulation of *Bangu* sometimes called *Guban*, which is a drum with a high-pitched sound. The player of *Bangu* is the conductor of the band for Beijing Opera.

Traditional Chinese cultural elements, such as ancient painting and musical instruments, have been broadly applied to the modern piano work, as expressed in *Pi Huang*. From the compositional aspect, the other pieces from Zhang Zhao in *The Red Piano* include, for example, the adoption of the Chinese pentatonic scale and the simulation of folk songs and instruments. In the second movement of Tan Dun’s *Symphony 1997: Heaven, Earth, Man*, the popular Chinese folk melody ‘Mo Li Hua’ (jasmine) is introduced with ‘a beautiful countermelody played on the solo cello’, as Yu SiuWah analysed. Additionally, the specific method of piano performance in Chinese pieces also has its own character, such as the pedals as well as the left hand drum to create the authentic sound of *Bangu*. In this piece, the application of traditional cultural heritage, originating from Chinese philosophy, reflected the values of the musician. Ancient ideas from modern Chinese scholars, such as Zhang Zhao, as well as the piano works, were recognized and chosen by Yundi himself as a response to the specific ideology of the social elite of modern Chinese society. Together they used Eastern composition and Western
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performance to express their new, shared, subtle, free interpretation of the traditional cultural context to deliver a new aesthetic.

6.5 The Communication Model of the musical dissemination of the Red Piano

The last part of this chapter will discuss the musical dissemination process of the Red Piano, trying to answer why and how it has been labelled as the ‘red’ piano for the public, from the mass communicational approach.

Hall argued ‘a message must be perceived as meaningful discourse and be meaningfully de-coded before it has an effect, a use, or satisfies a need,’ in his essay ‘Encoding/decoding’. He proposed a theoretical account on the ‘encoding/decoding’ communication model for mass communicational purposes. This model has been developed by McQuail in his ‘reader communication theory’, which takes account of ‘people’s interpretation or thought process’, as well as in a case study conducted by Morley into a UK national television news programme. In his research, he addressed the audience of the programme, Nationwide, and the ideological themes which the programme presented. In this section, I intend to focus on Hall’s ‘encoding/decoding’ philosophy of the mass communication model, especially by engaging with his classic ‘four-stage model of communication’. This will take into account the dissemination of the Red Piano record in China, after examining how the ‘message’ of the Red Piano is encoded from the musicians’ perspective, outlined in the previous section, and discussing how the record becomes meaningful within Chinese Communist, political, and social discourse during the course of dissemination, as well as how it is decoded by the mass Chinese audience.
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421 The same as 454.
Hall proposed an influential approach, specifically on the study of the receivers during the communicational process, which made a huge impact on media studies: ‘the active role of the targeted receivers plays a vital part in the dissemination process, after the message is processed by the sender. The receiver’s individual life experience, social context, and discourse play a great part in decoding the message, during a four-stage process model’.\textsuperscript{422} The four stages provide a logical application enabling the researcher, and the sender, to monitor and examine how the information is connected with the receiver. The four stages as defined by Hall are: production, circulation, use, and reproduction.

Hall suggested that the first step is to create a message and, for mass communication purposes, the ideology of the message must contain at least two sets of ideas from the creator, as well as the society’s dominant ideology. What is the connection between these two? Do the creator’s beliefs feed the society’s core values, so that the message is valid for the sender? Looking at the example of the compositional process of \textit{The Red Piano}, after the face-to-face interview with the composer and producer, Zhang Zhao, and being told how the music pieces were composed through his belief in and passion for traditional Chinese cultural elements from painting, music, and literature, it was evident that these were all marked within the works he produced for the album. The birth of those works was driven by his self-conscious beliefs: the passion for pursuing traditional culture, ever rooted in Yunnan province where he was an ethnic composer born into a musical family, and where he developed his awareness of nature and knowledge of how to express it via music. He specifically dedicated \textit{Pi Huang} to the Chinese pianist Yundi Li, who was taught this piece by Zhang Zhao himself, in order to transmit the composer’s original intention. The layers of sentimental value which Yundi offered in \textit{Pi Huang} are a memorial to his beloved father’s ancestral home in Yunnan which, by virtue of its picturesque location is like a Chinese painting, but is also his native land.\textsuperscript{423}

\textsuperscript{422} Hall, \textit{Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse}, 507–509.
\textsuperscript{423} The character \textit{yun} of Yundi was named after his native land Yunnan (云南); in Chinese it means ‘the south of the colorful clouds’.
The compositional technique employed many symbols to express his personal and emotional sustenance, in response to the ancient traditions of an ideal, well-educated Chinese gentleman (in Chinese junzi 君子); for instance, the raw overtone of Guqin is a typical instrument for spiritual practice. As the symbols of China’s past and current quintessence in the globe, Yundi and Beijing Opera are a powerful combination. The whole piece of Pi Huang is a self-portrait of the composer, to express his identity as a celebrated Chinese musician from an ethnic group of the far west, with the significant influence of the country’s history and culture, his life and educational background, and his desire to represent himself through the music. The message editing does not end at this point, as that is the character of record production and the active role and freedom in playing which the musicians can enjoy. From my fieldwork experience with Yundi, I was convinced that every music piece recorded by Yundi was chosen by him, and not influenced by any individual or company. From the pianist’s personal life experience and his education, he retains a strong emotional connection with his homeland and his Chinese identity in the world’s discourse; Pi Huang is a paradigm of Chinese piano composition.

According to Zhang Zhao, the record is mainly for the Chinese audience, therefore choosing a piece named after the Beijing Opera offers easy access to the mass audience. At this stage, concern about mass communication has occurred. As a renowned pianist, he wanted to choose something to express his technique, his musical interpretation, and his understanding of the cultural elements. When he plays Pi Huang, he pays much attention to the pedals, creating the Liu Bai concept to allow the audience space for their imagination as well as a chance to connect with the composer.

The second stage of Hall’s model is circulation, which is concerned with individual audience styles of receiving and circulating information, as they might rely on listening or watching. This stage mostly matters to the sender. Hall worked on the observation of television broadcasts but, in the case of a recording, this experience can be different from the original material as it can provide a more
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424 When I attended several Deutsche Grammophon work meetings with Yundi as his translator, in London and Austria, I noticed the company can make suggestions about the recording plans, but the pianist can choose freely the pieces he wants to play, the location of the specific studio and producer.
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personal and self-service communication; whenever the individual listener wants to hear the music, the action of playing a CD takes a small effort. In the basic process of producing a record like *Red Piano*, in China, with a mainstream pianist of the Communist royal court, his political background cannot be ignored by the record company. To any company, whether EMI or Deutsche Grammophon, commercial profit is the first consideration or business purpose; helping their artist to occupy the world’s biggest market from a long-term perspective, under Communist direction, is a particular characteristic of China’s economy. Taking the risk of recording a piano album by a former ‘Chopin’ champion needs a good reason. It is possible that Deutsche Grammophon might decline to help Pollini or Argerich to record an album consisting of a series of folk songs and politically influenced music. However, the music market is still heavily influenced by politics, as Mao pointed out, and it still remains a favourable tool for the Communist rulers, for example, a record marked as red, as Communist, with revolutionary themed music and delicately rearranged folk tunes from before the era of the People’s Republic of China up to *Pi Huang*. The music material itself is a hymn, according to Zhang Zhao, from the *Yellow River*’s ‘struggling to live and fight against the enemy’ to the piece rearranged and played as China’s soft power during the Golden BRICS conference, on the demand of President Hu Jin-tao.

The record’s design details for the domestic market are also massively concerned with the interaction with the audience, while transferring the political identity and status of the record: the specially produced red Steinway, like an emperor positioned in the centre of China’s new pride, the National Grand Theatre that faces towards Tian’an Men, the heart and the symbol of China’s totalitarianism for thousands of years. This stage is the end of the original message encoding, in preparation for the next stage for the audience to consume.

The third stage, according to Hall, is the use stage, where the actual decoding process takes place during the encounter between the receiver and the message, and how they ‘use’ it. The power of the sender, such as a record company, has remained invisible up to this point in terms of encoding the music message. However, records like *The Red Piano* enjoy a very special situation. When the record was issued, the state-owned media machine was focusing on the celebration
of the ninetieth anniversary of the establishment of the Communist Party. Yundi was nominated as a member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference of Chongqing in January 2013.\footnote{‘Li Yundi in Chongqing’} Thus, his large-scale China Piano Dream Tour quickly launched, with the promotion of *The Red Piano* record in each concert hall where his music was to be performed. From the government’s perspective, *The Red Piano* was more than a record; it was a collection of mainstream political messages that the officials wanted to communicate to the audience, and to the world. The audience hear them from a CD but see Yundi undertaking the role of a CPC member, while expressing pride in being the nation’s hero and touring in each city of China to deliver these ideas, like a musical missionary. The platforms of state controlled internet, television, radio, and newspaper have all prioritized it, to assist the availability of the message during the dissemination, to ensure the communication is effective.

The result was a triple success: in the Chinese Amazon chart, including his *The Red Piano* record, Yundi had the top 10 bestselling records, out of 15; millions of records were bought and listened to. The China Piano Dream Tour attracted audiences of more than 40,000, all over the country.\footnote{Data collected over the fieldwork.} He is China’s leading artist, with over 15 million followers,\footnote{‘Li Yundi’s Weibo Page’} and he is valued by the central government as a performer at their most important events to represent their political concepts, as a weapon of China’s soft power.\footnote{Yundi was invited to play at the Central Television’s Spring Festival Gala in 2013 with Taiwanese magician Liu Qian; in 25 March 2014, he was invited to attend a private session to play for the Dutch royal family during the visit of Chinese current president Xi Jin-ping.} With the influence of the media, the audience will interpret the modern message of *The Red Piano*, just as the *Yellow River Concerto* will recall the memory of the Cultural Revolution for the generation from the 1950s. *Colourful Clouds Chasing The Moon, Kangding Love Song, Puzzle Tune, Mountain Song*, and *Why are the Flowers so Red* are all folk music inspired and were originally film music, eventually featuring as a promotion between the Han and ethnic groups in China, from Xinjiang to Yunnan. *My Motherland* is mainstream court music, to educate the people to ‘love the motherland’; it was rearranged from the music in a
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patriotic movie to resist the invasion of the USA during the Korean War.\textsuperscript{429} The last part of the record is the national song of China, the ‘March of the Volunteers’. The whole record is shaped and promoted to educate the mass audience: never forget the struggle the Chinese nation have been through; national unity is based on people from all ethnic groups; be aware of imperialism from the West; love and support the Communist Party and cherish the traditional culture which has lasted thousands of years. The complex message is carefully interpreted and promoted with the media’s assistance; even if the original purpose might be free of politics, the discourse might add extra political influence to it. According to Zhang Zhao, after Lang Lang played My Motherland at the White House and almost created unnecessary diplomatic trouble between the US and China, President Hu Jin-tao specifically chose ‘In That Place Wholly Faraway’ as a ‘pure folk song from Xinjiang’ for Yundi to play at the Golden BRICS conference. However, it is still read and perceived by the audience as a way of expressing China’s soft power. The current Chinese First Lady also performed this piece when visiting Russia; the major newspaper of Hong Kong Takungpao wrote ‘Peng Li-yuan is familiar to Russian people after her performance of ‘In That Place Wholly Faraway’.’\textsuperscript{430} The receiving process, based on The Red Piano, was complicated, but it played an influential part for the Party’s mainstream ideology during the national celebration of the Party.

The last stage of Hall’s communicational process is reproduction. It is the post receiving stage, after the audience have developed their own understanding of the specific work, based on their beliefs. Hall highlighted that the key to this stage is the ‘action’ after ‘they have been exposed to a specific message’,\textsuperscript{431} but how might the action from the audience who have listened to the record of The Red Piano be evaluated? What will they do after hearing music which was familiar to them during the Cultural Revolution? Musical appreciation is a personal experience, in my view, and the message can be interpreted in various ways depending on the specific situation whenever the audience hears it. For instance, the people who have been through the Cultural Revolution might first recognize the Yellow River, and recall

\textsuperscript{429}My Motherland is a household song from the film Battle on Shaggangling Mountain in 1956.
\textsuperscript{431}Hall, Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse, 75–120.
the time when other music was not available; most others might remember the
time when they danced, accompanied by the music, at school events when
revolutionalized music was the only entertainment. When the audience went to
Yundi’s China Piano Dream Tour concert, those people who had lived through the
Cultural Revolution and the economic reform might feel the massive change the
country has been through; over forty million children are now learning the piano as
a compensation for what their parents’ generation had lost. Perhaps this ‘action’
can be understood as the movement after they hear the music; each time,
whenever they hear this record, it has the mark of the modern history of China all
compressed on this disc. Will it foster a great sense of patriotism? Will it encourage
domestic unity? Or does it have the long-lasting effect of telling the world that
China has its own piano works and their pianists can play the music that belongs to
their own culture; they can make the piano speak Chinese?

On the Chinese social networking service Douban.com, there are nearly three
hundred reviews posted, regarding the album *The Red Piano.* The reception is
divided: the vast majority of the audience awarded four or five stars. The positive
comments are related to Yundi’s interpretation of the *Yellow River Piano Concerto,*
*Pi Huang, Colourful Clouds Chasing the Moon.* The most representative
review is by Yvonne, ‘I did not like *The Red Piano* to begin with, but I do not agree with the
review in the *Times.* After I listened to more of this CD, I developed different
opinions of it. I am not surprised this album will receive Western bias because the
birth of the *Yellow River* was during the Cultural Revolution; however, I think music
does not have to be related to politics, it is up to the individual to decide. Yundi is a
pianist, not a politician.’ ‘Mercury’ who voted a three star, says ‘I prefer Yundi’s
interpretation of *The Yellow River* in comparison to Kong Xiang-dong’s version; ‘小
沙弥’ thinks the album deserves five stars, as it is ‘inspiring’; ‘阳春小白’ also gave a
five star rating, and says ‘Using the piano harmony to simulate Er’hu, Zhang Zhao
did a good job! Yundi also plays well!’; ‘Jacklyn’ reviewed the album, left a five star
voting, and also left a message describing Yundi as ‘a determined pianist, who is
humble, devotes his emotions to the keyboard and, has a patriotic mind (赤子之心),

what can be better?' ‘琳儿一漫索’, rated it as five star, comments, ‘Beautiful. A combination of elegant Chinese elements and Western art music.’

The only one star review is submitted by ‘马勒排骨’, who left a single word ‘Puff’; ‘南忘山下’ did not give a low rating of the music but, however, criticised the political theme of the album, not the pianist, that ‘Politics is the enemy of all art, it kills all the imagination and freedom. If we place it under politics, it will alter the artists’ mind, and drive him crazy’. Apart from the above selected reviews, it seems the Chinese audience, according to the review, had a relatively positive reception regarding the overall aesthetic experience, including Yundi’s performance, the conductors’ input and the composer’s cross cultural experiment on expressing Chinese tunes through Western instruments in particular. It can be seen that criticism does exist, and it is mostly related to the suspicion about highlighting the Communist political signal, by naming the album as ‘red’.

6.6 Conclusion

From the above discussion, some points can be addressed. Since China opened itself up to the world after the economic reform, it has gained foreign acceptance from the world discourse. More importantly, transferring the attractiveness and ideology of its own culture, via the language of Western art music, is encouraged by the Communist Party as a new tool, through the increasing foundation of Chinese fans of Western art music. At the same time, Chinese musicians are also exploring the process of putting their familiar musical elements through Western compositional technique, to set up a conversation with the audience from both China and the outside world, expecting a music, cultural and ideological exchange across cultures.

The music message is eternal and sometimes innocent, but in the discourse of contemporary Communist China, music is an effective tool. Western art music is now employed as a communicational channel to promote Chinese, domestic social discourse as well as serving the role of China’s ‘soft power’ in the world discourse. It is not a matter of the intention of the composer or the pianist: it is offered and
shaped by the political environment. In other words, the music will always offer a close pathway to politics. Hall’s communicational model underlined the importance of the receivers; indeed, without them, the communication is incomplete. However, in this case, it must be borne in mind that the Party’s will is the dominant force of public mass communication. The politically influenced classical music, or musician, has been encoded with the Party’s political ideology to serve the mass communicational process, to seek support and control from the music. The Chinese audience have been considered a vital part of the process, as the message is carefully encoded based on the common belief of the nation, although it might not be directly connected to the musician. Yundi is seen as the red pianist, because he ‘painted’ that colour with *The Red Piano.*
Chapter 7 Politically influenced pop music in the China Central Television Spring Festival Gala: theoretical considerations

7.1 Introduction

Following the Reform and Opening Up policy, since 1978 the Central Television Spring Festival Gala (also known as the CCTV Spring Festival Gala), a variety show from the state-owned CCTV, has been disseminated to the whole nation annually to celebrate Chinese New Year, which is China’s most important festival. According to the BBC in 2014, this programme has become the most watched television show in China, with 700 million enthusiastic viewers nationwide. In this chapter, the discussion will consider how the show promotes pop music from disputed territories to the mass audience of China, conveying a patriotic theme.

This chapter will comprise three sections in order to answer this question, additionally, an examination of the semiotic, theoretical concerns of the phenomenon of manipulation, within popular music played at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, will be provided. The first part will take account of mass communication theory, focusing on the content analysis of the Gala’s pop music from the communicational point of view. The second part of this chapter will continue discussion of the musical communicational process of popular music from the Gala, focusing on its dissemination end from the receiver’s perspective, by introducing the semiotics approach. The third section will shed light on a classic collaboration between a famous mainland folk singer and a Taiwanese superstar at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, in 2009.

7.2 Communicational model towards the Chinese from the mainland, Hong Kong, Taiwan and elsewhere

After the implementation of the Reform and Opening Up policy, with the arrival of foreign capital, economic change also had an impact on Chinese culture. Geremie R. Barmé provides a full examination of multiple insights into Chinese contemporary culture, from historical, political and cultural aspects, to explain the complex interplay between the distribution of the official governmental ideology via cultural works, in particular. How does the transportation process of official ideology deliver to the mass audience? Barmé, additionally, draws attention to the growth of China, via contemporary artistic work, designed with governmental core value, referring to this as a ‘propaganda’ product. Barmé argues that ‘television’, for instance, China Central Television, is the centre of the Chinese official culture, the key outlet for up-market consumers, and is responsible for delivering the media propaganda. What message does the Chinese Communist Party want to convey within the propaganda, to be broadcast to all Chinese audiences in the world discourse? A sense of unity, perhaps?

Barbara Mittler offers an account of political and identity issues within China’s disputed territories in Hong Kong and Taiwan, concerning the political role of such music and nationalism in Chinese music. Guo proposed the argument that the ‘CCTV Spring Festival reflects the fundamental change of the transformation of Chinese society: from the public system to the globalized capitalist market’; the function of the Gala also altered from providing a ‘...shared entertainment into an established national ceremonial cultural brand.’ The rapid changes challenged the Chinese traditional and communal identity of the nation: communal identity was no longer only based on closed borders and strong political ideology.
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Chinese people now share a similar goal to their Western peers, which is to improve their lives economically, following the call of reformist Deng Xiao-ping: ‘Let Some People Get Rich First’. As Lauren Gorfinkel argues, ‘...through reinforcing musical styles, visual images and language, it overtly asserts a collective identity wherein all Chinese, no matter what ethnicity, strive together towards the future, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party.’ With its vast audience and place at the centre of China’s most culturally significant festival and holiday, the CCTV Spring Festival Gala is an ideal tool for promoting ‘harmony’ by instilling a sense of common identity and cohesion. First broadcast thirty-six days after the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, it has become an annual event ever since, attracting hundreds of millions of viewers from China.

This four-hour long variety show features family entertainment, together with a ‘...not subtle’ message of patriotism, according to BBC sources. In doing so, the musical shows of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala not only focus on traditional Chinese musical elements, for instance Beijing Opera or folk music performance, but also try to promote and build a common national identity, especially by promoting pop music from Hong Kong and Taiwan to the mass audience. Related work has been conducted from an historical and communicational point of view in recent years in China, but it rather emphasized the content of the messages: for instance, Zhang, Gou, and Li analysed the documentary on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala by National Geographic, entitled The Perspective of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala: the Largest Carnival Of China. They stressed the value of the international level of dissemination of the show, by encoding Chinese culture into the music
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performance of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala. Jin examined the cultural influence of the American–Taiwanese singer Fei Xiang, stating that ‘the performance of Fei Xiang expressed the general emotional attachment to the motherland of people from Taiwan, because of the involvement of the artists from Taiwan Island on this stage, given the specific customs, venue and time when that performance took place’. Fei sang ‘come back home, you wondering wanderer’ in the song ‘Clouds From Home’, which retained an amazing consistency with the ideology of the common Chinese identity.

If the music performance delivered by Fei Xiang is considered as the message between the sender and the mass audience, the argument might be drawn from Marshall McLuhan’s observation concerning the resulting message that it is one that is ‘focused on the obvious’. McLuhan referred to the illusion of what the audience might see of the message’s content; however, in fact, ‘people retained some sense of the whole pattern, of form and function as a unity’. That is to say, a list of concerns are related to the performance but perhaps seem hidden; for instance, what determined the CCTV Spring Festival Gala show to invite singers from Hong Kong or Taiwan; what is the connection between those musical performances and CPC policies, and who had chosen the singers from Hong Kong and Taiwan; what kind of pop music did they perform at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala? Such concerns had all escaped attention, as the content dominated the audience’s attention.
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Traditional content analysis, the theoretical application which was defined by Berelson, and refined by McQuail as a research technique, states that while the message might seem unclear to the objective researcher, it might be understood within the researcher’s evaluating systems and expressed in a more subjective way.\footnote{Bernard Berelson, ‘Content Analysis in Communication Research’, \textit{Michigan Free Press}, 1952; Denis McQuail, \textit{McQuail’s Mass Communication Theory 4th Edition}, 325–329.} This assumes the researcher is analysing from an objective point of view; however, McQuail further pointed out that the significant mission of taking account of the connections and relationships between the elements in the text should especially ‘take note of what is missing or taken for granted’.\footnote{Berelson, ‘Content Analysis in Communication Research’; Denis McQuail, \textit{McQuail’s Mass Communication Theory 4th Edition}, 325–329.} This explained the research conducted by Jin, above, whose argument was that Fei Xiang was expressing his personal, emotional attachment to the mainland and was representing the uniform opinions and political concepts of a group of Chinese people living in Taiwan. Jin’s point was concluded within the performance’s text, rather than from an objective angle; in other words, the patriotic role that Fei Xiang was offered by the sender, or played unconsciously via the performance, has been read as that of a real person with that emotion, rather than a stage performance. One should not deny the performer’s real intention in playing, but Jin’s research result suggested that the audience was convinced by that performance, from the context of the music, and the social and political context of the time when the research is based. As the Ancient Chinese poet Su Shi (1037-1101) stated, ‘the true face of Lu Mountain is lost to my sight, for it is right in this mountain I reside.’\footnote{Shi Su, ‘The Work of Su Shi’, ed. Fan-li Kong, \textit{Shanghai: Zhonghua Shuju} 2, no. 69 (2004).}

How does one apply the theory of content analysis to examine the content of the pop music from Hong Kong and Taiwan played on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala stage? According to Kingsbury and Hart, in applying this technique, it is firstly necessary to do a ‘sample’ test or to select a ‘universe’.\footnote{S. M. Kingsbury and H. Hart, \textit{Newspapers and News} (Putnams, 1937); Marshall McLuhan, \textit{The Medium Is the Message}, 5.} Is the ‘sample’ part of the ‘universe’? Or are they two independent concepts? McQuail’s approach is to read it as ‘the link between the external object of reference’ and ‘the reference to it in the
However, this was drawn as a more vivid picture by Beard and Gloag, using the metaphor of ‘fluid’ and ‘landscape’; in the case of analysing pop music, they saw ‘popular music as a fluid, changing musical landscape that has certain recurring characteristics and concerns but also powerful potential to change as part of a drive...within a discourse’.\(^{457}\) The work ‘My Chinese Heart’ was performed by Zhang Ming-min in 1984, the first singer from Hong Kong to perform on the mainland at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala; he became a household name on the mainland after the show.\(^{458}\)

However, the song was produced and disseminated under specific political discourse and to expose the rigid cultural belief of the society. It was composed by Hong Kong writer Dr Wong Jim, from Hong Kong Chinese University, as a protest about the falsifying of information in Japanese history books.\(^{459}\) The same year, in September 1982, Deng Xiao-ping met the British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, regarding the handover of Hong Kong.\(^{460}\) In this special political context, the cultural atmosphere was still being influenced by the Cultural Revolution; therefore, introducing the voice of Hong Kong to the audience on the mainland, via the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, was rather a risky political mission for Director Huang Yi-he. The world knows what China had been through during the Cultural Revolution, and the opportunity of declaring the ownership of Hong Kong by being ‘open’ to the world, as a reformed new society, was a judgment call at that moment. Diverting the consumer from mainland China towards nationalism, to construct a sense of common identity between Hong Kong and the mainland, was a safe option when the Hong Kong national performer sang at the live show. Within the discourse of multiple political statements, from various directions throughout the world, the mainland and Hong Kong societies and identities were all surrounded by the musical practice of ‘My Chinese Heart’, shaping every individual participant of the

\(^{456}\) Ibid.
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communicational process: the politicians, including China’s President Zhao Ziyang,\textsuperscript{461} the performer Zhang Min-ming,\textsuperscript{462} and the Chinese audience from the mainland and Hong Kong\textsuperscript{463} alike. Huang considered that ‘the mainland is the mother, and Hong Kong is the child; inviting real Hong Kong people to perform at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala to highlight the theme of “return” was a touching idea’; after censoring Zhang’s identity as a factory worker from a Hong Kong factory, he was officially allowed to perform by the Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China.\textsuperscript{464} The foreign suit he wore marked his external identity as being ‘Western’ (as shown in Figure 7-1); however, on stage he expressed his Chinese identity by singing ‘although I am wearing a Western suit [as he grabbed his suit in front of the audience as the music continued], my heart is still Chinese’.\textsuperscript{465} The discourse of the music can be expanded to apply to the situation of Hong Kong, meaning that the soul of China will remain, no matter how much it appears to be Western; this patriotic content has been enhanced by Zhang’s voice, music and lyrics and, in particular, his accent.

It was the first time for mainland people to hear such imperfect Mandarin, with an unusual Hong Kong accent, on Central television, when he pronounced ‘怎 (zen3)’ as zhen; ‘中 (zhong1)’ as zong; however, according to Pan Nai-xian, a well-known Chinese vocalist, articulation is one of the features of popular singing from Hong Kong and Taiwan that determined its popularity.\textsuperscript{466} It is a direct reflection of real life, unlike Chinese folk singing that overemphasizes pronunciation; thus it, supposedly, directly expresses the feelings of the singer from his or her world.\textsuperscript{467} This indicates several meanings: first, articulation here refers to the technique of pronunciation when singing has a connection with the life of the singers. Secondly, from his point of view, in analysing the Hong Kong/Taiwan singer’s pronunciation,

\textsuperscript{461} President Zhao Ziyang learnt this song and become a fan of Zhang Min-ming. Liu, ‘The Song of Republic of China’, 97.

\textsuperscript{462} ‘An Interview with Zhang Ming-Min’.

\textsuperscript{463} Zhang Min-ming’s dress style has become popular in the mainland, as his music has been until now. He was asked to sing again at the 2012 CCTV Spring Festival Gala.


\textsuperscript{465} O’54” of ‘My Chinese Heart’ by Zhang Min-ming.

\textsuperscript{466} Nai-xian Pan, \textit{The Secrets of Modern Popular Music} (Shanghai: Shanghai yinyue, 2004), 80.

\textsuperscript{467} Ibid., 77–79.
the approach is to let the real life experience take precedence over the aesthetic pursuit, in comparison to the Chinese folk singing style; for instance, the word is pronounced the way it is spoken in a daily conversation, in the singer’s home environment, rather than being influenced by the aesthetic beliefs of the guidance proposed by Mao Ze-dong’s speech, at Yan’an Forum in 1942, where he quoted Nikolay Chernushevkey’s words that ‘Life is the resource of art, but art should be “higher” than life.’ Therefore, by this account, assuming that folk music originates from the everyday life of ordinary people, the aspect of overemphasizing pronunciation to soften the mark of its folklore makes the music less accessible to those very people who created the songs, which seems the opposite of the popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Similarly, music discourse on nationalism is represented through the ‘composer’s voice’ and his ideology as well; in the popular music performance, delivered by the Hong Kong musician Zhang Min-ming, the internal reference of the political discourse featured an unusual accessibility to the audience, therefore, the external link with society was unambiguous.

To continue the traditional analysis of the content from McQuail’s point of view, the frequency of occurrence of the selected content, or sample, therefore will illustrate the ‘predominant “meaning” of the text in an objective way’. This suggested the content of the material was chosen for the purpose of analysis, such as ‘a word, a sentence, a unit, an item, etc.’. In the case of music research, this can be understood as a motivation, a few bars, a movement or the work from the same composer which can represent the whole picture of the work. Furthermore, using a statistically based research method, the occurrence of the related content needs to be counted; at the same time, the data chosen for the research should be collected from the same discourse system as an objective measurement, for instance, in Zhang Min-ming’s recent performances at the CCTV Spring Festival Galas in 2012 and 2014. In 2012, he performed ‘My Chinese Heart’ again, thirty years after his first performance at the same event; and in 2014, he performed a
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different song, ‘My Chinese Dream’, but read as the ‘extension of ‘My Chinese Heart’.” Taking the analysis approach, units are selected from ‘My Chinese Heart’ and ‘My Chinese Dream’, to look for the internal coherence within these two pieces, focusing on an examination of the structure and ideological systems and evaluating the frequency of the occurrence of the matched content, as shown in Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3.

![Figure 7-2. The numbered musical notation of ‘My Chinese Heart’. Lyrics by Huang Zhan, music by Wang Fu-ling. The highlighted area is the selected content of the content analysis material in this piece.](image)
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In the numbered musical notations in Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3, the highlighted areas are the selected, individual, examined content for further musical analysis from ‘My Chinese Heart’ and ‘My Chinese Dream’. From an overview of these two songs, ‘My Chinese Dream’ has a bigger body than ‘My Chinese Heart’ in terms of musical form: the former song’s structure is (A+A′+B)+(A′+C+B) while the latter one has a simple and smaller structure of (A+A+B+A′). Furthermore, the musical fragment from the ‘A’ part of ‘My Chinese Heart’ (as highlighted in Figure 7-2) was glued as a sound collage, appearing in the interlude between the two major sections of (A+A′+B) and (A′+C+B) (as marked in Figure 7-3) in ‘My Chinese Dream’. The concept of collage technique exists in a well-known example, in the fourth movement of the Yellow River Piano Concerto, when the tune of The East Is Red was added to the A’ section, on the demand of Madam Mao as a memorial to Mao Ze-dong. However, in the case of a song with lyrics rather than an instrumental work, not only are the compositional technique and structure concerned, but also the language of that music is a significant section of the content analysis. The terms

Figure 7-3. The numbered musical notation of ‘My Chinese Dream’. Music and lyrics by Cui Shu. The highlighted area is the selected content of the content analysis material in this piece.

'langue' and 'parole' are the two key concepts proposed by Ferdinand de Saussure, referring, respectively, to 'language as a recognizable system' and 'the individual utterance within that system'. Taking the example of the interlude from 'My Chinese Dream', this fragment has no langue, according to Saussure's theory; but does that mean it has no parole? If taken back to the original material of 'My Chinese Heart', the lyrics were ‘I haven’t been in touch with my motherland, but my heart still belongs to her’. Why would the composer leave this blank with no langue? An assumption is made here: the emptiness of the interlude without any explanation in the form of language, but offered by the words in the first place, is possibly more powerful and effective, being ‘where silence speaks’. The music sound is not really silent but this refers to the words. This phrase can be seen as an extremely effective communicational process, when the two parts are equal, and the reconstructed message is read and received exactly as the original signal, not via language, but by the heart.

Therefore, the composer planted this powerful lyric-free part, borrowed from the other well-known song from thirty years ago, as a glue to join the two parts of the musical form together, and also as a bridge to create a new discourse. The sentence is not pronounced, but the meaning still exists as an important ideology and the system has expanded and embraced new ideological concepts within the general, common identity value system. Through music dissemination, the new message is constructed as the official culture wishes: people from Hong Kong not only have a Chinese heart, but also celebrate the same dream, the Chinese Dream. The interlude of this example is a new form of langue, without the shape of words, but introducing a familiar sound to the audience, to bring the correct utterance of mainstream ideology from the previous concept, yet building the new onto it. Returning to the mainland after fifteen years, the perspective of a Hong Kong dweller has altered, especially during the traditional Spring Festival when the family unity theme is stressed in the traditional value system. This mainstream political
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ideology conveyed by the song has been emphasized and approved by President Xi Jinping himself, recently, in a letter to the *Takunpao Newspaper*, where he indicated that ‘the fate of Hong Kong, Macao and the mainland has always been closely linked. Hong Kong, with its population of seven million, plays a vital role in achieving the great rejuvenation of the Chinese dream.’

In examining the content of the two songs, the overlapping music fragments were identical in terms of melody; however, their existence in different positions within different pieces might lead to overlapping of the meaning system as well as an expansion from the original discourse relating to a specific political and cultural background. The astonishing power of the language within that discourse is not always the same but, together with the music, functions as an effective message to communicate with the audience. This eventually becomes an independent meaning system, without the form of language, but representing the same even deeper meaning within a new communicational process, based on this content. The political scientist Graber pointed out that content analysis is the most widely used method for research into political messages, though the full range of content analysis approaches will not be listed here; however, McQuail stated that whatever approach is used, the research should take account of the meaning, within the discourse, to the whole society.

The basic model of a mass communication process requires that the message flows from the sender to the receiver. Within this chapter, when focusing on the content analysis of a message, the two-stepped, traditional content analysis approach proposed by Berelson and Hart will be used to analyse research samples, in this case, the appearance of popular music from Hong Kong as a vital part of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala since 1983. The meaning of the music message will be examined by focusing on its genre, musical form, structure and language, especially by establishing a category frame of external reference within the specific social-economic discourse of the content, rather than ‘imposing a distorting ‘meaning-
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system’. It is thus concerned with the music content on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala stage, under the category of discourse from the case of Zhang Min-ming, as, for mass communication purposes, the value of this application is that the music text should be studied not only within the native culture, but also within the music itself. The application of popular music as the medium for that message is also concerned with the mass communication effect, as expressing the rather ‘informal’ gesture of the sender can make the audience, or receiver, feel that the message is more accessible.

Based on the selected content samples, focusing on one specific Hong Kong singer who has twice performed at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, over thirty years, it is worth noticing his appearance was highly connected to the political environment of the central government, from the Post British Hong Kong era to the recent call to the whole nation of the Chinese Dream. This popular music, and its singer from Hong Kong on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala stage, is a symbol being encoded to disseminate the message of general patriotism and the common identity of the nation, across the mainland and Hong Kong, bearing in mind that mass communication emphasizes activity among the audience regarding the original message.

In the following section, the discussion will focus on the most important performance of the national holiday, showing how symbols of political messages are decoded during dissemination and how the music message is reconstructed during the communicational process by the receiver, leading to the concepts of reception analysis and semiotics.

7.3 Semiotics as an approach

In this section, the theoretical approach, semiotics will be discussed in decoding the message of the mass communication process regarding popular music from the CCTV Spring Festival Gala. Message content research is always concerned with language, as it is where it was originally rooted, and it is vital in the decoding
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Therefore, a key question must be asked: how might semiotics theory be applied in studying popular music within the discourse of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala? The discussion will begin with the musical use of semiotics on popular music.

Semiotics, or semiology, first emerged from Swiss linguist Saussure’s work. He refers to semiology as the study of sign; the two key elements created by Saussure are *signifier* and *signified*. The concept was developed by Pierce, who believed semiotics to be a more complicated system than the ‘two elements’, meaning ‘its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any way resolvable into actions between pairs’. Therefore, the concept of semiotics was expanded, and the link with music was developed by Nattiez in 1970. Nattiez also defined the two categories in the semiotics of music: firstly, analysis of the acoustic system of signs and secondly, concerning the system of musical notation. Thus, the link between music and semiotics has been given a specific direction. Dunsby explained that ‘for semiotics, music is a cultural or social phenomenon, definable only in terms of its value held in a culture according to a quantitative, qualitative, and analytical interplay,’ and proposed that semiotics also offers the possibility of measuring the meaning and value of music. Can one apply the semiotics approach to the study of popular music? ‘One of the problems is the lack of an analytical method’ yet, because of the nature of traditional music analysis, it is thought to be unsuitable for popular music, as discussed by McClary and Walser. Why use the semiotics approach to analyse popular music? Tagg explained that, as the nature, the qualities, and uses of pop music have been an interdisciplinary task, ‘a holistic approach to the analysis of popular music is the only viable one if one
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wishes to reach a full understanding of all factors interacting with the conception, transmission and reception’. Popular music is a sign because it has many faces and many uses; therefore ‘while the language of semiotics is generally beyond the ken of popular discourse, scholars have found popular culture rich and useful as objects of focus for these tolls and methods’. Matusitz and Zhang have applied semiotics in studies of music from mainland China: Matusitz’s paper focused on Chinese rock and popular music in the post-cultural revolution era but before the Opening Up and Reform, while Zhang presented a study primarily on the discourse of Communist Party political ideology, based on film music samples.

An important conceptual and methodological tool for popular music research and, in particular, popular music study using the semiological method, is the hermeneutic approach advocated by Philip Tagg, who stressed that ‘popular music is regarded as a sociocultural field of study’. Therefore, he proposed the analytical model for popular music: this was mainly concerned with the time or duration of the music sample, and then considered other aspects, for example, melodic, orchestrational, tonality, texture, and dynamic. It is worth noting that Tagg still treats music, which in his theory is referred as the analysis object or AO, as the first priority; the detailed analytical mode which is a ‘textual analysis’ of ‘musical factors’ is the application for studying a body of popular music. This approach allows the researcher to have a clear and objective impression of the music itself before looking at the materials within other contexts, or in other words, before the sign occurs. The second concern is still associated with the music body, in terms of the acoustical, electromusical and mechanical aspects. However, it can be seen as a connection with the dissemination channel from the
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communicational point of view, as the analysis goes beyond the scores and draws a link between the music within the actual venue of the transmission, the physical distance between the sound resource and the listeners, and how the sound is delivered to the audience by electronic methods.

This method, so far, from the semiological point of view has defined the appearance of the musical terms and the physical conditions which are responsible for disseminating the music to the audience as symbols, in my opinion. It has not yet associated with the outer meaning system, nor paid attention to the verbal or visual meaning. On the other hand, the necessity of going through a checklist might mean that the materials become more accessible to the researcher. In the case of the music materials from the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, the difficulties in applying this method are lack of access to a detailed music sheet or transcript of the performance in the television broadcast; also, it is almost impossible to measure the precise distance between the audience and the performer. How does one adapt this method to suit research that is not from a Western popular music background? Before Tagg proposed the model, he pointed out that ‘choice of method is determined by the researcher’s “mentality”’. 502 That is to say, in the case of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, the researcher’s views, values and ideology, which had arisen from their historical and social background, or context of the performance would determine the research of signs.

If music can be considered as a ‘sign-language’, as Monelle indicated, 503 and considering that there are signs throughout the performance on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala stage, it does not matter whether the audience’s attendance is virtual or physical. Despite the fact that the ‘musical signs have been thought of as images’, 504 how the signs can be read and received depends on the audience’s ‘mental’ distance, as well as the researcher’s. For instance, to the eye of an etic researcher, in the case of ‘My Chinese Dream’, symbols appeared on the TV screen from the first moment when the programme was introduced. A number of symbols emerged, such as the red lanterns as the stage background, the theme colour of
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Hong Kong inspired by its symbolic flower, the Chinese Redbud, on the stage, the singer Zhang Min-ming himself as a patriotic figure, the name of the song being a direct quote of President Xi Jin-ping, and the theme melody from ‘My Chinese Heart’ from 1983 – but these will not become *signs* to the etics researcher. In fact, the Spring Festival Gala itself is a sign, as the Spring Festival is also a sign to the people who celebrated it.

How does the emic researcher and researchers from the same background, connect to the attitudes, ideology, and shared values which had been encoded within this popular music? Starting with the *signified*, how much of the information does the emic researcher need to be able, potentially, to decode some of the compositional work? Secondly, how much of the encoded message can be interpreted in the way it was designed, according to the concepts of the specific cultural context? For instance, if the Spring Festival Gala is taken as a sign, the idea of celebrating the festival nationwide, on television, comes from a deep cultural meaning in Chinese society. Therefore, the festival represents all the ancient traditions which are ritualised within the celebrations of even the smallest family unit, such as lighting fireworks or dinner parties, which are the signifiers of the sign. After thirty years of television broadcasting of the Spring Festival Gala, this is possibly the only such programme available to the Chinese audience. Watching the Gala while conducting the traditions has made the CCTV Spring Festival Gala become a ‘new tradition’, and also a signifier of the Spring Festival, along with the fireworks and other traditions. On this account, to an etic researcher, the signs of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala are not directly associated with the musical performance: therefore, in the absence of the traditional culture, the etic view might be blind to them.

In the four semiotic approaches to the study of signs in music proposed by Hatten, the ‘markedness’, the ‘topics’, the ‘tropes’, and the ‘gesture’ were listed as the major theoretical pathways, based on examples from Beethoven and Schubert, to explain the mapping of musical oppositions onto cultural oppositions,
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as well as combining the topics to produce new meanings, as metaphor in language.\textsuperscript{507} It is worth noting that the approaches were designed and developed based on the study of Western music; however, as Tagg and Clarida underlined, the meaning of music, essentially, emerges through the connotations of sounds and social construction, and the appropriation and amplification of certain meanings associated with these connotations.\textsuperscript{508} Thus, this approach can be simplified as a one-way linear process: sign→text→social discourse.

In analysing the Spring Festival Gala music from the emic point of view using the above semiotic method, the piece discussed in the last section, ‘My Chinese Dream’ from 2014, will be used an example. First of all, the symbols (sound and sound image) from the original transcript of that song must be examined, by conducting textual analysis on its lyrics, melody and, most importantly, its visual transcript within the music text, to discover the meaning, concept or idea that the sign evokes and expresses. Then the ideas referring to the sign, within the political and social discourse from the emic point of view, must be discussed. Thus, a transcript combined with the discussion of ‘My Chinese Dream’ follows, as shown below.

(1) <TIME Duration> 0.04: [Title] Introduction and information on the forthcoming programme, the composer, the performers’ names and region, and the title of the song are clearly indicated on the TV screen, all printed in gold characters on a red background. A group of red lanterns, which are used as household decorations for Spring Festival, can be seen hanging from the roof of the studio,\textsuperscript{509} and a gold kite is projected on top of the stage. Thanks to the technology, the studio blends naturally with the stage like a whole, to bring a sense of home rather than a television programme. Within the text of the programme, the red lanterns, the projection of the kite and the horse decoration for 2014 are, together, the most recognizable signifiers for the Chinese audience, and they represent the traditional,

\textsuperscript{507} Ibid.
cultural aspects of the Chinese New Year.\textsuperscript{510} To any native Chinese person, throughout a person’s life, these signs can be seen in local markets during the traditional new year, like Christmas markets in some Western countries; the new year themes are created by those signifiers on streets and in shops each year, before the Chinese New Year. They are recognized by almost all Chinese people from all social classes and ethnic groups, from cities to villages.\textsuperscript{511} The music has not started yet, but the given message has outlined the potential theme of the programme from the government’s perspective: ‘Chinese dream’ was the most popular, mainstream political slogan of the year in 2013,\textsuperscript{512} having been promoted by the government at all levels.\textsuperscript{513}

When the title of song was introduced on the screen, the nature of this piece clearly spoke for itself: a song carrying out the political voice of the Communist Party. A detail must be noticed: Zhang Min-ming’s name has been seen as a symbol, a patriotic symbol from Hong Kong, ever since his performance at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala in 1983, as the first musician who performed ‘My Chinese Heart’ on the mainland. The name is associated with the set of values of the ‘true heart’ in Chinese (赤子之心). The concept was first mentioned by the ancient philosopher Mencius (372 BC-289BC), to describe ‘the purity of the heart, like a new born child’;\textsuperscript{514} it is now used to describe someone with a mind of pure goodness, also referred to as patriotism in mainstream culture, such as in the Communist journal.\textsuperscript{515} The sign of the title and singer suggested the music has a strong connection with the Communist political proposition.

\textsuperscript{513} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{514} From ‘Lilouxia [in Chinese 禦娄下]’ of Mencius.
(2) <TIME Duration>0.05-0.31: the camera moves towards the stage. Zhang Min-ming is standing in the middle of the stage, surrounded by seventy female dancers in light pink dresses. The stage lighting is significantly purple, as shown in Figure 7-5. The overwhelming number of performers gently moving along with the introduction of the music and the striking purple/dark pink colour are signs, although they are relatively subtle in this case, and they catch the attention of the audience. The total number of performers, including Zhang Ming-min, is seventy-one. ‘Seven’ and ‘one’ are vital numbers in this context: the first of July is the birthday of the Communist Party of China, and Hong Kong was returned to China on 1st July 1997. Therefore, the number of performers on the stage can be seen as a signifier of that historical event. What does the colour mean on the stage? Is it associated with the theme of Hong Kong as well? According to the Xinhua News Agency, the Chinese Redbud was voted as the flower of Hong Kong city in 1965, and the colour of the stage lighting and the female dancers are the same colour as the Chinese Redbud. Therefore, together, these two elements expressed the information, and the meaning, of a declaration of the sovereignty of Hong Kong island, since its handover on 1st July 1997.
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Figure 7-5. The singer and dancers are introduced to the audience through the camera.

(3) <TIME Duration>0.32-0.49: He sings:

‘When I was little, Mom often asked me, What is your Dream? I lift my head and respond, I will devote my youth to the motherland.’

The background screen shows the picture of the Ruin of St Paul’s in Macau, as shown in Figure 7-6. Zhang mentioned the key word ‘dream’ for the first time in this song. The dream can be understood, within the story line provided by the lyrics, as that of a child who has a great love for the country. However, the connotation of that sign, the dream, has been offered a deeper layer of meaning because of the singer’s identity, being a symbol of nationalism and patriotism. In this account, Hong Kong (represented by Zhang) and Macau are both the children of the motherland, and they are willing to support the motherland at her side. Using the metaphor of ‘mother’ to represent the country can make the patriotic theme more accessible to ordinary people. Additionally, the Spring Festival is a symbol of family reunion in most Chinese cultures; *chunyun* is a term to describe the Spring Festival travel period, when a large number of people try to travel home for the festival. Therefore, patriotic education has developed for the whole nation, to
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blend into the theme of ‘family gathering’ at the time of the Spring Festival. The message comes from Zhang Min-ming, who was chosen for the Hong Kong accent when performing to make the story more realistic.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 7-6.** The subtitle says, ‘I worked hard through these years’, along with Zhang Min-ming’s singing.

(4) **<TIME Duration>0.50-1.04:** Zhang sings:

‘I worked hard through all these years, and gradually proved myself
My Chinese Dream is still in my heart.’

The background LED screen projected a series of Hong Kong landmarks, such as Victoria Harbour and the Bank of China Tower, briefly stopping on the picture of two flags, as shown below in Figure 7-7. Showing pictures relating to the economic prosperity of today’s Hong Kong, the sequence stopped at the scenes of flats in Hong Kong and China, as well as the statue of the symbolic Chinese flower, the Redbud, to emphasize the intention of a sense of ownership from the central government’s perspective, while Zhang is singing and playing the role of Hong Kong in this context. Therefore, he is expressing the message that, as the ‘child’ of China, Hong Kong will share the same dream and values as the mainland. The hook of the
song, along with the lyrics ‘my Chinese Dream is still in my heart’, emerges for the first time as the ending of the first part.

Figure 7-7. The Chinese national flag and the regional flag of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China are both showing on the LED screen, and the golden flower statue of a Chinese Redbud is on the right hand side of the screen.

(5) <TIME Duration>1.05-1:50: intervals enter, with the appearance of the melody of ‘My Chinese Heart’. The numbered notation has introduced the identical melody, which can be found in the highlighted area in Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3. ‘My Chinese Heart’ is a household tune that has been rated as the most widely broadcast song originating from the medium of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, according to Hunan Television research.519 The context of the song is most familiar to many ordinary people from the mainland; the connotation of the song, the melody, and the singer together can be seen as a sign of expressing love to the country from a Hong Kong person. The introduction of that specific song, on one hand, according to the writer of ‘My Chinese Dream’, is to express his own respect
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for the earlier classic; on the other hand, the content and theme of ‘My Chinese Heart’ were incorporated into the new song to further the meaning to a deeper level, to adapt the new social and political context of the Chinese dream theme by playing the tune only.

(6)<TIME Duration>1:51-2:20: Zhang sings:
‘No matter where you are, Chinese people, from all over the world, the world is praising for you.’

The background LED screen shows the Beijing 2008 Olympics, the opening ceremony firework display, as shown in Figure 7-9. This part of the music is the upsurge of the whole song in terms of the musical range, as well as the meaning. Successfully hosting the Beijing Olympic Games is a symbol representing the achievement of the country. The picture demonstrated the glamorous visual effects of the new buildings and the fireworks, the latter also being an ancient Chinese invention. The whole picture constructs a great sense of national pride, together with the lyrics, to create a call to all Chinese people all over the world. From this point, the meaning of the song has been expanded from patriotism to nationalism towards the Chinese race.

Figure 7-8. The background LED screen is showing the fireworks above the National Stadium (the blue circle) of the Beijing Olympics opening ceremony, on 8 August 2008. The subtitle indicates the lyrics, as Zhang sings ‘the four seas are connected to each other, as well as the five continents’.

(7)<TIME Duration>2:21-2:39: Zhang sings:
‘The hearts are joined together, the love is fusing, Chinese people are a family who will complete a common dream’.

The footage of a group of people wearing ethnic clothes is shown in the background on the LED screen, as indicated in Figure 7-9. The signs of national unity among all ethnic groups are represented by people wearing ethnic looking clothes; the footage is trying to direct the message in a more specific way than the music. An outlook is captured by the camera for the audience, including the LED screen, and the singer and dancers are all framed on the stage to express the message suggested by the lyrics: all the Chinese, no matter what ethnic groups they are and where they live, will all celebrate this festival like a family and, most importantly, share the common Chinese Dream. This scene also proposed, and expanded, an explanation of the connotation on the subject of the Chinese Dream: perhaps it is the spirit of grand unity across the boundary of ethnicity.
Figure 7-9. As shown above, the subtitle synchronises with Zhang’s singing of ‘the Chinese people are a family who will complete a common dream’. The background is playing the footage of fifty-five ethnic groups in their traditional clothes, while the dancers are accompanying the singing under dark pink/purple stage lighting. The top and sides of the stage remain dark red.

(8)<TIME Duration>2:21-2:39: The end of the song. Zhang sings:

‘My Chinese Dream will never fade, the country’s honour is also mine; no matter from where you are, we are family and share the same dream. My Chinese Dream, it will always be in my heart…’

The hook of the song ‘my Chinese Dream, it will always be in my heart’ emerges again as the ending of the song. A number of symbols representing the hard power of the country were displayed in the LED screen footage; for example, the Chinese astronauts in space; Tian’an Men and Huabiao (as the picture indicates in Illustration 8.0); pigeons flying above the Great Wall. China expressed its confidence based on the process; for instance, China’s space industry is one of the most advanced at the international level; Tian’an Men and Huabiao are the signs of the absolute power of the central government; pigeons taking off from the Great Wall are a call to world peace. This footage is presented from the government’s position, to reinforce the message of the power of the Communist Party in the
world, and meanwhile, the hope of building a peaceful and harmonious society, as the Chinese Dream comes true.

Figure 7-10. The subtitles show the lyrics, ‘My Chinese Dream will never fade’. The background presents the Tian’an Men Tower and the white jade pillars of Huabiao from Tian’an Men Square.

The signs are everywhere and the meaning is developing as the music continues. The meaning of the music gets deeper and closer to the core of the central government’s political concept, until it reaches the end. The signs within the song have covered the following purposes: maximize the mass communication scale, by bringing the idea of the Spring Festival Gala as a tradition to the nation; set the communicational emitter to the greatest volume; based on the preparation provided by the state-owned media machine, highlight the Chinese Dream, as the highest order political slogan from the president. That dream from Xi Jin-ping existed as a sign system with a set of meanings, including the official definition from the government, and a personal understanding. So, before it was introduced to the audience through a song, it already was a mature and solid theory, which was disseminated by the state-owned media machine throughout the country, to all the receivers. Nevertheless, introducing the political concept through symbols, via music, is an effective way of convincing the audience, a way of playing soft power.

The Spring Festival Gala is a new tradition, as part of the celebration of the Chinese New Year. It owns and develops signs during the broadcast, with the
preferred symbols to deliver specific meanings to the audience, to consolidate its political control through entertainment. When the audience has accepted this new tradition, the song encoded with the political message of the Chinese Dream is pushed towards the audience as part of the new tradition, in the form of a popular song from a Hong Kong singer. In doing this, the value of the ‘dream’ was given the identity of a transition to patriotism but it can be traced back to the traditional ideology from ancient Chinese philosophy. The choice of the singer, Zhang Ming-min, makes a clear, political point representing the central government perspective, to declare ownership of Hong Kong from the first moment he was filmed with seventy-one dancers in purple dresses, with an ordinary Hong Kong person’s accent and the stereotypical performance style of Hong Kong pop music singers, giving an illusion to the mass audience that all Hong Kong residents think in the same way.

From this point, the signs are communicating with the audience in two forms, in music and visual experience. The verbal meaning is similar to a ballad, telling a story, how ‘I’ chased ‘my’ dream through the years, while showing the economic development of Hong Kong. So the connotation of ‘I’ was more than a person. The two sets of signs (a person and Hong Kong) seem unrelated, but in this context, ‘I’ was Hong Kong. By calling to all the Chinese to share the same dream across the world, the song has accomplished the transition from a patriotic education to nationalism.

Using the semiotic approach to analyse ‘My Chinese Dream’, and focusing on the signs and the connotation of the sounds within the specific social and historical background can offer an insight into the music message. All the signs can be read and interpreted within the musical text; however, most importantly, the sound and visual signifiers have further connections with the connotation, within the specific political and social discourse. Thus, the power of content analysis on the meaning provided by the lyrics and melody is limited compared to the approach of semiotics. In order to decode the meaning of the signs of a song such as ‘My Chinese Dream’, within the complex background, help from sign research is essential, as the meaning of the music is not only written on the score.

From the perspective of semiotics, since its first appearance on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala stage in 1983, popular music could not avoid playing the role of
a machine with a set of political information. The connotation of the music, within the social and political background, does not exist outside this stage as the meaning was provided not just by the musical text but mainly by the stage itself. Popular music on the stage of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala is a music form which speaks the mass language, but which embodies political signs to express the concepts of the central government. Popular music from Hong Kong and other regions, on this stage, is designed to hold a set of signs which can be decoded by the audience; without those signs, there will be no need for popular music on this stage and pop music will not be popular anymore.

7.4 Mainland *Spice Girls* Versus Taiwanese *Bencao Gangmu*

Popular music through the official cultural outlet, arrived in mainland China with the 1983 CCTV Spring Festival Gala, featuring patriotic Hong Kong singer Zhang Ming-min and his song ‘My Chinese Heart’, as well as Taiwanese singer Fei Xiang and his song ‘The Clouds of My Hometown’, which also brought a sense of national identity. Soon after, as Moskowitz indicated, ‘in the 1980s and early 1990s, Taiwan’s popular music swept across China’. As previously discussed, Zhang Ming-min’s performance at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala in 2012 was a significant programme which delivered mainstream values and the most popular political slogan of the Communist Party. Has such popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan, which had been performed in the Spring Festival Gala, always been labelled with a favourable political identity by the Communist Party from the mainland? How does the audience receive it today? In this section I intend to focus on a specific collaboration for the 2009 CCTV Spring Festival Gala, delivered by Taiwanese superstar Jay Chou and the well-known folk singer Song Zu-ying. The semiotic approach will be applied to analyse and interpret the encoded messages

---
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within China’s social and political discourse, from the musical signs within the songs. The following questions will be answered: what connected these two different pieces by singers whose music styles are not related? Who is the target audience during this communicational process and how did the audience interpret it when watching this performance?

7.5 Musical Textual Analysis of the Collaboration

The performance delivered by Jay Chou and Song Zu-ying in 2009 attracted the highest viewing figures of any of the Spring Festival Galas, according to the data from the media research company CSM. It was a joint performance, mixed from two individual repertoires performed by two of China’s most well-known music stars. Taiwanese pop star Jay Chow, to many of the Chinese audience, is a symbol of nationalism: Jay’s original song title *Bencao Gangmu* comes from a Chinese *materia medica* work *Bencao Gangmu*, written in the fifteenth century by one of the greatest Chinese herbalists and acupuncturists in history, Li Shi-zhen. Jay composed the music and Fang Wen-shan wrote the lyrics. The performance first led in with Jay Chow’s rap singing, accompanied by a mixture of traditional Chinese flute, Western electric guitar and drums. The music sound has a ‘typical introduction of Jay’s Western styled pop music but with a significant Chinese character’, as Zhan states. Some pop singers from Taiwan are regarded with ‘mistrust’ and ‘disdain’ so that makes the central government fear ‘loss of national identity’. Jay’s intention of expressing his respect for traditional Chinese culture possibly helped him to earn support from the mainland. This was not only done
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523 The original research and the paper entitled ‘Listening to the Pop Music within the CCTV Spring Festival Gala’ was given at the International Conference on Music Semiotics in Memory of Raymond Monelle by the University of Edinburgh, in October 2012.
527 Moskowitz, ‘Mandopop under Siege: Culturally Bond Criticisms of Taiwan’s Pop Music’, 69.
through the music, but also Jay wore a shining gold jacket decorated with a Chinese Long pattern, so he resembled an ancient Chinese emperor standing against a red background, and there were also 3D projections of the pieces in Chinese chess. The visually communicated signs of a set of traditional Chinese elements were directly connected to a TV audience of millions. He sang:

‘If Hua Tuo [a famous physician, Bozhou –208AD] is still alive, the idolization of the foreign world would be cured. The national consciousness would be stimulated when foreigners all come here to learn characters. All these herbs are my treasures, I shall recreate history in my own way. If you have time please read the following words...’

The lyrics shown above introduce his ‘Bencao Gangmu’. The words convey a great sense of pride about traditional culture, and the general theme of nationalism can be read through ‘national consciousness’ to more specific cultural items such as ‘characters’ and ‘herbs’, finishing with an appeal to the audience as an encouragement. In the musical text, this part just finished before the hook came in.

With the music continually playing, a nine-year-old boy named Hou Gao-jun-jie, wearing identical clothing to Jay Chow’s, joined in as a guest singer while performing a body popping dance. The young boy can be seen as a response to Jay’s appeal to the audience. The identical clothing is a sign, suggesting that Hou, though from the younger generation, shares the same value of national pride. The contrast between Western culture, from the dance moves, and the Chinese theme, serve as an attempt to attract the audience’s interest to listen and watch. The two sang together:

*Lotus seeds, goji berries [followed by a list of Chinese medical herbs that share the same rhymes].

*I am honoured to take some Chinese herbs...*

Jay’s music performance could be taken as a fusion of the East and West, showing the application of Western pop music through rap singing. The music carried on
with the hook of ‘Bencao Gangmu’, as shown in Figure 7-11 below, in the second line of the two bars.528

![Figure 7-11](image)

**Figure 7-11.** The hook part of Jay Chow’s Bencao Gangmu, music by Jay Chow.

It is worth noticing the rhythmic pattern of each bar, from the sample taken. The second line has a significant character of the application of syncopation, which can be summarized as:

\[ 4/4 \quad \text{♩♩♩♩♩♩♫♫♫♫♫♫} \ldots \]

Furthermore, the Interval between the first eighth-note (D♯) and the second sixteenth-note (A♯), in the second line of Figure 7-11, is a relationship of a perfect fourth. This is followed by a sixteenth-note, one and half notes higher (C♯), ending on two eighth-notes (D♯); the rest of this bar repeated the motif in terms of harmony, which flows as (A♯)→(C♯)→(D♯). Therefore, together, the harmony of the whole motif is: (D♯)→(A♯)→(C♯)→(D♯) & (A♯)→(C♯)→(D♯). In terms of
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interval, this is five half notes→four half notes→three half notes; and four half notes→ three half notes, a pattern of 543+43, as a short form.

When Hou started singing, just before the hook of ‘Bencao Gangmu’ as shown in Figure 7-11, he sang a different clip, from the song ‘Spice Girls’, instead of the hook of ‘Bencao Gangmu’, while also break dancing (scores as indicated in Figure 7-12) When Jay became a drummer on the traditional Chinese big drum, enhancing the heated atmosphere, the audience cheered and applauded. As the music gradually approached the hook again, the stage rose up, bringing the original singer of ‘Spice Girls’, the celebrated folk singer Song Zu-ying, to the audience’s applause as she sang the second theme of her own ‘Spice Girls’ (as shown in bars 9-16, Figure 7-12). The audience screamed and sang along with the performers to the lyrics of ‘Spice Girls’ as the music continued; however, Jay Chow’s ‘Bencao Gangmu’ remained the background music. At this moment, artists from multiple backgrounds and genres contributed to the performance, when age, gender, singing style and political background all blended into determination to give a passionate, collaborative performance. In analysis, the input from Hou and Song can be viewed as a typical collage technique; a detailed examination of the two pieces, which were overlapped within this performance, will follow. First of all, the score of ‘Spice Girls’, originally performed by Song Zu-ying, and performed by Hou, can be found in Figure 7-12.  

Figure 7-12. Musical score shows the first part of Song Zu-ying's original song, ‘Spice Girls’. Music by Xu Pei-dong, lyrics by Yu Zhi-di. The translation of the lyrics for this part is: ‘Spice girls of red pepper spice girls, hot as pepper. They love peppers as children, they still love them grown up. They marry men loving peppers, peppers put their love to test spice girls, hot as pepper.’

How did Hou replace the hook of ‘Bencao Gangmu’ with the second musical theme of ‘Spice Girls’? If drawing the rhythmic pattern of the first two bars, based on the verbal groups provided by the meaning of the text ‘spice girls of red pepper, spice girls hot as pepper...’, according to the score, it can be summarized as:

\[ \frac{2}{4} \begin{array}{c|c|c} \text{♩} & \text{♩} & \text{♩} \\ \text{♩} & \text{♩} \end{array} \ldots \]

In comparison, the two summarized rhythmic patterns are notably similar, featuring a shape of syncopation in each bar. Additionally, the connection between the first two notes of this motif within each bar, from the harmonic point of view, is also a perfect fourth. For instance, this is a flow from (E)→(B); moreover, the harmonic flow of the motivation of bars 9 and 10 in Figure 7-12 is (E)→(B)→(D)→(E) and (B)→(D)→(E). In terms of intervals, it shall be five half notes→three half
notes → two half notes; and three half notes → two half notes, a pattern of 532+32, in short.

The answer to the replacement by ‘Spice Girls’ is becoming clear. The hook of ‘Bencao Gangmu’ is highly similar to the second theme of ‘Spice Girls’, both in terms of the rhythmic pattern of syncopation as well as the harmonic flow: a 543+43 model versus a 532+32 model, respectively, based on the above analysis. This means that the two songs share similar acoustic effects. However, apart from the compositional concern of the musical text, the two pieces are not related in terms of the verbal meaning; additionally, the two pieces were originally contributed by singers from different genres. Therefore, despite the identical musical text, what was the real reason for joining these two pieces on the CCTV Spring Festival Gala stage? The tool of musical content analysis seems to offer little power in answering the question. As Tagg pointed out, ‘popular music is regarded as a sociocultural field of study’, therefore a deeper discussion, from the semiotic approach, concerning the connotation of musical signs within the social discourse might also be introduced in analysing the communicational process.
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7.6 A Semiotic Approach for the Collaboration

Song Zu-ying herself can be considered as a symbolic entity in various dimensions, previous work having been conducted on performance, aesthetic and cultural aspects by Chinese scholars in recent years. However, as little research has been done from a symbolic angle, the following questions will be asked: What message do her songs convey about the musical, social and political discourse of China? Does this affect the collaboration with Jay Chow?

In researching the questions, I intend to begin by considering her identity. According to Zhang and Li, Song Zu-ying’s stage performance presents the ‘traditional value of Chinese culture’ as well as marking ‘the highest level of Chinese national styled singing’. Li further indicates that ‘Song Zu-ying’s performance highlighted the inner unity of nature and music technique’. These arguments suggest that Song Zu-ying is recognized as a national level artist; her performance is not only valued from the musical aesthetics perspective, but also from the ancient philosophical point of view. Zhang and Li stated that ‘Song’s performance expresses her understanding of ancient Chinese wisdom of “balance” and the respect of nature’. That is to say, the philosophical concept of tian ren he yi (in Chinese 天人合一, meaning ‘the nature and the human is a whole’) can be seen in her performance. ‘Spice Girls’ is one of her favourite pieces and it is also a self-portrait to describe the local females from Hunan Province and their love of spicy food. The lyrics and music come from ordinary Chinese people’s life; having real life experience of living in the Hunan countryside and enjoying the spicy meals of her hometown helped her to express this identity through her gestures, pronunciation and body language, to offer a sense of reality in the performance yet separating her
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535 This classic concept has been widely discussed in Confucianism, Daojia and Buddhism in terms of physiology, ethics, politics and society, and many other aspects.
social status as an artist from the mass proletariat. Her countryman Mao Ze-dong was also from Hunan Province, where the first military uprising of the PLA took place.\textsuperscript{536} The local culture, as well as Communist culture, are both heavily associated with red peppers: once Mao joked, ‘spicy peppers are the real food of revolutionaries’.\textsuperscript{537} And yet, although a folk singer, Song Zu-ying received her Western operatic training from one of the most prestigious music colleges in Beijing.\textsuperscript{538}

Therefore, she offers many key features, being an ideal artist from the preferred background, with the right voice within the Communist cultural discourse, and her name being a symbol of the voice of the central stage of the CPC. Furthermore, her connection with the CCTV Spring Festival Gala was also a paradigm which identified her vital role as court singer, the queen of mainstream folk singing styles who was also promoted by the state as a national hero in the film \textit{National Heroes of China} and as soft power to the world, marking her as a successful Chinese female.\textsuperscript{539} Since her first performance at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, Song performed annually for the next twenty-four years as the event’s finale.\textsuperscript{540} She was the first Chinese singer to give a concert at Wiener Musikverein, which was broadcast nationwide,\textsuperscript{541} and was also assigned the mission to hold a concert at the Royal Albert Hall, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations with Great Britain.\textsuperscript{542} Therefore, Song Zu-ying and her music can be considered as a sign that is associated with the country’s most important cultural and political events, that embraces the political information inside and expresses that message to the audience in the language of music. Her

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{537} Fu Qi, \textit{Mao and His ‘pepper Revolution’ Theory} (360 Library data), accessed 6 June 2012, http://www.360doc.com/content/10/0501/09/535749_25662857.shtml.
\item \textsuperscript{541} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{542} Zhao, ‘Some Thoughts after Song Zu-Ying’s Performance in Foreign Countries’, 87.
\end{itemize}
artistic work in the form of folk music, in reality, is a tool to connect with the ordinary people but is encoded with the aesthetical belief of the Communist Party. In return, as the singer who is responsible for producing the Hymn of the Communist Party, her work is offered power and authority by the Party; it is the state’s high art. The music text is never as important as her appearance on the stage, especially in the case of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala when millions of Chinese are watching the programme from all over the world, and it is the time to announce the concept, the belief of the Communist Party, to the whole world.

How does one view the collaboration, in 2009, between Song Zu-ying, as a folk singer, and Jay Chou, who is seen as a pop star? How did Jay come to feature as the tool to express mainstream ideology, from the view of the Communist Party of China? When examining Jay Chow’s music style as a pop singer, it is worth noting that he has a distinct way of expressing his Chineseness through his music. He is Taiwanese and is one of the most well-known pop singers in Asia; his records are distributed throughout the Chinese population worldwide.\(^{543}\) His pop song ‘Songfeng Po’ was based on the traditional Chinese tuning system;\(^ {544}\) ‘Huo Yuan-jia’ is named after a famous patriotic Kong Fu master of modern Chinese history; ‘The Tea Made by Grandpa’ described a history of the tea ceremony; ‘Her Hair is Like the Snow’ has adapted the Chinese traditional Guzheng to play the role representing the female figure of the story. Additionally, the lyrics of all the above songs were written by Fang Wen-shan, who excels at using symbolism to create imaginary historical scenes of Ancient China and traditional culture by adding the allusions and symbols of well-known characters from Chinese Classic literature, such as in the Butterfly Lovers\(^ {545}\) and in ‘Her Hair is Like the Snow’. How does Jay express his Chineseness through his performance to the audience? According to Hall, ‘a message must be perceived as meaningful discourse and be meaningfully decoded before it has an effect’;\(^ {546}\) therefore, how does an ordinary audience perceive the message of Jay Chow’s ideology through his music? On China’s largest question-

\(^{544}\) Po is equivalent to qu pai, which is a generic term for a fixed melody being used in Chinese traditional music.
\(^{545}\) It is the Chinese version of Romeo and Juliet, and is the tragic love story of Liang Shan-bo and Zhu Yin-tai.
\(^{546}\) Hall, Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse, 92–94.
and-answer website Zhihu (知乎), under the title of ‘Discussion on Chineseness Feature of Jay Chow’s Work’, user Liu Biubiu commented that ‘When the drum beats and the folk instruments are introduced, Jay Chow’s Huo yuan-jia (English name of the song: Fearless), makes me think of Jet Lee’s movies; standing on the stage waiting to fight against a foreigner! The most surprising thing is when Jay sings ‘...clear memory fades away with the time’ in the Beijing operatic style, it makes the figure of Master Huo Yuan-jia become vivid in my head again!’

Hall proposed the four codes of the communicational model. First of all is the hegemonic code which, in this case, means that during the dissemination of Jay Chow’s performance, when the audience is viewing the TV programme, those who are familiar with Jay Chow’s music style already, or are interested in his pop style (possibly the younger audience), will receive the message of Chineseness, the sense of national pride and patriotism through his lyrics and the stage activity, such as playing the traditional red drum during the performance of ‘Bencao Gangmu’. This already builds up knowledge of Jay Chow’s music as the reference code. This process operates well for the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, as there were few other choices on TV and most family and local televisions were providing the same programme during that four and half hours; therefore, the music show, within that three minute performance, has a strong hegemonic position to express it to a large audience group. The second code, in Hall’s opinion, is the professional coding. This coding works in tandem with the first coding; for instance, when people are watching Jay Chow and Hou Gao-jun-jie’s performance, as they hear the lyrics they can read the top layered information of national pride from the surface. However, this code requires the encoder’s precise control in enhancing that hegemonic code. For this reason, every detail of the programme which was intended to connect with the audience needed quality control of visual, sound and all other aspects. This, perhaps, is the most important coding in the collaboration of Song Zu-ying and Jay Chou. The design involved in joining the two songs and the two well-known

549 Hall, Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse, 19.
superstars has a connotative intention: the duration of the performance is the process to make the signs work, to expand the connotation of the symbols inside the musical text, as the lyrics indicated: ‘I am proud of the herbs, and will take Chinese herbs’ or ‘peppers are hot’. The actual meaning was not just inside the lyrics and the festival dance; the most important meaning of the collaboration was the perfect connection of the two songs and the joined hands of Jay Chow and Song Zu-ying, two singers from different musical genres providing one piece of flawless song. The symbol of the nation’s pride, and possibly one of the most important singers to the Communist Party of China, holding the hand of Taiwan’s most famous singer sent an obvious message from the encoder: that Taiwan is part of China, it will return to China and the two parts will become one! This is the exact message the encoder needs to ensure is received, based on the political viewpoint of the Communist Party, according to its official position in public. The music was carefully selected and edited in the way that the hook ‘Bencao Gangmu’ was naturally replaced by ‘Spice Girls’. The reaction of the local audience, seen on the TV, when the hook disappeared and was sung by Hou, showed that the audience was not surprised at the difference; only when Song Zu-ying appeared as the authentic singer of her own work, with the background music of ‘Bencao Gangmu’, was the audience amazed by this unusual performance and gave enormous applause. The third code provided by Hall’s theory is the negotiated code, which stressed the freedom of the code itself. This is similar to the performance of Song Zu-ying, this time, who only performed for two bars in terms of musical context; however, the information in her performance and the meaning in ‘Spice Girls’ were beyond what was written on the music score. Her presence, joining in and completing his song with her tune and voice, was the purpose of that programme. The last code is referred to as the globally contrary code; it allows ‘a viewer perfectly to understand both the literal and connotative inflection given to an event, but to determine to decode the message in a globally contrary way’. This
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opposite effect offers the least result to the encoder, being associated with the value and identity of the audience. Generally speaking, the message of the collaboration between Song and Jay, within the Spring Festival background, might produce the opposite effect of the proposed result that the sender wished. The four codes have provided a useful tool in interpreting the signs, and possibly resolving the myth, of this classic collaboration, and have also offered an insight into how the political concept in the message is encoded within the music materials.

7.7 A concern of the Audience

Rethinking the communicational process in the collaboration between the Taiwanese pop singer Jay Chow and well-known folk singer Song Zu-ying from the mainland provided a flawless musical event at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala in 2009. The cultural approach helps with decoding the political message which connected the audience through the music dissemination process, in China’s particular social, political and cultural context, and this process also gives meaning to the performance. From the communicational perspective, a question from the audience’s point of view has arisen to complete the process. That is, what does the audience think about this collaboration? The answer to this question is possibly provided by media reception research, as it emphasizes the study of audience as ‘interpretive communities’, acknowledging that some cultural products, seen as connecting, will never meet the audience physically. Also, according to Radway and Lindlof, the audience conducts the social rules and activity within its own circle. The audience of the Spring Festival Gala performance represents the vital other side of the communicational process and, as McQuail proposed, the encoded media, or musical, text has to be read through the perception of the mass audience. Thus, meanings are reconstructed based on the information provided; during the process, the audience is not thought to play a passive role. The content of the data should be able to shed light at a deeper level. This method has indicated the direction of

the reception study of the musical content of the Spring Festival Gala: that, considering the communicational process as a whole and that the effectiveness of dissemination depends on various conditions, the reception still might not be perceived as might have been expected. A further reception study into a specific music work from the CCTV Spring Festival Gala, focussing on social discourse and situational parameters in particular, may serve to build upon the conclusions drawn from this research.

7.8 Conclusion

The above discussion has shown that Others, musicians from China’s disputed territories, are manipulated as an important component, to express the state’s mainstream ideology, to foster the sense of belongingness, to maintain its state stability, as well as to earn emotional support among all Chinese, all over the world. In order to unite the Chinese nation, across the mainland and disputed territories, the Communist ideology continues to pursue the Chinese Dream.

The Chinese Communist Party wants to reinforce the message of their parental figure in the Chinese world, through popular music entertainment, for example, to establish their authority regarding the core values for being a Chinese person. It is also used as a social glue, to call for unity among Chinese ethnic people, as a sort of resistance towards globalization, and perhaps, Westernisation. The experiment of applying the combination of semiotics and communication theories as the method within this chapter, has offered a new microcosmic view, to help to monitor the interaction and form a deeper comprehension of small details of musical elements and suggestions from the performance within its corresponding cultural, political environment. The combination of theories has also helped to grasp the actual communicational effects from the macro view, by considering music materials as a tangible message from a distance, to analyse the music travelling through stage performance, via mass distribution.

There is a Chinese saying: ‘Fixed barrack, floating soldiers’ (铁打的营盘流水的兵). It literally means, the troops will always be there but the soldiers will be
replaced from time to time. On the Communist central stage, on Chinese New Year’s Eve, the pretty faces and household names of the super stars might alter along with their pop songs and flashing stage effects, but the music theme shall remain. In order to unite the Chinese nation, across the mainland and disputed territories, the Communist ideology continues to pursue the Chinese Dream.
Chapter 8 Conclusion

This study set out to explore the relationship between music and politics in post reform China, from the mass communicational approach. Since the Opening Up and Reform policy was implemented in China in 1978, the country now looks and feels very different to its pre-reform era. Chinese politicians have realised that communal values and national identity are facing great challenges, after the Opening Up and Reform policy had a huge impact on China’s social, economic and political discourse. Therefore, the Communist Party was eager to continue to apply music as a propaganda tool, to consolidate its political agenda since the establishment of the Party but, also, with a further determination to build a harmonious society in the post reform era. Meanwhile, the state-owned media retains its regular interaction with politics. This thesis mainly features three different genres of music: folk music from the field of Xinjiang; the Chinese Dream of the piano; and popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan, on the stage of the Central Television (CCTV) Spring Festival Gala. The study also sought to explore the author’s dual identities and perspectives when conducting fieldwork as a native researcher in China. The literature on mass communicational theory, semiotics and critical musicology offered the theoretical applications to analyse how music content is decoded, disseminated and interpreted by the mass audience and, most importantly, how it delivers political messages. The study sought to answer three questions:

1. How does politics influence folk music from Xinjiang?
2. How does politics interact with Western classical music?
3. How does politics affect popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan?

The main findings are chapter specific and will be summarized within the respective chapters; this section will synthesize the findings to answer the study’s three research questions.

How does politics influence folk music from Xinjiang?
First of all, a discussion stemmed from Harris’s definition of Xinjiang folk music, of its significant character, and of it being intensively politically manipulated. Fieldwork with local state-employed composer Liu Zhu-min and his nationally promoted work that described the joyful life and praised the leadership of the Communist Party was introduced to examine the new folk music in Xinjiang. Secondly, in examining whether the local public stage is becoming a medium for expressing national political order, a comparison focused on performances of a Kazakh minority song at the Xinjiang local Spring Festival Gala by a Kazakh singer and a mainstream Chinese folk singer. Fieldwork experience with the gala’s director, on another local patriotic live music show, *Passion Square*, was also undertaken.

A theoretical framework was applied to support the above original research, as follows:

a. The identity shift from the emic researcher to the etic researcher in the field. Having the identity of a long-term insider had offered an insight into the local music but limited the research from an objective point of view. The mixture of living in the field combined with the away-from-home experience offered a much wider perspective.

b. The three-step discussion on communication theory of Shannon, Westley and MacLean and McQuail to ensure the application of mass communication theory as the tool to examine mainstream media and assist in the analysis of ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’ from several angles and perspectives, such as sociology, history, politics and economics, to focus on the effect of social structure and media systems on patterns of content. McQuail believes the scale of the media is key; therefore, the theory has been applied to compare the scale of the communication as well as in analysis of the local Spring Festival Gala’s audience and the case study of The Voice of China.

---
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c. Taking the music and the music video as signs, interpretation from the perspective of local people, as well as someone who is not native to the music, was discussed.

d. The musicological perspective of Structuralism was applied in examining ‘Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs’, considering the language, the scene settings, the instruments, the dance and performers, as well as the music: whether it was composed, or formed, in line with the authentic, local, aesthetic belief.

e. Examination of the reception of Greeting the Guests with Sweet Songs by the local mainstream media, to demonstrate the political manipulation of the song to praise the leadership of the Communist Party.

f. The concept of authenticity was considered, along with the structure of the music video; related aspects were discussed in decoding the music message, such as its relationship with language.

g. Ritual and music. The origin of the ‘square culture’, and the act of adopting Uyghur ritualised music, dedicating it to the Passion Square concert and the formation of a new ritual for the Party.

With the assistance of the above theoretical applications, this study has concluded the following about the influence of politics on Xinjiang music:

The definition of the new Xinjiang folk music has expanded. Currently, folk music in Xinjiang is, largely, consumed by the local people; it is produced by living musicians, continuing the oral tradition, and is promoted by the state. It has a significant character in the life of Xinjiang, but has become both a hymn to the Communist Party’s leadership and an expression of the mainstream view of the joyful life of the minority people in Xinjiang.

Moreover, holding both insider and outsider identities when conducting fieldwork might have provided a less biased and more powerful, broader and more comprehensive critical understanding of the music. Thus, the researcher should live in the field and embrace the nature of the research, as well as looking at the culture from a distance. The early fieldwork with my previous piano teacher had acknowledged my understanding of his artistic achievements. However, the work
itself does not always reflect the manipulation of a piece of music, or that the sender who controls mass communication is the power engine, which means its political manipulation might also alter the music's identity.

McQuail’s approach, combined with the semiotic pathway, has provided useful tools to be able to analyse the music materials during the dissemination process. During the Chinese New Year holiday, to people in Xinjiang, watching the music programmes on state-owned TV stations, a sense of national unity among all the ethnic groups is specially stressed, and promoted as a core political ideology of Xinjiang Autonomous Region.

Lastly, the idea of incorporating authentic cultural elements is a vital element to make the performance more convincing to the audience and to foster a sense of honour by reminding them of their identity. Additionally, authenticity can be defined based on the context and cultural background of the performance, as in the case of Wang Hong-wei’s court singing for the state media, in comparison to Tusken’s performance as a native Kazak person. ‘Authenticity’ within a music performance such as the Passion Square concert is also related to the stage costume, which marks both the social status and the identity of the audience, to build a stronger connection as a sign of national unity.

How does politics interact with Western classical music?
The discussion began with a brief history of the piano and its connection with the Chinese royal court, moving forward to the Cultural Revolution when the instrument started to thrive as a symbol representing the Communist revolution, through the Yellow River Piano Concerto. Pianist Yundi Li, referred to as China’s national hero, has led the massive national trend of piano fever ever since The Red Piano in 2012 and My Piano Dream in 2013 were labelled as signs of nationalism and patriotism in China. Fieldwork with Yundi, as well as the interview with the producer Zhang Zhao, aimed to document the aesthetic and political factors behind his work; cultural theory was introduced to determine how concealed information was added by the mainstream media, beyond music.

A theoretical framework was applied to support the above original research, as described below:
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a. The identity switch and role changing in the field\textsuperscript{561} resulted from being an etic researcher at home and an emic researcher in foreign countries; gender issues were also encountered in the field.

b. An examination of the opposite receptions from the UK\textsuperscript{562} and China\textsuperscript{563} of Yundi’s The Red Piano referred to Chinese traditional, aesthetic beliefs in providing an explanation; discussion of its Chinese interpretation determined the reception of the record by the mainstream media in China.

c. The concept of the recording \textit{The Red Piano} has particular relevance to China’s specific political, social and cultural ramifications that have more recently given rise to issues concerning the marking of China’s international status, and to bringing a sense of nationalism and patriotism to the nation.

Therefore, by investigating the data collected in the field and the theoretical applications this thesis has concluded the following to explain how politics influences classical music, especially piano music, in China.

As very recent research, the aim was to focus on China’s most representative pianist on the topic of piano and politics, to contribute to the continuation of the ideas in Kraus’s book \textit{Piano and Politics in China} since 1989.\textsuperscript{564} In contrast to Kraus’s macro research, rather, this thesis had assistance from the concepts of fieldwork experience of data collection, combined with communicational analysis and critical musicological discussion, which together offered a powerful insight from various perspectives. This not only allowed the research to take place on the macro scale, but also offered the opportunity to examine the question on a microscopic scale. This provided a more precise examination of the research in comparison to the vast number of secondary resources in the case of a state-owned media system, and, more importantly, enabled the critical processing of the secondary resources as a reference in seeking the answer.


\textsuperscript{563} Yang, ‘Li Yundi: “the Chinese Wind” Blowing Between the Black and White Keys’, \textit{China Culture} (17 May 2012).

\textsuperscript{564} Kraus, \textit{Piano and Politics in China}. 235
This thesis has found that in cases when the media system exists as a solid sole operation (as in a state-owned system), when the pre-existing data was limited and influenced by the mainstream culture from the home field, then off-field data collection (i.e. away from the original culture) has become crucial. Looking at the same research object away from the field might help the researcher to access it via a different discourse when the existing media system is not playing the dominant role. Assessing the reality of the scene, for instance, by examining how the raw data is gradually offered meaning by the media and the dominant social discourse, then returning to the field of the producer’s original home perspective and investigating how the structure of the music functions from that perspective, and its relationship with linguistic, native aesthetic beliefs and meaning, allows the researcher the opportunity to witness the development of the signifiers. The value of the foreign field, which has a different discourse although not native to the sign, lies in helping the sign to gain meaning, to become the signifier in the home field. A research pattern of home field→foreign field→home field will allow the researcher to distinguish the innate character of the sign from home, how it is performed away from home, which is the process of taking the shape of the signifier to the home perspective, when it might have a different meaning to the research object and, in the end, how it develops to a set of signified information in the home community. That is the purpose of fieldwork and off-fieldwork, to know the facts of the research object, such as a piece of music; to understand the differences and the relationship between the two fields, where one can be the other’s sign; and, finally, to locate how, why and when the meaning is added to the artistic work. Therefore, in the case of Yundi Li and his recording of *The Red Piano* one can say the music is not as ‘red’ as it sounds, but what makes the piano so ‘red’ is not how the music was made but, rather, for whom the music was made. There was no doubt that some of the work composed by Zhang Zhao illustrated his personal pursuits and the inspiration offered by traditional culture, but when it was recorded and released to celebrate the Chinese Communist Party’s establishment, the recording was expected to, or had to, convey that meaning.

The meaning of the *The Red Piano* is not merely music. To the mainstream media, this recording is forever a monument to commemorate the glorious
revolutionary history, particularly when pianos, a Western symbol, feature as the tool to play the Party’s song for its mass people, reinforcing the shared identity of the children of the mother yellow river, stemming from *The Yellow River Concerto*. It also forms a set of signs incorporating the Party hymns from different ethnic groups by illustrating their folk tunes, and the historical backgrounds of music from controversial ethnic areas, throughout Communist history. Folk songs came from Xinjiang, Tibet and, in order to mark the holy land of the Communist Revolution, Hunan Province; and its leader Mao Ze-dong, a strong ending to the recording, in the sense of marking the mainstream ideology and purpose of its publication and promotion nationwide, occurred with the rearrangement of the Chinese national anthem *March of the Volunteers*.

The manipulation of Western classical music is seen as a complex circle but it has an accurate inner structure; from the paradigm of Yundi and his *Red Piano* recording, one can see that, first of all, Western classical music is seen as a whole set of signs to promote mainstream ideology. The connotation of Yundi is as *signified information*, to pronounce the multiple triumph of the economy and education, marking China’s rising status in the international discourse; yet his pianism and background are promoted and read as a *preservation* of traditional Chinese culture. Within the mass communicational process, as a musician who speaks the language of music, the political aims are encoded into the musical text and disseminated to the mass audience within the overwhelmingly dominant power of social discourse. During this mass communicational process, at this level of dissemination, the connotation of the aesthetic value of the music text gradually completed the transformation, incorporating within it the sense of nationalism and patriotism. The circle does not stop there: the meaning of the signs continues to develop, expanding the signified but always embracing mainstream ideology and

---

565 *In the Place Wholly Faraway* from *The Red Piano*, in Chinese 在那遥远地方 originally collected by Wang Luo-bing from Xinjiang, rearranged on the demand of former President Hu Jin-tao to demonstrate China’s soft power at the Golden BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) Conference in 2011, by Zhang Zhao, according to the interview with Zhang in September 2013, in Beijing.

566 *Remote Shangri-La* from *The Red Piano*.

567 *Liu Yang River*, rearranged from a well-known revolutionary themed song from Hunan, as a metaphor to praise Mao Ze-dong.
keeping active interaction within the mass audience, such as during a national tour of *The Chinese Piano Dream*.

The complete circle, from the personal, musical experience of listening to the *Red Piano* recording to attending a *Chinese Piano Dream* concert anywhere in China, then encountering news reports of performances at the most prestigious events, is a typical communication scale transmission pattern. It starts from a recording as a self-interaction and alters along with the medium of the musical communication. No matter that it is only a self-examination or a social level broadcast, the information remains the same: only the connotation of the sign grows and so does the meaning. To a Chinese ear, within the specific social discourse, the music of a Western piano piece from a pianist like Yundi Li or Lang Lang is never just melody; it is a pathway, the direct interpretation of the Chinese Dream.

How does politics affect popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan?

This thesis contributed detailed case studies from Hong Kong singer Zhang Ming-min’s *My Chinese Dream* and the collaboration between Taiwanese singer Jay Chow and mainland mainstream folk singer Song Zu-ying. Analysis of the communicational dissemination process, applying the semiotic approach, examined the structure and the connotation of the music materials to explain why and how popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan is manipulated to serve the Party’s political ideology of instilling a sense of common identity and cohesion, as well as trying to promote and build a common national identity in the Chinese nation across the mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan. A number of theoretical tools have been applied to assist the analysis:

a. The approach of traditional content analysis of communication theory was used to indicate how the political message is encoded into popular music from Hong Kong.

b. The concept of language and authenticity was discussed with regard to the first performance of *My Chinese Heart* by Hong Kong singer Zhang Ming-min, to express the identity and the ideology of the musician.

c. The technique of musical analysis offered insight into the harmonic structure of the collage work of ‘Bencao Gangmu’ and ‘Spice Girls’.
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d. The semiotic approach of popular music enabled exploration of how popular music became signs: from its basic musical context, extended to the related specific cultural, political and historical background of the performance; and with added elements such as the performers also as the signs, to form the category and the connotation of the signified.

With the assistance of the above theoretical applications, this study has produced findings on how popular music was influenced by politics:

First of all, popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan arrived, along with the Reform and Opening Up policy, to interact with the local culture. In order to protect the native ideology and reinforce the sense of national unity and patriotism among all Chinese, as well as announcing the ownership of Hong Kong and Taiwan, the representative cultural products from these regions, such as their popular music, were introduced through China’s mass communication platform, the CCTV Spring Festival Gala. Since the emergence in 1983 of popular music from Hong Kong, and the singer Zhang Ming-min, until the most recent work *My Chinese Dream* by the same singer in 2014, the music message, such as its lyrics or musical content, has maintained its close connection with the current mainstream political situation. The dual collage of music and politics through the collaboration between Song Zu-ying and Jay Chow, in 2009, also delivered the signal of the same purpose. The conclusion may be drawn that the mass communicational medium is the sender’s major approach to expressing their political concepts. Some popular music, with its ritualised background, has been selected to be shown on the stage, such as at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala. The format and content must serve the function of fostering the nation’s unity.

The core concept in applying semiotics to assist popular music study, as Tagg stressed,\(^{568}\) lies in the signs and their connotations. However, in this case, it requires deeper understanding of China’s own historical and political social

---

\(^{568}\) Philp Tagg offered suggestions after the author’s presentation at the International Conference on Music Semiotics in Memory of Raymond Monelle in November 2012.
discourse, observing how music is planted and grown in this environment. Viewing
music ‘without’ its soil, but still focusing on its musical text, by analysing the music
materials across the time period, and examining its inner connotation within the
social discourse, shows how it interacts with the outer environment and gains
meaning from it. Popular music itself is a symbol to mark a new era in China after
its Opening Up and Reform policy; therefore, within the mainstream discourse,
unavoidably, along with its popularity across the nation in China, it has and will
continue to have, its political blood.

Recommendations for future research

This thesis examined various genres of music in post reform China, since 1978, to
discuss how music was shaped and presented by Communist political mainstream
ideology. The music materials focused on folk music, classical music and popular
music, looking at their interaction within the social discourse, with the mass
audience, during the communication process. The case studies undertaken largely
comprised data from original fieldwork; semiotics and musicological concepts were
applied as the theoretical tools to assist the research in those three representative
genres. The scale of this research is extensive and multifaceted even when focusing
on the above three genres. The Opening Up and Reform policy has changed China’s
image. The Chinese people have become wealthier and more Westernised than in
the pre-reform era, while political control of culture is on-going and affecting many
aspects with its subtle approach, when the targeted audience’s self-awareness may
not yet have detected such control.

Further research is certainly recommended, in the future, into the Chinese
audience’s reception, across all ethnic groups, to monitor their self-awareness of
the political influence on music. The rise of China’s middle class since the reform
has created a large group of consumers of local musical products, such as musical
drama or opera, yet it is also the backbone of China’s social stability. It might be

569 Huang, ‘On Functions of Middle Class to Social Stability’.
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beneficial to investigate how the mainstream media generates the musical products that engage with the interests of China’s middle class, to maintain its political control. Additionally, would the control ever lose its power and allow more freedom in the creation of the music works? If competition exists between the sender and the receiver within a communication process, which is likely within a solely dominated social discourse, the methodology presented in this work might offer a useful tool in investigating this idea.

Limitations of the study

This study has offered an evaluative perspective on the topic of music and politics in post reform China. The research was conducted in China and foreign countries, in both Chinese and English, and the methodology relied on theoretical reference to ethnomusicology, musicology, mass communication and semiotics. The combination of the above methods was an experiment, in an attempt to answer the major questions, and it is a complex phenomenon with interdisciplinary concerns, as there were not sufficient references from the methodological perspective for the purposes of this research. As a direct consequence of this methodology, the study encountered a number of limitations, such as how to adjust Western theory to be more suitable for application in China, which might be a consideration in the future. Additionally, gaining access for the purposes of this research was not easy; therefore, this limited access might also mean that more work remains for future research.

Final Words

Music has always been offered an identity as a political tool since the establishment of the Communist Party of China, and its identity continues to serve that function, though subtly expanded with a more complex capacity. The methodology within this research has offered a new approach in examining original, contemporary material from various genres, to demonstrate how music serves as the message
station to express mainstream ideology as the reflection of social discourse. The Opening Up and Reform policy has massively improved Chinese people’s life conditions and outlook, while China is also gradually rising globally. This research provides a window to let the world view China’s modern political and social discourse via its music; and also, perhaps, reminds the Chinese people to be aware of the scenes outside, through this window.
Appendix

Transcript translated by the author of the film Yundi Li: Dream Builder

00.07: <TITLE>The Piano Poem
00:14 Li Yundi was born in Chongqing Dadukou District, 7th October 1982. (The film is showing the Chongqing clip.)
00:20 <Yundi> ‘My father used to work in the steel company.’
00:24 ‘My mom influenced me with music perhaps.’
00:29 <SUB> When Li Yundi was four years old, he asked his parents to buy him a small accordion.
00:30 ‘I think it might be some kind of Yuan fen’ (Buddhist-related Chinese concept, means ‘binding force’).
00:33 <SUB> He began his road to music.
00:38 <Yundi> ‘I saw it in a shop, I think maybe THAT was the beginning.’
00:42 ‘The accordion was the sunshine in a gloomy day’ (the weather is always gloomy in Chongqing).
00:45 <Yundi> ‘However, when I heard the sound of a piano.’
00:47 <Yundi> ‘It was a whole new world.’
00:51 ‘It allows you to gallop, to thrive in such a wonderful music world.’
00:52: <SUB> When Yundi was seven, he switched to learning the piano.
00:54 <SUB> He then entered the Sichuan Conservatory of Music in that year.
00:55 <Yundi> ‘But sometimes, you can see some children playing, I did feel a bit envious.’
00:58 <SUB> He was taught by Prof. Dan Zhaoyi.
01:00 <SUB> At the age of 10, Li Yundi won the first prize at a nationwide piano competition.
01:03 <Yundi> ‘But when you started to play on the piano keyboard, you would forget about everything that makes you frustrated.’
‘So this is the magic of music, and so it attracts me the most.’

‘Frankly speaking, I don’t have many friends.’

‘My best friends are the music scores and music.’

‘When I was a child, every night before bed, I would listen to Chopin’s music. From then on, the music was carved inside my brain.’

‘I was hoping to play on the stage for as many people as possible; when I was a child, that was the dream during that era.’

Li Yundi entered Shenzhen Art School with Prof Dan. (The pic will show Shenzhen.)

‘Shenzhen is like a newborn baby, everything was so fresh, full of energy.’

‘I always wanted to make every piece perfect, after I won the top prize in a domestic game.’

‘Then followed by China International Piano Competition, Liszt International Competition, eventually I participated in the Chopin in 2000.’

2000, Li Yundi is playing at the Chopin International Competition at the age of 18.

Li Yundi became the first winner in fifteen years to be awarded the top prize at the International Chopin Piano Competition, the youngest ‘Chopin’ champion, and the first winner from China.

‘I almost never played Chopin before the competition, and to be honest, I wasn’t planning to participate, because that year I already did a few major competitions, a was a bit tired.’

‘Well, I only had three months to prepare for it. Because of the competition, I began to dig into his music world, and engage with his music.’

‘Germany is perhaps the “homeland” of Western Classical music; the land fostered many significant musicians of my favourites, for instance, Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, etc.’

‘There are so many historical buildings in each German city, but combined with the modern ones as well, it is a fusion of the past and present – it is like the classical music we are playing today.’
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03:16-26 <Yundi> ‘My study experience in Germany has provide an insight into my favourite musicians’ soul and spirit; it also helps me to develop my own understanding of Western classical music.’

THE FOOTAGE WAS FILMED AT HAMBURG CONCERT HALL

03:38 <Yundi> ‘Now my dream is to reach more people via my music, make them more happy because of the nature of music.’

03:40 <SUB> Yundi is described as the ‘Master of the Romantic Music’ in the West.

03:49-57 <Yundi> ‘I am building my dream with music, a dream is not a fantasy, it is for real. The passion of music will keep you going, no matter what happens. The dream will become true.’

04:00-10 <SUB> To make your dream come true, requires passion and obsession; the dream builder (Yundi) will walk along with you.
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